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NG.
Wang's MPS. No other
small computer offers a financial and management planning
system featuring interactive
"what ifT modeling capabilities.
Our Management Planning
System is a complete management and budget control
package for vital planning
functions. Like proforma
and seasonal analysis,
discounted cash flow and
modeling.
It's the first computer system of its kind that you can truly
call your own.

Hungry to know more?
Mail this coupon to MPS Sales,
Wang Laboratories, Inc., One
Industrial Avenue, Lowell, MA
01851. Or call (617) 851 -4111.
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Leadership
Well known are the valuable technical educational benefits
available through the Continuing Education Program , MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING art i cl es , and the Resea rch Department stu dies. On top
of the Association 's varied programs and benefits, NAA offers an
added bonus to members —the opportunity for leadership training.
Most members do not realize that a formalized National Service
Development Program has been established during the past several
years. Participants in the program are identified through their
activities at both chapter and national levels. The accumulation of
this data in NAA 's computer along with other pertinent information
enables NAA's Nominating Committees to function effectively. In
May and June when the nominees for national offices are published
and a new board is elected, products of the program are on display.
(See page 69).
The major objective of the program, of course, is to assure
continuing excellence in leadership of the Association. Although the
program is designed specifically to benefit the Association —and
thus the membership —it also benefits the individual members who
take advantage of it.
As all of us who have gone through the chapter offices and
directorships know, we learn something new in every position. At
the national committee level, policy deliberations mirror —and serve
as learning laboratories for — similar activities in the business world.
NSDP is similar to promotion programs in business. Aspiring
leaders are exposed to increasing levels of responsibility and
complexity requiring a little extra time and effort. The path from
chapter president through national committees, national
directorates, national offices and up to and including the presidency
represents a ladder of achievement. At ea ch step you are exposed
to new challenges and, therefore, the opportunity to grow and
exercise judgment and leadership.
The program is designed to develop those men and women who
are willing to grapple with problems, not gripe about them; who are
willing to act, not react.
Achievement in any field is part of a challenge- response
syndrome. The NAA leadership program challenges men and
women who aspire to leadership roles in the Association —and the
business world.
It, too, is part of the greatest management game ever conducted.
Use it for your own career development.
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GEORGE D. GEE
President, 1976 -77
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT IN THE SPACE AGE
The President of Boeing Aerospace Company discusses his philosophy of management
Defining it as "changes," he goes on to illustrate how the Boeing Company applied this
concept to several major government projects.
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THE NUMBERS GAME: WHAT INDUSTRY ACCOUNTANTS CAN
DO FOR SOCIETY
By Raymond H. Herzog
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The author, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the 3M Company, expresses his
views about the state of the economy and his concern about what the Accounting
Profession can do to improve conditions.
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DETECTING MANAGEMENT FRAUD: PUTTING ONE PAST THE
AUDITORS?
By Mary M. Blinn
CPA firms argue that fraud is virtually impossible to detect if management deliberately
misleads its auditors. And if an audit could be signed as proof against management
deception, it would be prohibitively time - consuming and expensive.
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MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING AND DISCLOSURE
By David T. Hansen
Public securities, always considered to be safe investments, guaranteed by the full faith
and credit of the governments issuing them, are running into disclosure problems in the
securities market. Demands are being m ade for more disclosure and even regulation.
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ACCOUNTANTS' LEGAL LIABILITY
By Stephen A. Moscove
Although an understanding gap exists between the accounting profession and the public, it
is the accountant who must take steps to close that gap and protect himself from legal
liability. What the individual accountant, accounting organization and the profession can do
is the subject of this article.
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SHARED SERVICES: SURVIVAL FOR THE SMALL BUSINESS?
By James R. Davis
The benefits of a strong and cohesive shared - service group are numerous, but remain,
nevertheless, little known to the majority of businessmen. This should change as users
publish more information about their cost - savings and improved management control.
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POS DEVICES: YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A GIANT
By F. Jaimie Cooper
To counter competition from large retail outlets, small -to- medium -sized retailers must seek
assistance from the very same source that provides the giants their advantage:
computer -based point -of -sale devices. It is a mistake for the small retailer to cut himself off
from such devices because he is "too small."
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By Alan M. Morgan
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It is ironic that at the same time some Government legislators would
mandate accounting standards for the private sector, accounting for
governmental entities leaves much to be desired. There are many
members of the so- called "Accounting Establishment" who feel that
all governments (city, county, state, federal) should file consolidated
financial statements, as is the practice of corporations.
The question is: Are governments providing adequate information
upon which investors in municipals can make sound decisions? Many
think not — especially in light of the New York City crisis —and most of
those believe that a consolidated statement based upon generally accepted accounting principles is the answer.
A good summary of the state of municipal accounting is given in an
article by David T. Hansen in this issue. (See page 23). He points out
that in some cases there is a conflict between what is required by
generally accepted accounting principles and what some legal regulations require. The auditor's position as reflected in an AICPA audit
guide states that primary financial statements should be prepared in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and that to
satisfy legal requirements supplementary financial statements could
be presented. This position conflicts with that taken by the Municipal
Finance Officers Assn. (MFOA) that legal requirements should take
precedence. In some cases, as a result, auditors bound by their rules
would have to issue an adverse or qualified opinion.
Except for the AICPA audit guide referred to above, which was released in 1973, little has been done to radically change governmental
accounting principles since the MFOA began its development in 1934.
Lybrand recently issued a report on financial disclosure
Coopers
practices of American cities that strongly urges cities to adopt the
generally accepted accounting practices of private corporations.
Co., made a similar recommendation regarding
Arthur Andersen
the Federal Government.
The tantalizing question is: Would New York City have come so
close to bankruptcy if it had been required to adhere to the same
accounting and financial disclosure practices that corporations must
Cl
use?

&

Should Cities Tell All?

Published monthly, for members only,
by the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF ACCOUNTANTS
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"Paperwork Pain'#1The Overdue Account
(First in a series of problems your business can do without)

"Sure I mailed you that check:
Ever feel that so me people try to
operate th eir bu sin esses o n yo ur
money?
For ex am p le, wh en yo u sp en d
valuable time listen in g to a custom er's
catalog of excuses before he'll pay up
what fie owes. Or when receivab les in
your industry normally run 40 d ay s,
but yours straggle in after 60 or 70.
The Service Bureau Com pany
has a proven 7 -poin t sy stem to help
give you b etter control over y our
receivables. Put teeth in yo ur
collections witho ut alien ating yo ur
customers. An d h elp save y ou
som e mon ey to o.
With SBC handlin g yo ur
receivab les, yo u can sp en d mo re
tim e h an dlin g y o ur b usin ess.
We can sho w y ou how to start
improving y our cash flow —an d free
your clerical peo ple to spend their

tim e o n the tasks that can make
you mon ey.
We're the computerized
bookkeeping experts. Since 1932.
Which means you profit from our 40
years ex perien ce. (That's why they
nam ed the wh ole service bureau
ind ustry after us —The Service
Bureau Com pany.)
We handle Accounts Receivable,
Sales An alysis, Payroll, Labor
Distribu tio n, General Ledger, and
Accoun ts Pay able for businesses just
like y ours.
Sen d th e coupon (or the attached
card ) an d we'll send you a valuable
booklet, "6 Th ings You Can Do Today
That Can Help You Make Your
Com pany More Profitable."
But better hurry. Because the
soo ner you m ail us the coupon, the
faster your cu stomers will be m ailing
you their checks.

We let yo u sp en d less tu n e o n p ap erwo rk an d m o re tim e on m aking m oney.

THE SERVICE BUREAU COMPANY
2
S a data ser vic es di vi sion of
� 7�G!�CONTROL�D ATA� COKPORATION

For fast relief from Paperwork Pain,
send for this free booklet today.
-------------- - - - - -i
The Servic e Bureau Compa ny
Data Process ing Services
500 We st Putnam Avenue
Gree nwich, Conne cticut 06830
Attn: Mr. P. lanuly
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Se nd me your
free booklet, fast.
My company's sa les
are
under
over
$500,000 a year
and we e mploy
unde r
ove r
50 people.
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LetterS

TO THE EDITOR

Enjoyed SCAT
As an accountant, I really enjoyed
the November 1976 article by Arthur F.
Brueningsen, "SCAT —A Process of Alternatives," which supported the presentation of financial statements in a
conventional business format for a
school district.
All governmental units, as the recipient of tax dollars, bear the responsibility
to operate with, and to report on, their
efficiency and effectiveness. Publication
of meaningful financial statements, such
as those discussed by Mr. Brueningsen,
help meet this responsibility.
Many of the things discussed in the
article reminded me of the current fund functional accounting requirements of
Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations. Prior to June 30, 1974, these
organizations had no uniform reporting
requirements. It was on this date that
the AICPA's Industry Audit Guide:
Audits of Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations became effective.
Perhaps it will take another such act to
require governmental units to prepare
financial statements in a conventional
business format.
Dave Evans
Waterloo, Iowa

On SCAT Process
After reading the article, "SCAT —A
Process of Alternatives," by Arthur F.
Brueningsen, in the November 1976 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, I
sent a copy of the article to the Business
Manager of the Rockford, Illinois,
Board of Education.
Mr. Bruensingsen did an excellent job
of covering a subject which is of concern to everyone in the education system and involved in the financing of educational programs. The Rochester
Chapter also should be commended on
assisting in the program and taking an
interest in the school district's problems.
I feel the approach taken in the
"SCAT" process has application to not
only other school districts, such as the
Rockford School District that has faced
6

a reduction in funding of almost
$7,000,000, but also to all types of governmental units. This article came at a
good time and should be looked upon as
an excellent example for others.
I believe that articles of this type
make an important contribution to the
management accounting profession,
since the subject deals with a real problem and provides a logical, practical and
a useable approach to solving the problem.
Kenneth L. Wol ven, CPA
Self- employed
Rockford, Ill.

Accounting for vs. Management of
I am submitting this letter to the editor to record my concern about the predominance of articles in MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING which relate to "accounting for management" leaving an almost
complete void in the area relating to
"management of accountants."
Between January and November
1976, approximately 125 articles had
been published in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. Only two O r three even remotely relate to the important considerations of managing accountants. I believe more attention should be given to
this subject by those responsible for the
management process.
Technical accounting education and
training is very important. Accountants
contribute extensively to the general direction of future company activities and
are accepted as key members of the
management team. They assist internal
management to "manage" the company
and assist outsiders to understand the
financial condition of the company.
However, we tend to overemphasize
"accounting for management" rather
than "management of accountants."
The accounting manager needs guidance in developing skills (mainly "people- related" skills) that fills out a total
approach to management. There are
times in the career of an accountant
when concerns of how to get work done
through people are much more important than concerns of the accounting
data itself. If the capability to manage

people is not available then the capability to provide accounting information
for management will very likely not be
available.
Accountants, like all other managers
in the business, need career paths to follow. They should be given sufficient opportunity to learn and practice management skills: selecting, training, motivating, disciplining, etc, As they become
more proficient in these skills then their
opportunity to move up in the hierarchy
of management increases significantly.
Please include more "management of
accountants" articles in MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING.
Glenn V. Schultz
Peoria, 111.
An Opportunity to Praise
After reading, "The Internal Auditor
and the Annual Audit," by Roger N.
Knight and Gregory B. Tomlinson in
the December issue Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING, I had the impression
that the Internal Auditor was portrayed
as a thing or a system instead of an associate with common goals. All too often the internal auditor is portrayed as a
dimly perceived figure in the background whose existence is considered a
necessity for appearance sake. Unfortunately this is probably true in some cases, but not all,
The internal audit function is, in reality, a very vital function and in the interest of upgrading its image I think a
tremendous round of applause should
be given to the internal auditors who do
their job well. Conspicuous recognition
should be heaped on the good internal
auditors around the country, and the
world, not only by the companies who
employ them, but especially by the independent auditors whose job is made easier because of them.
In reality, I have no quarrel with the
content of the article as published in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, but it
does afford me the opportunity to suggest an area where recognition and
praise is long overdue.
R.H. Myers
RCA Laboratories
Princeton, N.J.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

Are Any Costs Avoidable?
In the November 1976 article, "Cost
Accounting in a Stock Transfer Company," Mr. Fred C. Feddeck presented a
case analysis of profitability by client.
His pre -tax profit by client was found by
allocating the total costs of all cost centers to individual clients and then deducting these allocated costs from revenues received from the clients. Clients B
and D showed losses, and Client E
showed a handsome profit. He then suggested, "It would also appear at first
glance that Clients B and D should be
dropped or their fees revised and that
the business should concentrate on the
profit maximization of Client E."
One crucial question must be answered before such a suggestion should
even be considered; i.e., are any of the
costs allocated to clients avoidable?
Dropping clients could mean decreases
in contribution margins. Approximately
45 percent of the firm's costs were personnel costs and a large portion of the
facility costs could be fixed service
costs. It would be doubtful that all the
costs allocated to these "undesirable"
clients could be completely eliminated if
the clients were dropped. Cost that
could not be eliminated would have to
be allocated over a smaller number of
clients. If the proposed profitability
analysis were repeated on the remaining
clients, the decision -maker might again
find some undesirable clients who, according to the author, should be
dropped. If this process were continued,
the firm might end up with a loss of all
business instead of a higher profit on the
fewer clients. It is very important for
the management accountant to be aware
of the distinction between avoidable and
unavoidable costs when making cost allocations for decision- making.
If an analysis by client is desirable, a
better approach would be to classify
cost by avoidability. Costs which are
not avoidable when a client is dropped
should not be allocated to clients.
Avoidable client- servicing costs can be
further classified by variability pattern.
Costs which vary with the number of
clients may be recognized as client
maintenance costs and costs which are
incurred due to client services (certificates issued, registered , etc.) may be
recognized as variable service costs.
Variable service costs per u nit of service
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

Introducin q
an idea you ve
probably.already
thougt of.
In every profession, there is so
muc h being published that you
hardly have time to glance at individual publications, let alone read
them.
And there's no way you can tell
what's inside a magazine by looking
at its cover. There may be an article
you can't afford to miss, but then
again you may not be able to afford
the time to thumb through dozens of
magazines.
But y ou could, were it available,
take a quick glance at a periodical
that contained the tables of contents of dozens of business and
managerial publications.

A Bi- weekly
Information Service.

ganization behavior... public administration. For example:

A Partial List
of Journals:
• Business Week
• Decision Sciences
• Euromoney
• Harvard Business Review
• Journal of Accountancy
• Personnel Journal
• Sloan Management Review
• Wall Street Review of Books

A No Obligation
Free Offer.
Send for a free copy of MANAGEMENT CONTENTS " or order a
year's subscription for just $30.
Volume discounts are available,
Just remember another good idea
you've probably already thought of.
Time is money.
Send me a FREE copy
1
of MANAGEMENT CONTENTS. I
I I know a good idea when I see one.
I Send me a year's subscription.
I O 1 enclose a check for $30.
I
I
i1
MANAGEMENT CONTENTS

ro

IRO.BOX1054
Sound like a good idea? It is. But
who has time to continuously put
together such a publication?
We do. Every two weeks, 26 times a
year, we will send you the tables of
contents of the latest publications in
a handy booklet format. We gather
for you 200 magazines and journals. Subjects covered: accounting
... decision sciences ... finance
... industrial relations ... managerial economics ... marketing... or-

I SKOKIE, ILL. 60076
I (312) 982 -7380
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NOW THAT YOU'RE
AVAILABLE, SHOULDN'T
THE RIGHT PEOPLE
KNOW?
Primitive methods just don't work
anymore.
You need an effective way to get
the news of your availability to the
right people and places quickly,
quietly. Let the experts help you.
We are the members of
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ates

who deal extensively in the accounting field. Our clients are
looking for good people like you.
Together with our NPA associates
around the country, we can take
your message to the right places.
Send your signals selectively —
and get results.
Mae Daly Agency, Inc.
6 East 45th Street
New York, N.Y. 10017
(212) 687-3911
SVC Personnel
37 Station Drive
Princeton Junction, N.J. 08550
(609) 799 -9595
Randall Howard & Associates
5350 Poplar Avenue, #412
Memphis, Tennessee 38117
(901) 767.5150
Butterfield's Employment
Service
161 West Wisconsin Ave.,
Suite 269
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203
(414) 278 -7800
Management Registry, Inc.
7002 Graham Road, Suite 200
Indianapolis. Indiana 46220
(317) 842 -0533
E.H. Wolfe Personnel
Consultants, Inc.
1200 Milam, Suite 425
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 651 -9120
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rendered and client maintenance costs
per client resemble the variable /fixed
cost classification in the classical cost volume -profit analysis. This framework
would enable the decision -maker to decide the minimum service volume desired from each client (break -even
point) and whether it is desirable to
keep or drop any clients.
The avoidability criterion suggested
above can also be used to analyze costs
by type of services offered. Any cost
which cannot be avoided if a type of
service is dropped should not be allocated to services. Avoidable service costs
can be further classified into variable
and fixed components; where the variable service costs are the same as mentioned in the preceding paragraph,
while the avoidable fixed service costs
are fixed costs directly associated with
each individual type of services rendered. By such an analysis, the decision maker can identify unprofitable services
and decide if a change in service fees is
desirable.
Mr. Feddeck seemed to imply in the
article that the firm had some flexibility
in its pricing decisions. A profitability
analysis by type of services rendered
would seem preferable to a profitability
analysis by client. Revisions of fees
based on costs of services can be more
desirable than fee increases based on an
individual client basis as the latter can
imply customer discrimination. The client dropping and fee revision suggestion
by Feddeck would therefore appear to
be unwarranted before a profitability
analysis by type of services is conducted.
Jeffrey J. Tsay
Professor of Accounting
University of Texas
Arlington, Tex.

Ramifications of Immediate Writeoffs
Michael Schiff, in his provocative article, "Benefits of Immediate Writeoffs,"
in the December 1976 issue, made the
valid point that immediate writeoffs
provide a greater incentive for capital
investment than prevails now with the
ten percent investment tax credit and
accelerated depreciation methods. However, he failed to consider some important ramifications resulting from immediate writeoffs. We believe that imple-

mentation of his proposal as stated
would cause drastic and undesirable effects of two types.
The first impact would be an accentuation of business cycle swings in the
capital goods industry. Consider the
collective behaviour of companies if the
IRS began permitting immediate writeoffs of new equipment acquired in 1977
and thereafter. There would be an immediate and sharp upward shift in the
demand for capital goods because
equipment users would want to buy
these goods in order to minimize their
1977 income taxes. Two other factors
contributing to this boom in the capital
goods industry are the more attractive
present values in capital projects and
any pent -up demand related to modernizing facilities. On the supply side, the
fixed short term capacity constraint
would limit output. Equipment prices
would escalate. The capital goods industry, which itself would buy large
amounts of new equipment, would experience soaring profits and might expand capacity over the longer term. After satisfying the bulk of the economy's
needs for new equipment in, say, a two year period, then capital goods demand
would fall rapidly, thereby placing the
producers in a severe recession.
The second impact of Schiff's proposal would be an adverse effect on the operation of the equity capital markets.
The proposed inclusion of 100 percent
depreciation for financial reporting, as
well as income tax purposes, could result in poor reported income in good
years and good reported income in poor
years. For example, a successful company doubling its plant size to meet. exploding demand for its products would
likely report a sizable loss in the year of
expansion. Investors would hardly seem
inclined to allocate more capital resources to a company reporting such
losses. On the other hand, when the
markets for this company's products are
drying up, its management logically
would refrain from additional investments in plant and equipment, and the
resulting absence of equipment writeoffs
could cause reported earnings to be dramatically higher than during the expansionary period. The consequent misallocation of resources could be serious.
While the magnitude of the economic
events we are suggesting defies estimaContinued on page 38
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

Armstrong Will Resign
As FASB Chairman
Marshall S. Armstrong, chairman of the Financial Accounting Standards Board, has announced his resignation from the Board, effective at the end of 1977, in order to permit him to
devote full -time to promoting wider public understanding of the work of the FASB. In a joint
statement issued by Mr. Armstrong and John C.
Biegler, president of the Financial Accounting
Foundation, Mr, Armstrong said, "The Board, in
my judgment, is approaching maturity. It has
been established on a solid foundation. It has
developed effective liaison arrangements with
its sponsoring organizations, with the Securities
and Exchange Commission, the Cost Accounting Standards Board and with a number of other interested groups.... While obviously much
more needs to be done, and more will always
need to be done, I believe that the charge given to me in 1972 as the Board's first chairman
will have been largely carried out by the end of
1977." Mr. Biegler announced that after his retirement Mr. Armstrong will become a full -time
consultant to the FAF with the title of "Chairman Emeritus." Two other Board members —
Arthur L. Litke and Robert E. Mays —are scheduled to retire in 1977.

AICPA Commission Reports
On Auditors' Responsibilities
A seven -man Commission headed by former
SEC Chairman Manuel F. Cohen has issued
tentative conclusions on what it believes the independent auditor's role and responsibilities
should be in relation to users of financial information and society at large. Established two
and a half years ago, the Commission on Auditors' Responsibilities made these recommendations:
• Expand the Auditor's Report in the corporate annual report to a series of paragraphs,
each describing a major element of the audit
function;
• Require management to acknowledge its
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

responsibility for the information presented in
the annual report. That letter should also comment on the nature and strength of the company's internal accounting control,
• Create a new five -to -nine member Auditing
Standards Board within the AICPA. The members would serve full time and have increased
staff support.
• Place the responsibility with the corporate
audit committee for evaluating the relationship
between management and the auditor; for selecting the auditor; for overseeing the auditor's
activities; and for setting the auditor's compensation.
• Urge colleges and universities to work
toward offering four years of liberal arts undergraduate work, plus three years of graduate
study before an accountant can be certified.
The Commission believes the auditor's independence from management should be
strengthened, but it found no evidence of a loss
of independence when the auditor performed
management advisory services. In response to
the Commission's report, the Institute established a committee, including the chairmen of
its five technical committees, to study the report. The Cohen Commission will hold public
meetings beginning June 21, in Washington,
D.C. The final report is expected later this year.

BAI Asks FASB to Give More Time
For Comment on Framework Project
The final pronouncements from the FASB's
Conceptual Framework Project "could affect
accounting in this country more than any other
development in the last four decades," stated
Gerard V. Carey, chairman of the Bank Administration Institute (BAI). Because of the project's importance, he urged the FASB to extend
the time for comment. The Board has requested that comments be submitted by May 23,
1977. A large research and educational banking association, the BAI supports the FASB but
reserves the right to differ with the board on
substantive issues, according to Mr. Carey.
"On balance, the record of the board is positive. We believe it is important to have the locus
of rulemaking authority in the private sector as
opposed to the government."

Internal Auditing Role Will Grow
There will be a greater emphasis and accelerated development of internal auditing as a result
of the increasing interaction and close involvement of audit committees with internal auditors,
Continued on page 68

Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

MAP Committee Comments On
Disclosure Issues
NAA's Management Accounting Practices
Committee filed its comments with the Securities & Exchange Commission's Advisory Committee on Corporate Disclosure regarding
twelve disclosure issues that had been set forth
by the SEC body.
Some views expressed by the MAP Committee are:
• The system of disclosure should provide information that will enable outside parties to
make a reasoned appraisal of management's
stewardship in the administration of corporate
resources. It also should provide information to
assist the investor to forecast the future financial performance of the organization.
• The SEC should wait until the FASB completes its deliberations on a standard of "materiality" before making any pronouncement of its
own.
* Corporations should be required to disclose matters regarding environmental or social
significance only if it is reasonable to expect
them to have significant financial impacts on
the firms.
Copies of MAP Committee comment letters
may be obtained by writing to Manager —MAP
Development at the national office.

Update on Business Combinations
We reported last January that the MAP Committee was interested in obtaining a broad
spectrum of reactions to the FASB's Discussion Memorandum on Accounting for Business
Combinations and Purchased Intangibles.
Since then:
• The Standards Board announced it has
postponed the public hearing from May 17 to
sometime following the Board's "Conceptual
Framework" hearing (scheduled for June 27).
10

• NAA's research staff has commenced
work on a mail questionnaire survey that is expected to provide useful information for the
MAP Committee.

Proposal on Questionable Payments
The SEC proposed a set of rules designed to
promote the reliability of financial information
and the prevention of concealment. Companies
would be required to:
• Maintain a system of internal controls adequate to provide reasonable assurance that
management has knowledge of the company's
activities.
• Maintain books and records that accurately
and fairly reflect the company's financial transactions.
The proposed rules would make illegal the
falsification of company records and would prohibit the officers, directors, or stockholders
from making false, misleading, or incomplete
statements to public accountants. Comments
on file S7 -671 were due by March 11.

Other SEC Activity
The Commission issued Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 14 dealing with reporting requirements
for accounting changes. The interpretations are
concerned with such matters as the preferability of accounting principles, the evaluation of
business judgment, and changing circumstances.
• New rules were adopted that will require
broader disclosure of the identities of shareholders who control large amounts of stock in
publicly -held companies. The rules require certain stockholders, called "beneficial owners,"
to register with the Commission.
A person who has or shares the power to
direct the voting or dispose of 5% of a company's stock will be considered a beneficial owner
as well as anyone who has the right to bring his
total acquisition to more than 5% within 60
days. The regulations take effect August 31 of
this year.
• The SEC will not adopt proposed Form S14A (see MAP column January 1977) for business combination transactions. Based on comments received on the proposal as exposed,
the Commission now is considering a new optional short registration form for such transactions consisting of a single prospectus that
would incorporate, by reference only, reports
filed under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
and the issuer's annual report to shareholders.
Continued on page 68
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Program Management
in the Space Age
Figuratively, we locked them up in a room and forced all the issues
and knotty problems out into the open where they could be
resolved.

By O.C. Boileau
I'm going to assume that most readers of this article are members of management, or that you work
very closely with some person who is. I also am
going to assume that each reader has a preconceived notion of what "management" is, and I
would be surprised if all notions agreed. My own
definition of management is probably different
from most. In my mind, Management is not over the- shoulder monitoring. It is not bird - dogging
every activity in the shop to make sure it is going
along accordingly. Management is "change" —
change decision, change definition and change implementation. Or, to put it very simply, if changes
are not defined and executed in our operations,
managers, as a class of workers, are not needed.
And when I use t he word "change, " I mean
deviation from the current status that requires
management action. It could be the definition and
start-up of a new program, or the realignment of a
program that is departing from the norm and exceeding pre - determined, planned limits.
The most well- defined program management
plan in the world will result in chaos if managers
fail to play their proper role. If your program is
moving down the road according to plan, don't
get in the way until something needs to be
changed. When a change is indicated then apply
your management expertise to bring about the
necessary adjustments. Manage by exception.
A young manager, whom I had nursed along
during the start-up phase of his program and then
turned loose more or less on his own, stopped me
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/MAY 1977

in the hall one day and said, "Gee, I never see you
much any more." I told him: "I only spend time
with people who have problems. When I notice
that I'm seeing a lot of you, that's when you and I
both should begin to worry."
Doing It Professionally on a Large Scale
One can expand the definition of program management by expanding on the concepts of planning, coordinating, controlling, and directing. I'll
leave organizing to each reader for his/her unique
situation.
Program management is something we all do at
one time or another without recognizing it. It is
doing things right as against wrong, being intelligent rather than stupid, being objective rather
than irrational. I would add that the difference in
calling it program management rather th -n common sense is doing it professionally on a large
scale. (Besides, whoever heard of anyone being
paid good salaries merely for exercising common
sense.)
On the small, everyday scale, let's assume that
your objective is to buy a new car. You weigh
alternative outputs versus input resources required. Now, you don't think in those terms, but
that's what you're doing. And if you want to command big salaries for program management,
you're going to have to start talking like that, too,
or the wage and salary administrators will think
it's too easy. You will mentally compare the make
and model of the car, new or used, with the dollars required (out of savings or to be financed), for
the basic purchase plus licensing and insurance
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" . . . an activity
is not a project

until top
management
thinks it is . . . -

fees. You will decide where to purchase (which
dealer) and when to purchase, to fit your financing
and travel requirements.
The laying out, step by step, of these series of
trades is "program planning." This planning, plus
the execution of the plan, is "program management." The information you gathered and the decision criteria applied is the "management information system."
The breaking of your objective into a series of
trades is analysis. A larger number of trades,
bunched together by a common objective, is systems analysis. The acquisition of the funds and
their repayment is resource planning. Your bank
records are your cost control system. All of these
are elements of program management. If you do
all of this successfully, you have achieved your
objective with good job performance compared to
the original plan.
All that I have just described can be done in
your head or on scratch paper. However, when
your objective grows in complexity to a point
where this process cannot be carried in your head,
formal program planning and execution become
necessary. This is program management. It is really nothing more than answering the "what ifs"
and doing it on a scale encompassing the total
problem. Our planning determines the best course
of action and that gives us a baseline to conduct a
program. Eighty percent of its good comes from
thinking through what you are going to do, how
you are going to do it, when you are going to do
it— before you actually do it. It is particularly important if an objective has never before been attained, such as a lunar landing.
Generally, planning is the definition of all the
related tasks with their necessary resources —people, time, money, materials and capital assets required for each task leading to defined outputs
with an identified recipient of these outputs. The
management information system is the predetermined data and decision logic to be used to monitor performance against the plan and which will
dynamically react to variations from the plan.
Again, managers react only to the exceptions or
changes to the original plan.
A Clear -Cut, Well- Defined Objective
Program planning presumes there is a program.
A program is something which has a clear -cut,
well- defined objective. Someone once observed
that an activity is not a project until top management thinks it is, and that's not a bad observation.
Take the lunar landing program, for example.
Jules Verne wrote books about the subject, even
diagramming schemes for getting there. Less than
20 years ago, Boeing had a classified study under
way for the Air Force involving a moon colony.
But until President Kennedy established the national goal of placing a man on the moon and
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returning him to earth in the decade of the Sixties,
going to the moon was only a dream.
The objective of the Apollo program was to
make sure that Neil Armstrong and his fellow astronauts not only got to the moon safely, but that
they also returned safe and sound. Program management was applied very effectively in the Apollo
program.
Management by Exception
In the Spring of 1967, following the fire which
claimed the lives of three astronauts and threatened to derail the entire Apollo mission, Boeing
was brought in by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) to provide technical integration and evaluation of the space program. The management activity was called Apollo
TIE, and involved integration of the total launch
vehicle and the three modules of the Apollo spacecraft.
Management by exception provided the baseline for design of the Apollo TIE. There was no
other way to go. A large room wouldn't hold all
the paper generated on the Apollo program. We
had to get at the specific problems, with the right
people, so that go -no -go decisions could be made
within minutes.
The right people, as it turned out, were scattered over most of the country from Seattle to
Washington D.C., and across the southeastern
United States. The need to communicate effectively with all concerned locations resulted in the development of a system called the Blue Network,
or Blue -Net.
Blue -Net was equipped to provide simultaneous
teleconferences at locations in Seattle; Washington, D.C.; Huntsville, Alabama; New Orleans;
Houston, and Cape Kennedy. As many as 250
managers were on the system at one time. Each
teleconference room was similar in layout, using
three side -by -side, rear projection screens. The
problems under discussion were projected by view
foil projectors on the screens at each location with
voice communication linked to open microphones
and speakers at each location. All transmission
was by telephone. This was cheaper than closed
circuit television, which was five times as expensive.
We had a disciplined communication system
and a good plan for using the system. The plan
was developed to look at exceptions only and to
solve them. Coordinate, control and direct the organization. Managers were given as much visibility as possible and they made their decisions based
on the data available.
An example of this kind of management occurred on Apollo 10, the last one before the first
landing; the mission where the astronauts circled
the moon, dropped their landing module to within
nine miles of the surface and then redocked with
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

the command module. Three days prior to
launching Apollo 10, we advised the director that
the TIE management information system had
identified the acceptable risks (about two dozen),
and that we considered Apollo 10 ready for
launch. We also advised him that we would continue to work the open items and the "acceptable
risks" right down to launch time.
The Management Information System
This kind of experience indicated the dynamic
side of the management process. You need good
data, accurately and simply stated, to make the
kind ofdecisions that were made on Apollo. The
risks taken in some businesses may not endanger
lives, but the same principle applies; your decisions will only be as good as your management
information system. It should include such sub breakdowns as: technical performance monitoring
and control, schedule control, cost control and resource planning.
The original creation of the plan is the most
important because you have the highest leverage
on good performance at that time. A well conceived initial plan avoids many costly changes.
That "one small step fo r man" taken by Neil
Armstrong when he began his moon walk may
have seemed simple enough on television, but the
process that got him there was very challenging
from a program management standpoint, and
would not have been possible without fully applying the "planning, coordinating, controlling and
directing" of program management.
Event Logic Network
Another technique useful in planning and controlling one's job is an "event logic network " —a
helpful tool in setting down your own tasks in
logical order. Try to visualize a PERT -like network banded horizontally by doer, both internal
and external to your control, with time as the horizontal axis.
We then have on the lefthand axis the various
organizations, listed from top to bottom by level
ofauthority, with the horizontal axis showing calendar time —not necessarily linear.
On the field of these coordinates, start to place
events which signal completion of a task. For example, mailing the check to the automobile dealer
for payment on your car. That is a completion
event taking no longer than 60 seconds for completing the activity of funding your automobile
purchase. Now, a question that must enter your
minds is, "Am I going to mail that check before
or after I drive the car ?" If after, "How much
after ?" What data do you accept as a measure of
satisfaction on your part of your new car's performance. From this short discussion you begin to
see the development of a whole series of activities
to be completed by some event that needs inter -reMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

A 363 -foot tall Apollo /Saturn V lunar rocket —the
Boeing Company built the rocket's first stage.
lated data for satisfactory completion. This is the
rudimentary beginning of event -logic planning,
with you as the customer and the automobile dealer as the supplier.
Now relate this simple example to putting a
man on the moon. In the same field, NASA as the
customer must award a contract for first stage engine development and delivery; award the lunar
module and take these deliveries; make decisions
on earth orbit, manned or unmanned; lunar fly -by
missions, manned or unmanned, and so on.
Answering these questions and deciding on the
necessary input resources, including data from related activities, and inter - relationship ofall of the
outputs, is in fact the planning process. Putting
them on paper, in the form of this event logic
network, assigns responsibility and forces decisions from the cognizant individuals —the organization—in the execution of the job.
Minuteman II Program
Looking back on our experience at Boeing with
this kind of planning, we developed our first event
logic network on the Minuteman ICBM program
in 1962. We gathered together key managers from
1s

".

. . a million
cubic yards of
concrete,
235, 000 tons of
reinforcing steel

all departments —about 40 persons —in a room
about 110 feet long and 12 feet wide. Figuratively,
we locked them up in the room and forced all the
issues and knotty problems out into the open
where they could be resolved. This group developed a top network containing 20 events of major
importance and many more supporting, subsidiary events. We practically papered the walls with
charts and flow diagrams. The series of meetings
took about 30 work days. Then we invited in our
Air Force counterparts to review the program
plan we had developed. Upon their concurrence,
we proceeded with implementation of the Minuteman II program. The amount of procrastination
and confusion normally a part of any complex
program was reduced to a minimum, largely because of the use of this type of management planning.
We took the Minuteman ICBM from drawing
board to an operational site in just four years —
and delivered the entire system on schedule and
below cost. Boeing's construction management
role on the Minuteman program was massive:
More than $800 million worth of work at more
than 1,000 missile sites spread over a 54,000
square -mile area in seven states. At each site, a
110- foot -deep underground silo had to be built.
These were the launchers. For every 10 of these
buried missile silos, there was a reinforced concrete launch control center designed to withstand
enormous overpressures. The size of the construction job alone was staggering: A million cubic
yards of concrete, 235,000 tons of reinforcing
steel, 10,000 miles of electrical cable and 265
miles of paved roads.
The Minuteman program uses an associate contractor arrangement. In addition to working with
our Air Force customer, we manage the activities
of numerous subcontractors to ensure that all
hardware interfaces correctly and meets the overall weapon system requirements.
For 15 years we have operated Plant 77 at Hill
Air Force Base in Utah. Performed here are all
storage, assembly and test operations involved in
producing the Minuteman and Short -Range Attack Missiles. The propellants and many actuating
devices in these missiles are highly flammable and,
under certain conditions, explosive in nature.
During our tenure, we have assembled and delivered more than 1,000 Minuteman ICBM's and
1,500 Short -Range Attack Missiles without a major incident.

scope of contractual documents, it is inevitable, I
suppose, that situations will arise that require a
meeting of the minds, and that's best achieved by
a team working together rather than at arms'
length.
Organization and people are another specific.
We believe that everyone should think in terms of
"u s" not "we" and "they ". Issues or problems
need to be sharpened so that decisions can be
made that are best for the program rather than
compromising and satisfying a particular functional activity. One way to do this is with written
policies, practices and procedures.
Another communication device we use effectively is a management information center. A center is used for the collection, display and assessment of high level management information. Our
program planning and control organization establishes these centers and maintains the information
displays for Boeing and customer management.
We want program management and the management information system to flash a red light at
line management levels whenever a deviation from
plan occurs.

A Close Working Relationship

If you can check off each of those 10 questions,
you're in good shape to begin managing a program.

There's a fundamental point with respect to
program management that should be emphasized.
You want to strive for a close working relationship between you and the customer in order to
better translate customer requirements into products or services. Regardless of the volume or
16

Conclusion
I propose a checklist of 10 items that one of my
best program managers goes over before he implements a new program:
1. What are the difficult technical problems?
2. What are the cost leverage items?
3. Have you selected people who understand
these items and have they the experience and
capabilities to solve them?
4. Is the organizational structure such that
checks and balances are provided?
5. Do you recognize the biases of your managers
and do you properly provide for your own
bias?
6. Do you insist on the follow -up of your intuitions?
7. Have you provided for complete coverage of
customer interfaces?
8. Is there a system that provides identification,
visibility, prioritization, and resolution of
problems that affect program plans?
9. Is there an adequate communication system
so that personnel understand the program's
prime objectives?
10. Is there freedom of expression without concern of reprimand'?

'The Department of Defense and NASA require the use of program manage•
men I in all their major new systems acquisitions. When they buy from private
industry, they will only make the award to a company that has proposed the use
of program management and has satisfactorily demonstrated its ability to apply
the technique successfully.
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The Numbers Game:
What Industry Accountants
Can Do for Society
What operating management needs are a few unchanging
benchmarks to rely on when assessing progress and efficiency.

By Raymond H. Herzog
The forces which contribute to society and determine its direction do not operate in isolation; business and industry, with the help of accountants in
industry, are certainly among these forces.
Whether you are a practicing CPA, an industry
accountant, or in the field of education preparing
young people to enter the profession, you should
share in the concern about the strength and stability of our economic system.
We Look to Our Accountants
The accountant's role in business is well established. Those of us ultimately responsible for the
results of business may sometimes find you hard
to live with, but it is fair to say we could not live
long without you. Like all managers, we at 3M
look to our accountants to provide tools for planning and ways to measure progress. I ask them to
help maintain the financial integrity and the continuing solvency that the company needs for access to financial markets. I ask them whether the
results from our efforts and investment represent a
productive and effective use of our resources.
Given such information, I am equipped with
empirical evidence of the vast superiority of our
free market economy over centrally managed economics. Such evidence is essential for countering
the growing clamor in favor of more central management of the economic system by various governmental agencies. However, I also need help in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

presenting this evidence in language which is understandable to people, other than professional accountants and the most sophisticated of investors,
so that even ordinary people can appreciate the
continuing superiority of our flexible and free enterprise system. And, as a concerned citizen, I
look to accountants for information which will
help blunt the sometimes ill- advised and uninformed efforts of government bureaucracy to regulate business or to tax it out of existence.
We also need your input in countering the
thrust of those activist groups which, however
well - intentioned, have no comprehension of the
economic engine which powers and regenerates
our society.
Management Needs a Few Unchanging
Benchmarks
Do we always get what we look for, or expect
from our accountants at 3M? We do not; and it
isn't because 3M has a laggard financial organization. It is because the profession itself has not addressed itself to the real life problems of business,
nor established its priorities in the right order of
importance.
All about me I see mounting evidence of more
constraints, new calls for compliance with rules
and regulations, and often —it seems to me —these
come at the expense of good business basics. The
very least you can do is remind yourselves often
that your operating management is not a group of
academicians or theoreticians, so immersed in the
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field of finance and accounting that they can have
long- standing rules changed and immediately and
always —from that moment forward —think only
in terms of the new rules. What operating management needs are a few unchanging benchmarks
to rely on when assessing progress and efficiency.
We are willing to let the financiers and the analysts worry about the refinements, but sometimes
we are puzzled by changes in the basics.
Changes in Basics
Let me deal briefly with this matter of your professional priorities, by citing an example or two:
The latest in the evolution of prestigious bodies
to promulgate accounting standards is the Financial Accounting Standards Board, whose good intentions and efforts to date I certainly don't question. Two of the FASB guidelines which come to
mind deal with Reserves for Contingencies and
the Translation of Foreign Currencies; Standard
No. 5 and Standard No. 8, respectively.
While I don't quarrel with the end result of the
new rules on translating foreign currencies, I
question whether the extra work they require does
that much for us or anyone else. It certainly
makes communication with our overseas people
more difficult, since adjusting the cost of goods
sold for translated inventory values can make a
substantial difference between local currency and
U.S. dollar gross profit margin percentages. Neither do I understand the merit of why I was encouraged to change translation methods within an
accounting period, in a way which would have
required us to report in a later quarter some exchange losses previously reported.
Sure, you can point out that year -to -date figures
would reflect everything clearly and that restated
quarters would have balanced out, but we deal
with managers and investors who have a hard
time forgetting what they were told last quarter. I
have that problem myself, and telling me too often
that it's a new ball game with new rules doesn't do
much for my confidence in the accountants.
Believe me, restatements in general shake up
nonfinancial operating people and investors, especially when caused by new standards, when overall totals change little, and when the business operations are the same as they were when originally
reported. I think we should make restated data
available to any analyst or anyone who wants to
plot a trend line, but we should leave things as
originally reported as much as possible.
The Standard on Contingency Reserves is another example of substituting form for substance.
I'm told that under the new Standard, we can insure with an outsider against a loss, pay him his
premium, and expense the cost over the period
covered. But if we self - insure, we cannot reflect
the cost of building up a reserve —we must wait
until we have a loss and charge the full amount

against one period's income statement. A prudent
man could understand that and still wonder about
it, I suppose. But if I were in your field, I would
despair of convincing an operating executive in
business that this new rule is more realistic and
better for all concerned.
It makes me wonder whether the voice of industry management is really heard in the deliberations on these matters. Or do accountants in industry sit back and let your professional associations speak for you? If you do join in, do you
speak as business managers or as theorists in the
numbers game? Have you done anything to bring
the practical needs of industry to the forefront? Or
have you become so wrapped up in how data are
reported, that you've lost sight of the reason for
the reporting in the first place?
Roadblocks and Regulations
There is another aspect of the many and sundry
regulations I should comment upon— whether
they emanate from the FASB, SEC, AICPA, IRS,
CASB or FTC. Increased productivity in the accounting function of a business is just as important as the need to increase productivity in our
plants. If business is going to do its job, then increased productivity must cover every activity and
everybody, line and staff, blue collar and white
collar, office as well as factory. For example, in
considering the hundreds of regulations issued by
various bodies concerned with accounting matters, how many of them reduce the reporting requirements of a business, ... how many merely
substitute one report for another, . . . and how
many actually develop information of material aid
in the planning and management of the business?
I realize abuses have been foisted on the investing
public by a few companies, and I concede that
reform is necessary to minimize such abuses. But
it is indeed hard for me to reconcile the scope of
the problem with the flood of regulations which
have poured forth in search of a cure. There appear to be few, if any, constraints on the frequency
or nature of regulations that government can
promulgate.
When we in business plan to expand or change
facilities in a way that may affect air or water or
community life in any way, we are required to
have an "Environmental Impact Statement" and
to defend our position before public hearings and
government agencies. In contrast, I have never
seen a realistic "Economic Impact Statement" on
a single regulation, let alone any regulatory body.
As business and industry face the tasks of reducing unemployment, slowing inflation and staying competitive in world markets, the best help we
could receive would not be government aid, but
rather a reduction in the number of roadblocks
and regulations which slow us down in our search
for solutions to unemployment, inflation and
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world competition problems. That's how government can help attack the real life problems which
concern business.
Those of you with operations outside the United States, such as 3M has on a substantial scale,
know firsthand about the universality of these related problems of inflation and unemployment.
Some other industrialized areas of the world have
grappled with the problems for a long time; and
you might learn something useful from a dialogue
with your peers in other countries.
Poorer than Before
I asked for a few unchanging benchmarks
which management can rely upon. Perhaps the
dollar no longer serves that purpose, when we
consider the erosion in its purchasing power. If
you owned an income - producing property for the
past ten years, its dollar value has probably increased somewhat in line with the change in the
Consumer Price Index. Yet, if yousell that property today, the federal and state governments will
tax at least 50 percent of the difference between
your dollar cost and your dollar selling price,
leaving you with less purchasing power than you
had when you acquired the property ten years
ago. When we have similar transactions in our
company, the accountants will tell me, as you well
know, that we have realized a gain and must report it as income. This is a truly miraculous vanishing act, a disappearing trick worthy of Mandrake the Magician ... we have reported a gain
for tax purposes and yet we become poorer than
before in purchasing power.
We have a recent rule from the SEC requiring
us to give investors the full facts on replacement
cost, but that doesn't solve the whole problem and
may only add to the confusion. Industry is still
being victimized by punitive capital recovery taxes, and also bludgeoned by bureaucrats and public
activist groups who refer to these illusory gains as
unconscionable profits. My point is: can accountants in industry come to grips with the economic
realities of our business life and quit playing with
numbers? I can appreciate wanting to stay with
the ship of historical dollar numbers on which you
have such a tight hold. But I hope you don't realize suddenly, and too late, that you are instead
holding on to an anchor that takes us to the bottom of the sea.
We are in this together, routinely reporting our
profits in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that may be part of the
problem. I'm beginning to wonder if we shouldn't
do more of our reporting according to generally
accepted realities.
It seems to me that the fiction of a profit, arising from the changing value of the unit of measurement, has pretty well become recognized for
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the myth it is, even in conventional wisdom. Just
as we had to abandon the dollar and resort to
more tangible units as a measure of changing productivity, so must accountants find something better than the dollar as a prevailing measure of value. That certainly won't cure inflation, but it will
make the problem of inflation more manageable.
Inflation and Unemployment
Amid the many crosscurrents that impact on
our society today, and at a time when accelerating
change is an ongoing and normal part of life, I
have a notion that a strong and stable economy is
good for people and good for society. I further
believe that unemployment and inflation are today
two of the greatest threats to our economic
strength and stability. Furthermore, if we in industry can help solve the current problems of inflation and unemployment, I believe we will be
doing more good, for more people, than if we generalize about grand strategies for the well -being of
generations yet unborn.
These two problems are very much interrelated:
Inflation has an impact on the cost of creating
productive capacity. Whenever capital formation
is put in jeopardy, we experience a slowdown in
the growth of investment in industrial capacity.
When coupled with a system of taxation which
favors consumption over saving, and fails to provide rapid recovery of depreciable assets, inflation
is even more an impediment to reducing unemployment. If unemployment is to be brought to a
more moderate level, we must have investment
policies and programs to provide new job opportunities for the emerging labor force.
If we as management and you as professional
industry accountants fail to solve these related
problems of inflation and unemployment, then I
fear we will be watching the replacement of free
enterprise by a quasi- socialism with more and
more government control, with welfare as the goal
of employment, and with no regard for sustainable, wealth - producing economic objectives.

"Industry is ...
bludgeoned by
bureaucrats and
public activist
groups who
[call] illusory
gains...
profits. "

Conclusion
The accounting profession has a decisive role to
play in getting this kind ofmessage to your societies, to the rule- makers, to the public, and certainly to your representatives in government. Your
message must reflect a greater sense of economic
reality —more than just numbers with changing
values. Your message must spell out what is—and
what is not —a profit. It must demonstrate the
contribution of reinvested profits toward the solution of our most weighty social problems. Each of
you must assume your responsibility and encourage management to invest time and talent in this
struggle to preserve for posterity a future at least
as bright as the past we have enjoyed.
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Detecting Management Fraud:
Putting One
Past the Auditors?
Auditors are up in arms over the allegation that they should assume
responsibility for detecting management fraud. They maintain it is
sheer ignorance to think the purpose of an audit is to detect fraud.

By Mary M. Blinn

Who exactly is to blame for corporate fraud? Who
foots the bill when stockholders suffer a loss because a company's inventory is stolen, or its assets
turn out to be phoney, or its profits turn into mysterious losses? No one knows for sure, but finding
the
answer is turning out to be one of the biggest
M.M. BLINN
battles in business history. A lot of the fingers are
is Administrative
Secretary, Accounting pointed at the nation's accountants.
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Up In Arms
Former corporate officers of now defunct companies are saying today that their companies
might have stayed alive if the CPAs had taken on
more responsibility in carrying through their auditing procedures. Auditors, for their part, are up
in arms over the allegation that they should assume responsibility for detecting management
fraud. They maintain it is sheer ignorance to think
the purpose of an audit is to detect fraud. In fact,
in letters they send to companies accepting an appointment, they state they are not in the business
of detecting fraud. Upset and angry at the public,
many accountants feel they are being held responsible for society's ills.
There are many cases in courts today challenging the accountants on how they interpret their
own rules. The biggest question: Will they decide
that the auditors should have detected fraud?
In the past, the courts have taken a consistently
conservative stand on the profession's responsibili-

ty under Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
(GAAS). They have generally held that when accountants undertake to perform an audit, they
should meet those standards of care reasonably
expected of persons holding themselves out as
skilled accountants. What courts are now tending to
say is that accountants should be held to a standard
higher than that recognized in their profession.
They maintain that GAAS do not instruct accountants to be constantly on the watch for fraud, and
that auditors have a duty to investigate anything
that arouses their professional skepticism.
Recently, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has been the most aggressive force in
the battle to make accountants take more responsibility for detecting fraud. The SEC believes that
when accountants examine corporations whose securities are held by the public, they can be expected to detect gross overstatement of assets and
profits, whether resulting from fraud or otherwise.
The SEC declares that auditor negligence hurts
businesses. When investors do not believe the auditors are doing a professional job, they cease to
trust financial statements, and they avoid buying
bonds and stocks. This impedes the marketing of
new bond issues and stocks, and damages the necessary capital formation efforts of industry. Moreover, because of such mistrust, our economy as a
whole suffers.
Accounting critics are even more skeptical of
the auditors' performance. They claim that some
CPAs actually close their eyes to the possibility of
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fraud, ignoring situations where management
moves millions of dollars around, as long as the
records appear to be in order.
As ifCPAs didn't have enough troubles fighting off stockholders and the SEC, they must also
defend themselves from being sued by companies
that are themselves involved in legal battles. Companies being sued for misleading financial statements claim that the fault, if any, lies with the
auditors. To the auditors, it's an attempt by the
clients to shift the burden of their shortcomings
onto the auditors' shoulders.

A Case of Peer Review . . .

But the SEC is no longer being receptive to ex- " . . . the public
cuses from auditors. Its agreement with Peat, and lawyers
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. disposed of five cases have many
dating back to 1968 in which clients went bank- misconceptions
rupt or skidded into startling financial declines.
about the
The SEC issued a 177 -page critique of Peat, Mar wick's audits for the National Student Marketing auditor's job
Corp., Penn Central, Republic National Life Insurance Co., Talley Industries, and Stirling Homex. The SEC claimed that the overall audit practice appeared to be conducted in a competent and
professional manner, but in the five cases stated,
Have Many Misconceptions
the auditor was entirely too trusting of questionAuditors, nevertheless, seem more determined
able management claims and transactions. The
than ever to fight.' In speeches and seminars, auditors assert it is neither sensible nor desirable for stockholders were thereby often misled about the
financial health of these companies. In an unprecthem to accept the financial liability for detecting
fraud. More important, the auditors charge that edented action, the SEC, in May 1975, forbade
Peat, Marwick to sign up any new public clients
the public and lawyers have many misconceptions
about the auditor's job, especially in thinking that until after October 31, 1975 (a six -month suspenthe audit certificate at the end ofa financial state- sion), and ordered an examination of its practices
ment guarantees the accuracy of the amounts, by outside accountants. This action by the SEC, in
earnings, and other items included. Many lawyers effect, put the firm on probation.'
As a direct result, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &
certainly seem to believe that the auditor guaranCo.
hired its competitor, Arthur Young & Co.,
tees the accuracy of the numbers on the balance
one
of
the smaller Big Eight accounting firms, to
sheet, and some people think auditors check every
examine
its practices. Young's accountants put in
one of the thousands of transactions on the com12,000 hours of labor studying the way Peat, Marpany's books.
Accountants believe it is particularly unjust to wick audits its clients' books, and interviewed 50
make auditors responsible for client fraud when Peat, Marwick partners. In December of 1975, the
the auditors are also victims of the fraud. Even results of Young's review were in. In general the
with the strictest scrutiny, CPAs insist they are at comments were very complimentary. Young
a disadvantage, claiming that the corporate perpe- found some weaknesses in Peat, Marwick procetrator knows his business so much better than dures, i.e., in a few cases the firm had not kept
adequate records, but concluded that Peat, Marthey possibly could.
Apologists for the accounting profession claim wick had complied with accounting principles as
that in 99 percent of cases, management is not laid down by the Financial Accounting Standards
trying to be deliberately misleading. Its involve- Board.'
The Young review is an accelerating self- policment usually can be properly taken care of
ing
of the accounting profession. The American
through adequate disclosures. It's the other one
Institute
of Certified Public Accountants has
percent that includes the scandals rocking the financial markets, and leaving the auditors in hot urged "peer review" on member firms, but it
wants the results kept confidential. Peat, Marwick
water.
Accounting critics counter that the number of not only volunteered to subject itself to the first
frauds is not small. Many investors point to the review, but insisted that the findings be made pubdistressing list of major frauds, or cases of mis- lic. Peat, Marwick further intends to submit itself
management, that have filled the headlines in re- to peer review every two or three years.
cent years: Equity Funding, Four Seasons Nurs... and a Public Review Board
ing Centers, U.S. Financial, Penn Central, Home While Peat, Marwick was going through the
Stake Production, National Student Marketing,
Talley Industries, and Republic National Life In- peer review of its practices, another one of the Big
surance, to name a few. With each of these cases, Eight accounting firms unveiled a separate prothe accounting profession took a share of the gram for a review of its operations and controls in
blame, and received sharp criticism.
an effort to shape up the profession's increasingly
Because of these suits and pressure from the strained credibility with the investing public. ArSEC, the accounting profession is becoming in- thur Andersen named its own five -man "Public
creasingly concerned about its duty to hunt out Review Board ", consisting of Newton Minow,
material facts about companies that are being au- partner in the CPA firm of Sidney & Austin, and
dited.
currently Chairman of the Review Board; William
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know
who will foot
the bill. "

"... we

Cary, former SEC Commissioner; Randolph
Thrower, former Internal Revenue Service Commissioner; and James Edwards, accounting professor at the University of Georgia., It is believed
that the new review board will help the firm meet
public responsibilities that go beyond the more
narrow accounting or auditing questions. To enhance its credibility, Andersen issued an annual
report for the first time in 1974, complete with
financial statements.'
More Than a One -Shot Study
CPAs are insisting that any negative findings
turned up in these reviews will be self - correcting
because of peer pressure. The real push, though,
will have to come from corporate audit committees, particularly outside directors, who recommend the hiring of auditors to management and
shareholders.
In order to be effective, quality reviews will
have to be more than one -shot studies undertaken
mainly for their public relations value. They need
to be made on a regular basis, reports will have to
be made public, and a means for enforcing the
findings must be found.
Guidelines
Touche Ross & Company, another one of the
Big Eight firms, in 1974 developed a set of guidelines (Exhibit 1) to alert its auditors of situations
that may be breeding grounds for fraud. These
guidelines are found in Touche Ross's Audit
Technical Letter, TL 149 which is required reading for all Touche Ross personnel having responsibilities for audit work. The contents of TL 149
represents a step toward the constructive resolu-

Exhibit 1
WARNING SIGNALS
THAT MAKE AUDITORS WATCH FOR FRAUD
1. Lack of sufficient working capital and /or credit
2. Urgent desire for favorable earnings with the hopes of supporting stock prices
3. Massive demands for new capital in a developing industry
4. Dependence on relatively few products, customers or transactions
5. Little available tolerance on debt restrictions
6. An industry that is in decline with many business failures
7. Many lawsuits, especially litigation between shareholders and management
8. Extremely rapid expansion of business or product lines
9. Numerous acquisitions
10. Difficulties in collecting accounts receivable, especially from a class of customers
11. Significant inventories
12. Unrealistic sales projections
13. Business locations of the company are widely dispersed, and evidence as to a material
transaction must be obtained in more than one location
14. Management dominated by one or a few individuals
15. Company lacks an adequate internal audit staff, and /or outside general counsel
16. Understaffed accounting and financial functions
17. Rapid turnover in key financial positions
18. Audit closings require numerous adjusting entries
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tion of a long- standing problem for the accounting
profession, namely, the independent accountant's
responsibility for the detection of management actions which may have implications of fraud.'
As a starting point, all Touche Ross auditors
give extra scrutiny to what they term "all material
transactions," which are included in the financial
statements, especially those that affect the income
by five percent or more. The auditors are required
to document the details of all such transactions
from outside sources, and not to rely merely on
what management tells them. Touche Ross auditors are warned to be especially critical of major
transactions bunched together near the end of a
quarter or fiscal year, and to watch for related
documents that may have been backdated. Auditors are also asked to scrutinize carefully companies that have numerous small transactions with
the same party, which when added together might
have a significant impact on financial results. Entries in public records concerning recording of
real property and personal property liens should
be inspected thoroughly. In addition, the audit
staff is expected to review carefully internal corporate "conflict of interest" reports, as well as the
trend of key company financial figures and ratios.
If Touche Ross determines in the course of its
audit that management has vested interests in certain transactions it insists that the corporation's
directors specifically approve each transaction.
Extra Costs
Auditors are becoming resigned to the SEC's
urging them to also accept greater responsibility
for the information in corporate quarterly statements. But this means that the public accountant's bills will go up. If it is the SEC's position
that the most efficient way to foot the bill for
fraud is for the auditors to charge for the additional work, then it takes no great imagination to
foresee that the companies will pass along the extra costs to the consumer.
Conclusion
We may not always detect the fraud, we may
not always be able to fix the blame, and we may
not always be able to determine who's putting
what past whom. But we can console ourselves
with being able to answer one of our questions: we
know who will foot the bill.
❑
' Arthur Young, for one, has set a policy to fight cases in court rather than settle
them.
For details of the SEC's review of PMM's involvement in the five cases mentioned, see ASR No. 173, "in the matter of Peat. Marwick, Mitchell & Co."
' "Accounting: A Jury of its Peers," Time, December 8. 1975.
Through phone conversation with Public Relations Department of Arthur Andersen, Los Angeles office.
!bid.

Touche Ross has good reasons to be concerned, for they too have been criticized by the SEC. They were the auditors for U.S. Financial (a large California
financial conglomerate and real estate developer), who, in 1974, was charged
with fraud.
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Municipal Accounting
and Disclosure
The final answer for state and local governments may lie in a
combination of mandatory disclosure requirements and self
regulation.

By David T. Hans en

The recent fiscal crisis experienced by New York
City, which was atypical and unusual, has made it
increasingly difficult for other governmental units
to raise money in the bond market. In the past, a
governmental unit could approach its appropriate
underwriter with a brief statement of condition
(using actual or estimated figures) and secure the
financing it was seeking. Now, it is faced with demanding disclosure conditions even through disclosure is not a legal requirement. The securities
act amendments of 1975 specifically exempt governments from being forced to make most data
public.
Despite the legal exclusion, governments are
learning that in many cases they are unable to sell
their bonds because investors and underwriters
will not commit themselves without adequate
knowledge of the facts. Because of the pressure
being brought by the marketplace, governments
are finding themselves in the unique position of
having to prepare complex offering statements.
Preparation of these statements and the conditions that they must meet vary widely since they
are not subject to control by any single regulatory
body. Some offering statements prepared by municipialities in New York State, for example, contain such essentials as independently audited financial statements, legal opinions, and footnotes
disclosing possible contingent liabilities. In conjunction with the issuance of the offering statement a letter may be written by the auditing firm
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to the underwriters giving them "comfort" that
certain limited procedures have been performed
with respect to specific information set forth in the
offering statement.
The question of whether consolidated statements should be presented in the offering statement is another problem encountered in the marketplace by governments. A combined statement
of revenues and expenditures could only be presented as supplementary information because it
would not present operations in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles, which
requires separate presentation by fund. This statement could possibly be a combination of all funds
except capital, construction, and trust funds.
However, the interpretation of this information
would have to be qualified by the fact that such a
statement would be duplicated in the revenue and
expenditure section.
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Conflicting Standards
State and local governmental accounting and
reporting principles were developed in 1934 when
the National Committee on Governmental Accounting was organized under the auspices of the
Municipal Finance Officers Association (MFOA).
Its pronouncements, namely Governmental Accounting, Auditing and Financial Reporting
( GAAFR), have been instrumental in developing
improved accounting practices within the government.' And for many years, virtually all governmental textbook theory and current practice used
the GAAFR as its authoritative source. In 1973,
23

"... the current

marketplace is
already forcing
municipal
issuers to
improve their
reporting ... "
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state and local governmental issuers must not
present investors with information that is materially misleading in connection with offerings of
their securities. Unless there is outright fraud by
the issuer, there appears to be no clear precedent
or mandatory regulation requirements with respect to issuers of municipal securities.
The original reason for exempting municipalities from the requirements of the securities regulations was based on the belief that public securities
were safe investments guaranteed by the full faith
and credit of the governments issuing them. In
addition, it was believed that only sophisticated
investors would buy this type of security. As a
result municipal securities have been distributed
under practices involving far less disclosure, and
with less fundamental investor protection than is
the case for corporate issuers. Now, both investors
and underwriters are asking for more financial information from municipal issuers. The market has
reevaluated the "risk" factor connected with municipal securities and has placed increased emphasis on special reviews by independent public accountants in order to obtain "comfort" that the
information contained in the offering statement is
correct.
In an effort to improve existing information disclosure practices and at the same time stave off
government regulation the MFOA has issued disRegulation of the Municipal Security Issuer
closure guidelines to aid municipal entities in
There are many variations of accounting princi- preparation of offering circulars.' These disclosure
ples in use with regard to municipal securities guidelines outline pertinent information of both a
throughout the 50 states. This has led to a call for financial and nonfinancial nature that should be
uniformity and several bills were introduced in the included and define the due diligence that is re94th Congress which called for SEC control and quired in the preparation of financial information.
registration of issuers of municipal securities. Pro- They also stress the significance of the accounting
ponents of these bills contend that only mandated standards used since governmental accounting is
accounting principles strictly enforced by a group not as standardized or as uniform as the field of
such as the SEC will bring about the desired im- corporate accounting. The objective of the MFOA
provements in financial reporting. Opponents of is self - regulation in the municipal securities industhese bills contend that the current marketplace is try.
already forcing municipal issuers to improve their
Conclusion
reporting because those who do not disclose propThe final answer for state and local governerly are having difficulty selling their bonds. In
addition to those who seek regulation, there are ments may lie in a combination of mandatory disthose who are interested primarily in consolidat- closure requirements and self- regulation. This
ing all governmental financial statements. They self - regulation could be accomplished through the
recommend that financial statements of the public efforts of the MFOA in conjunction with accountsector be prepared on the same basis as commer- ants, attorneys, and other professionals associated
with the offering statements.
❑
cial financial statements.
The only provisions of the federal securities ' Governmental Accounting, Auditing and Financial Reporting, National Comon Governmental Accounting, MFOA, 1968.
laws that are applicable to the municipal securities 'mittee
Disclosure Guidelines for Offering of Securities by State and Local Governissuer are the "antifraud" provisions. Essentially, ments, MFOA, 1976.

the AICPA published its Industry Audit Guide:
Audits of State and Local Governmental Units.
The new audit guide modified some of the principles previously established by the GAAFR. Perhaps the most important change made was in the
area of legal compliance. The AICPA audit guide
took the position that the primary financial statements should be prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles; and that if
need be, supplementary financial statements could
be presented which would be in conformity with
any conflicting legal regulations. This new position taken by the AICPA is different than the position taken by GAAFR, which indicated that if
there was a conflict between legal provisions and
generally accepted accounting principles, legal
provisions must take precedent. These positions
are difficult to reconcile. However, there can be no
doubt that most governmental units are going to
comply with the law regardless of the requirement
that their financial statements be prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Because of this situation, the auditor will
be required to issue an adverse or qualified opinion. The lack of compliance with generally accepted accounting principles should be properly disclosed in the appropriate notes to the financial
statements.
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Accountants'
Legal Liability
The one thing that accountants should always remember is that
they are not immune from legal actions. The trend of liability suits
against accountants which started over a decade ago will continue
in the future.

By Stephen A. Moscove
If an uninformed layman were to glance at a few
recent issues ofthe more popular accounting publications, he would be left with the impression that
accountants are extremely dishonest. Such an impression would seem to be a logical one when one
considers the number of articles addressing the
topic of lawsuits against accountants. Is that impression an accurate one? Unfortunately, there is
no simple answer. However, there are certain facts
that should be considered.
First is the consideration that accounting as a
profession is relatively young in the United States.
It does not possess a vast store ofjudged cases or
past decisions from which to set precedent or to
rely on for guidance.
Second, the accounting profession's obligations
are considerably different from those of other professions. In other disciplines, such as law or medicine, the members of the profession have a primary duty to their clients or patients. In the accounting profession, the accountant has an additional obligation to the public or the external users of the financial statements that he prepares
and /or audits. It is this "third party" feature of
his work that has led to many of his difficulties as
well as to lawsuits.
Third, there appears to be a rather large understanding gap between what the accounting profession actually does and what the public thinks it
does.
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Finally, there appears to be a tendency on the
part of the public to hold professionals (especially
accountants) liable for real or imagined misconduct. The public expects more from the accounting profession than it ever did, and in all likelihood it will continue to expect more in the future.
An apparent reaction by the accounting profession to this situation is a tendency to provide increased disclosure in financial statements. Although this is very helpful, the underlying issues
of accountants' legal liability will not be satisfied
or ended by increased financial disclosures alone.
An Understanding Gap
There is a definite understanding gap between
the accounting practitioner as to how he views his
role and the public as to how it views the accountant's role. To a large degree, the public believes
that the "... auditor is a guarantor or insurer of
the company's financial solvency." ' It would
seem, in the public's view, that accounting is an
exact science, and that it operates through the application of complex mathematical formulas in accordance with the rigid, established laws of physics. The many judgmental factors involved, coupled with the non -rigid nature of most of the familiar accounting principles, makes accounting
intensely dynamic, but definitely not scientific.
The initial consideration in attempting to close the
understanding gap is to educate the public. This
is, of course, a simple enough solution and would
undoubtedly eliminate the accounting profession's
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he must
learn to
question his
staff members
incessantly and
even
unmercifully. "
"...
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woes. However, from a practical standpoint, how
do we accomplish such a task? How do we hold
accounting classes for the general public? The answer, of course, is not to educate the public but to
educate the accounting profession.
One might ask: "If the accounting profession
clearly sees its role, why does it need to be educated?" The answer lies in the accounting profession's need to become aware of the dynamic environment which surrounds it and to appreciate the
thoughts of the investing public. The accounting
practitioner must be flexible enough to respond to
the increasing demands and expected responsibilities being placed upon him. To ignore his increasing responsibilities could prove to be disastrous.

characteristics of the industry that the client is in,
and all peculiarities should be noted, both internal
to the industry and internal to the client. There
should be a free flow of such information among
all staff members and not merely those supervising
the engagement. Second, audit procedures must
be tailored to suit each client, and these procedures must be reassessed and up -dated on each
performance. Third, workpaper documentation
that is clear, thorough, and well- organized is absolutely critical. Remember that should legal action occur, the working papers are the only evidence that the auditor can rely on to support his
position. Within the workpapers, evidence of an
adequately supervised staff must be present. Such
evidence could take the form of review notations
Protection from Legal Liability
of work performed, narratives of problem areas,
From a pragmatic standpoint, what steps can and write -ups of specific supervision given.
the practitioner take to protect himself from the Fourth, techniques such as statistical sampling
onslaught of legal liability actions? Actually, there should be employed wherever possible. Statistical
are many practical actions that the accountant sampling, properly utilized, serves as far more
can take to protect himself against legal liability convincing evidence in the courts than block judgsuits. These actions that can be used to defend his ment samples. They enable the auditor to test an
position can be broken down into four categories: entire population, rather than isolated segments.
first are the procedures related to preengagement Fifth, in the course of the engagement, all vulneractivities; second are the procedures related to ac- able or exposure areas should be pinpointed and
tual engagement activities; third are the proce- well- documented. Resolution of such vulnerable
dures related to the engagement but on a some- areas in a clear, logical, and well- organized manwhat higher order; and, finally, certain intangible - ner is crucial. Finally, in resolving questionable
areas, generally accepted accounting principles
type procedures must be practiced.
At the first level, accountants must take a hard may not be definitive, or they may not exist. In
look at their client acceptance and retention stan- either case, the accountant should look beyond
dards. A subtle, but common factor in many of generally accepted accounting principles. Althe legal actions taken against accountants arises though it may sound redundant, the absence of
from services performed for marginal entities. definitive principles is not a license for a company
Such marginal companies can be termed as being to do what it wants to do.
At the third level are several areas of equal imvery risk- oriented and the accountant should be
portance.
Initially, every accounting organization
extremely wary about accepting such engageshould
establish
a viable training program for its
ments. Crosschecks and verifications of the character and reputation of new clients may prove to staff members to ensure that they are kept up -tobe exceedingly beneficial in the long run. Next, a date on all matters affecting their work within the
recurring review of current clients should be per- firm and within the profession. Next, relating to
formed to determine the desirability of continuing the job engagement, is the reviewing of workpato service marginal, risk- oriented clients. Once the pers which must be performed with a strongly
accountant decides to accept an engagement, writ- critical outlook. The reviewer should question evten letters specifically outlining the services to be erything and not take anything for granted. In
rendered, should be prepared to eliminate any this regard, he must learn to question his staff
possible future misunderstandings with clients. members incessantly and even unmercifully. Such
Additionally, engagement letters with existing cli- review techniques may cause injured feelings and
ents should be up -dated periodically to ensure personality clashes, but the stakes are far too high
that services performed are understood and kept to ignore. In addition, the reviewer must be cognicurrent between parties. The accountant should zant of risk factors of each engagement at all
request the client to return a signed copy of the times. Vulnerable areas uncovered during the enengagement letter to indicate that he understands gagement must be carefully thought out, and specific risk factors must be attached to them. Unand agrees to have the services stated performed.
At the second level are the procedures to be wise language should be corrected throughout the
implemented in the actual workings of the engage- workpapers to avoid later embarrassment if, for
ment. First, client and industry knowledge is es- example, the workpapers are viewed by laymen
sential. All staff members, from the assistants to such as jurors. By the same token, financial state Continued on page 30
the partner on the job, must be familiar with the
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Shared Services: Survival for
the Small Business?
Although the inability of business to perform is not limited to poor
management, the ability to correct poor business conditions
generally depends upon the sophistication
of the management team.

By James R. Davis
Many small businesses are complex organizations
that need all the professional business expertise
they can obtain. A major source of such expertise
is found in shared services. In most small businesses, it is the accountant who is primarily concerned with cost savings. Therefore, it is he who
must be aware of the developments being made in
this area.
In setting forth the concepts of shared services,
this article will draw largely upon the experiences
of hospital groups, because most of the developments in this area can be attributed directly to the
health industry. Also, most of the literature in the
shared - services area has been in hospital - related
journals.
We will explore three of the most popular
shared - service areas and relate their problems and
benefits primarily to that of small- and medium sized businesses.
Group Purchasing
Group purchasing is a co- operative effort
among a number of businesses that formally organize a non - profit association whose objective is to
supplement and strengthen each member's procurement capabilities. These associations can develop at the local, regional, or national level. Regardless of the size or level, each purchasing
group relates in approximately the same way to all
the businesses with which it is associated. The baMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

sic organizational chart of the purchasing group
also ignores size or level. Each member business
furnishes to the organization a representative who
serves on the board of directors. The board acts in
the same way as that found in any organization.
Once the board is established, a committee is
appointed to administer policies, approve contracts, and control the organization. This committee selects an administrator who acts as the chief
operating officer, and who directs all daily activities of the purchasing group, making sure the policies and procedures of the board and executive
committee are properly conducted.
Depending upon the needs of the organization,
a number of purchasing agents are employed to
conduct the business of the group. If there is a
wide range of items to be purchased, the agents
must become specialized in the major purchasing
fields. Keeping the agents informed about the
needs of the members are groups of consultants.
These consultants provide the purchasing agents
with descriptions of the kinds of items to be purchased, suggested vendors, lead times, and proposed payment plans. In any case, the economic
success of purchasing organizations depends almost entirely upon the effectiveness and efficiency
of the purchasing agents.
Economics demonstrates that where group -purchasing plans become a dominant market force
competition is fierce in all areas except pricing.
Many purchases by similar businesses are made in
an oligopolistic marketplace (i.e., few sellers). In
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"The main
reason for
joining ... is to
cut purchase
costs ... "

such an oligopolistic market, price competition is
generally inefficient for all firms involved. Group purchasing plans tend to upset the existing and
uneasy equilibrium by changing the marketplace
from a "live and let live" environment to a "winner take all" environment. The group - purchasing
organizations solicit bids from various suppliers
based on their members' usage of the various
products. In this environment, price- cutting pays
off, and a powerful, close -knit purchasing group
can force suppliers into price competition. It
might be added that the effectiveness of the group purchasing plan is directly related to its size and
cohesiveness.' Once a group price has been established, it becomes the market price for the area,
and suppliers must meet it or lose business. Rejected suppliers know that by price- cutting they
can regain some of their lost business.
Advocates of group - purchasing plans say that
small businesses can save between ten and fifteen
percent of their purchasing costs by joining the
plan. But if cost savings of this magnitude can be
achieved, why isn't participation greater? To answer this question it is necessary to understand
the concept from the perspectives of those involved in the purchasing process: the purchasers
and the vendors.
PURCHASERS

The main reason for joining a group - purchasing
organization is to cut purchase costs, but the idea
concerning savings is controversial. Some purchasing agents of large businesses say there are no
savings evident from membership in a group plan,
and they feel they can get a better deal by dealing
with the supplier independently. Even so, many
large businesses join purchasing groups to aid the
smaller firms in the group.
Those who advocate group - purchasing plans
state, as a defense, that when factual comparisons
have been made between members of a centralized
buying plan and non - members who purchase independently, the most economical and sophisticated purchasing is carried on by the former.
Whenever a business has gone on its own, it usually receives the questionable benefits of several terrific "loss leaders," but eventually ends up paying
charges above those paid by members in organized group - purchasing plans.'
There still remain some perceived barriers to
membership in a group - purchasing plan. Purchasing agents, for example, feel their jobs and duties
will be jeopardized by a group - purchasing plan, so
many of them oppose membership. They also cite
poor service of the program, poor quality of items
purchased, and poor contact with suppliers' representatives as further reasons for non - membership.'
The feeling of job insecurity appears invalid, since
quite the opposite seems to exist. The purchasing
agent's job is enhanced because the time normally
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spent dealing with suppliers can now be spent on
value analysis and materials management. The job
of the purchasing agent is further complemented
through the interactions with other purchasing
agents and the heads of various departments, thus
enabling full -time efforts to be concentrated upon
the purchasing task. The group plan serves as a
source of information concerning the quality, use,
service, and source of various products, and eliminates duplication of these tasks in each individual
business. As the members of the group meet each
other and realize they are participating for a common purpose, the problems of individuality usually should begin to disappear.
Opponents of group purchasing often feel the
number of commodities open to group plans are
limited. The first items generally purchased under
group - purchasing plans are high - volume expendable supplies. Fuel oil and supplies are examples.
After purchasing groups become established, this
argument fails because the product line expands
to include items such as food products and equipment, linens, furnishings, electrical and maintenance supplies, and paper goods.
Standardization of products also represents a
possible problem area in group - purchasing plans,
but one which is being overcome. Source standardization is a term that refers to the use of ".. .
a common vendor whose catalog is broad enough
to satisfy most of the users' individual preferences. "' Standardizing the source of supply is advantageous because negotiations can cover a substantial area as opposed to a piecemeal approach.
Operating costs of group plans are often cited
as reasons for non - participation: many administrators and purchasing agents believe the savings
are more than offset by the cost of operating the
plans. There are several arrangements by which
the members can finance the operations of their
headquarters. Under some programs, the members pay a markup on items they buy under the
plan. Other plans defray overhead by providing
for cash rebates from the supplier on members'
individual orders. One suggested method involves
the establishment of an annual budget, with
monthly assessments pro -rated on the basis of
some common operating statistic supplied by the
members.`
VENDORS

Vendors and manufacturers generally oppose
the group - purchasing plan. The power of a cohesive group - purchasing organization, with its greater emphasis on price, can mean reduced sales,
unemployed salesmen, and the loss of other services. Vendors and manufacturers equate group
purchasing with lower profits. As a result, they
may be tempted to cut added costs such as quality, research and development, and service personnel. They claim the long -run effects would be the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

reduction of market competition, product quality
deterioration, and decreased research into better
products. But the idea that group - purchasing
pressures can be met by reductions in production
and marketing costs, and a reduction in profit
margins, is questionable. These pressures may
lead to large -scale product development programs
if it will increase sales volume. Corporate expenditures may increase or decrease depending upon
the levels of competition and the relationship of
profit margins with public opinion. Quality standards may increase or decrease depending upon
the purchasing group's ability to determine its
needs and its willingness to sacrifice quality for
price. Thus, the effects of group - purchasing can be
far - reaching for many small- business groups.
Shared Management

organization for the entire period. The management group employs and pays its own staff of experts, who are independently assigned to the
member businesses.
Each member company is generally assigned
someone who directly oversees its daily operations, and a specialized financial management staff
that works part -time. The financial management
staff may perform common tasks such as purchasing, budgeting, and preparing monthly statements. Depending upon the common needs of the
members, there may be specialized management
teams for engineering, communications, recruiting, and data processing. The main concerns of
the specialized staffs are to identify problems, implement plans, and then to follow -up on these
plans.

Another area of shared services, which is less
known than group - purchasing, is that of shared
management. This new "sharing service" is growing particularly rapidly among small hospitals because they recognize "... they no longer can survive as cottage industry." 6 To survive, these small
hospitals must have greater management expertise. But the problem is they can neither afford nor
attract such people on an individual -firm basis. As
leaders in the health -care field realize, shared
management is a way for hospitals to join together
to bear the costs and receive the benefits of such
professional expertise.
As increasing numbers of small businesses fail,
or incur severe financial difficulties, the need for
management depth and expertise expands. Although the inability of businesses to perform is
not limited to poor management, the ability to
correct poor business conditions generally depends upon the sophistication of the management
team. In any case, identifying the problems in the
small- business situation may be much easier than
solving them, because the business environment is
so complex today that a small management team
cannot be qualified in every area. Since it is impractical for small businesses to employ a highly
diversified management staff, the need for several
such businesses to form common management
teams is increasing in importance.

OBJECTIVES
Although the objectives of management groups
vary, several common objectives are found in every shared - management group. First, the relationships of the management staff to the company
owners and employees are defined. The organization chart is restructured to enable everyone to
understand the role and function of the management team.
Next, the financial condition of each member
firm is closely examined. The team first makes a
careful study of the planning and budgeting areas,
and then it reviews the accounting information
system, making any necessary improvements.
Many small businesses do not have policies and
procedures that correspond to firm goals and objectives. The management team therefore strives
to correct this; works to make these areas compatible for the long -run benefits of each member firm.
Once these areas have been examined for each
member of the group, the management team begins to explore the specific needs of the individual
organizations. It is at this point that the members
really begin to benefit from the shared- management team. Once the groundwork has been completed, both the group member and the management team can begin to share formally the responsibilities of managing the individual firm.

BASIC CONCEPTS
After several businesses have formed a management team, they can deploy resources in several
ways. Here, in brief, is one of the more common
techniques used by hospital groups.
At the beginning of each financial period, the
members of the group contract with the management- services team for the amount of services to
be rendered. For these services, the management
group determines an appropriate fee for the period. In many situations, specific members of the
management group are assigned to the member

As small businesses continually face the pressures of inflation, it becomes essential that they
maintain strict control over cash flow. In the
main, this means accounts receivable. Many small
businesses, in an effort to manage their receivables
as efficiently and effectively as possible, spend material amounts each year for collection agency
fees. Applying the concept of shared services, several groups of companies will form either their
own collection agency teams, or will join together
for combined account, or joint, referrals. Although the former method may be cheaper in the
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"Another area
ofshared
services ... is
that of shared
management. "

Group Collections
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"Assistance in
legal matters is
valuable for the
small business

long -run, difficulty is encountered in maintaining
mutual relationships between the agency and the
member firms because each member tends to have
a unique set of collection problems. Also, many
businesses prefer not to be associated with a collection agency. Because of these circumstances,
most firms adopt the latter concept.
Let's look at a successful application of joint
referral. For a group of hospitals in Seattle, Washington, the fee for collection services provided to
large - volume customers is about 40 percent. For
these hospitals, the group rates range from a fee of
20 -25 percent on accounts under 120 days and
from 30 -35 percent on accounts over 120 days.
The group also receives reduced fees when the
semi - annual projections indicate that referrals will
meet, or surpass, the required minimums for the
year. According to one member of this group,
their joint- referral plan resulted in a savings of
$61,294 for ten hospitals during the first two years
of the program.' This kind of fee - schedule reduction inspires members to encourage participation
by the other members, as well as to increase their
own participation.
Besides the direct cash savings, other benefits
can be derived from joint referrals. Most groups
examined indicated that their liquidation rates
had also improved with the lower fee schedules.

In addition, a joint - referral system can provide
benefits such as training courses in credit - granting
so as to eliminate risky customers, and programs
in handling the legal problems surrounding collection. Assistance in legal matters is valuable for the
small business because of the time and expenses
that legal problems require.
Conclusion
Shared services may not be for every business,
but the benefits cannot be ignored for those interested in improving the effectiveness and efficiency
of their organizations. It is still uncertain whether
such services will become major segments of business organizations, but they are gaining popularity, especially with small businesses. These concepts should be readily acceptable to the small
businessman if they can be proven effective. Consider: many small- and medium -sized businesses
now unquestioningly use computer time - sharing,
which is, after all, a form of shared services.
❑
, Dean S. Ammer, "Shared Effects of Group Purchasing;' Hospitals, September
16, 1973.
' Paul Levinson, "
of a Successful Group Purchasing Program." Hospi.11. December I. 1%7.
'Chan K. Hahn and Stanly T. Handy. "Factors Affecting Acceptance of a Hos.
pital Group- Purchasing Program," Journal of Purchasing. August 1972.
Levinson, Op. Cit.
Ibid.
° Jack Milburn, "Shared Management Expertise Spells Survival for the Small;'
Hospitals. February 16. 1976.
John P. Plovie, "Shared Collection Services Improve Hospital Cash Flow;'
Hospitals, February 16, 1976.

ACCOUNTANTS' LEGAL LIABILITY
Continued from page 26
ments must be well organized and as clear as possible. Also, every practicing firm should adopt a
program of alternating partners on the engagement every few years to avoid the possibility of
generating a case of "overfamiliarity." Similarly,
staff members must be rotated periodically to
avoid the same problem.
At the last level, we have the intangibles which
will be difficult to implement, but nevertheless
must not be overlooked. First, we have an "attitude of mind" problem. Each engagement, no
matter how small or seemingly inconsequential,
must be considered important. Every job must be
approached with the same alertness and critical
outlook. The accountant must not take any job for
granted. Second, accountants must be aware of
the expectations of their work, not just its requirements. Finally, they should strive to clarify and
clear up the accounting jargon with which they
have been accustomed. Let us not follow the same
path as the legal profession by adopting technical
terms and phrases that only lawyers can under-
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stand. To a certain extent, accountants have already fallen into this trap.
There also appears to be an "after the fact" reaction to court decisions on the part of the accounting profession. Guidelines and procedures
seem to be generated in reaction to major court
cases. If the accounting profession is to continue
governing itself, it must begin attacking current
issues and resolving them with efficiency and expediency. More important, however, the accounting profession must establish machinery which
will help the accountant to understand investor
demands.
Conclusion
The one thing that accountants should always
remember is that they are not immune from legal
actions. The trend of liability suits against accountants, which started over a decade ago, will
continue in the future. Accountants must be alert
to their ever - changing environment and be flexible
enough to react to their environment's needs. ❑
' Carl D. Liggio, "The Expectati on Gap: The Accountants' Legal Waterloo,"
The CPA, July 1975. p. 24.
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POS Devices:
You Don't
Have to be a Giant
The small -to- medium -sized retailer can no longer simply decide he
is too small to use POS devices; he must seek ways within his
financial limits to pursue the advantages these devices offer him.
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Assume a retailer with assets as follows:
100,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
700,000
300,000
$4,100,000
$

Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Fixed assets
Other assets

Also assume the following income statement
and ratios:
Sales
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Operating expense

$9,000,000
6,750,000
$2,250,000
1,800,000
450,000
225,000
225,000
5.5%
3.4
$

Electronic point -of -sale (POS) devices may resemble the traditional cash register in physical appearance, but the scope of information entered
and recorded is much broader. POS devices can
be used at time of sale to record amount of sale,
compute the sales taxes, total the transaction, and
provide supplementary information such as stock keeping number and employee number. Additional information such as interstore transfers, purchasing, and receiving may also be entered.
It has been known for some time that POS devices are available to the large retailer who has the
"in- house" computer services available to support
the system. It is also known that these services
give this retailer a competitive advantage over
others in that he is able to manage more easily the
major asset of any retailer— inventory. Because of
the sheer impact of such an advantage, the smallto- medium -sized retailer can no longer simply decide he is too small to use POS devices; he must
seek ways within his financial limits to pursue the
advantages these devices offer him. In this article
we will explore the benefits and problems the
small -to- medium -sized retailer might well experience in using POS devices.

An Example

Income Taxes
Net income
Return of assets
Inventory turnover
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By F. Jaimie Cooper

If we assume that by closer inventory management the business can increase its turnover to 4.5
times, then it can decrease inventory to approxi31

"If he is to be
successful, the
management
accountant
must
demonstrate an
inquisitive
attitude . . . "

mately $1,500,000. Such reduction will, in turn,
increase the return on operating assets from 5.5 to
63 percent. This makes $500,000 of working capital available to the organization, and offers competitive advantages to the retailer in pricing the
product, carrying product lines of a broader nature, discontinuing unprofitable lines, and assigning display area. He will still be able to maintain
an above - average return on capital. If the system
is properly planned, other advantages in customer- service levels and automation of certain administrative services performed in inventory management can be realized.
By using POS terminals in conjunction with a
computer, the small -to- medium -sized retailer can
construct inventory data files to control the inventory down to individual stockkeeping items. If the
files are properly constructed, he can use this system of data to expedite purchasing, coordinate the
movement of inventory, and monitor situations
requiring control and corrective action.
Concerns of the Management Accountant
The management accountant faces many problems associated with the installation of a POS system, including systems design, hardware selection,
and software design. Furthermore, he must coordinate the solutions so that no one area overshadows another. He also must not overlook his primary objective: providing management with the
best and most timely information to manage inventory.
Designing the computer files requires consideration of various activities such as merchandise
management, accounting, data processing, financing, marketing, warehouse management, distribution, and purchasing. Such consideration is necessary because all of the information for each of
these areas is stored in one or in a few files.
If he is to be successful, the management accountant must demonstrate an inquisitive attitude
to determine that the needs of all segments of the
organization are met. Not only must he satisfy
such needs, but he must avoid redundancy, and
exclude unused and unnecessary information. Because of these restrictions, he must make continuous inquiry as to the need, value, calculation, and
use of information. In a large organization, this
function would be the responsibility of a systems
analyst, but in a smaller organization, it is the
management accountant who must rise to the
need if his organization is to meet its competition.
Systems Design
In designing a point -of -sales system, the accountant must give primary consideration to satisfying the need for management information. The
systems approach must be broad. Although it is
true that different segments of the system will become operational at different times, the basic sys-
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tems design initially must encompass the ultimate
needs of the organization in order to avoid continual redesign, additional unplanned hardware requirements, and rewritten programs. Therefore,
the accountant must maintain an attitude that he
is participating in the design of a complete, accurate, and timely information system so that it may
be used to determine information such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Quantities to order
Prior sales history
Cost data and history
Purchasing terms and conditions, including
discounts, advertising concessions, seasonal
terming, freight allowances, and so forth
5. Inventory- costing information
6. Amounts on order with expected date of arrival and expected cash requirements due to terming
7. Complementary product trends using department and category groupings
8. Slow- movers for markdowns, and popular
merchandise for quick reorders.

Consider, for example, Company X. After completing a purchase requisition, the company anticipates the time required before payment, and enters this information in the system along with the
quantities to be ord ered and the stockkeeping
numbers. The above information generates an
open - purchase order file, which is integrated with
unpaid invoices. As a result, the company is now
able to determine more accurately its cash requirements for the future.
Company Y, prior to installing the system, used
a lengthy inventory count method whereby quantities, descriptions, and retail prices were listed on
inventory count - sheets. Now, however, after implementing the system, they need enter only the
merchandise location and a page number at the
top of each Inventory page, and insert a quantity
and stock number for each item of inventory. All
other information for inventory costing can be extracted from the computer files. This reduction in
counting -time greatly expedites the inventory procedure.
The following administrative services also can
be performed by a properly designed system:
1. Expeditious printing of purchase orders
2. Generation of partially complete receiving reports
3. Preparation of monthly and seasonal reports
categorizing merchandise by the "ABC method"
4. Notification of transfers from central shipments to a single branch or branches
Company Z, for example, now requires consolidation of branch orders to obtain sufficient quantiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MAY 1977

ties to justify volume discounts or freight allowances. By proper design of the system the company is able to print purchase orders, print partially
complete receiving reports for the receiving
branch, and at the same time notify the receiving
branch and other branches of intercompany transfers to be completed on receipt of the order. This
has greatly improved the flow of paper work as
compared to the prior system.
These are but a few of the areas in which the
retail management accountant can provide other
members of management with valuable information. It cannot be overemphasized that the management accountant must always stand prepared
to explain the value of the information generated
and its relationship to the problems of operations
management. But if coordination and complete
communication of management's needs are
achieved in the design stage, management will be
sold on the system before its implementation.
Hardware Selection
In considering hardware, the accountant in relatively small organizations must acquire a knowledge of the various devices available and their
functions. There are many terminals on the market that interface with other electronic devices, or
the main computer itself. At this time they are
basically grouped as follows:
1. A stand -alone terminal that functions solely
under its own logic with recording devices attached
2. A terminal that functions alone for recording
sales, but which interfaces with a recording device along with several other terminals
3. An interactive terminal that is on -line to a
main computer or minicomputer along with
several other units. This terminal is considered
to have limited use when it is not on -line to the
computer, since it normally contains little or
no logic.
Many variations of POS terminals exist that
contain logic, and which may be attached to recording devices and later "upgraded" and interfaced to a minicomputer or a central computer.
Such opportunity for later use requires that the
accountant become familiar with the various features of the hardware he is considering. Stated differently, not only must the accountant be satisfied
that the devices under consideration fulfill the organization's present requirements, but he must determine that information needs will be met for a
reasonable period in the future. Failure to consider such an important design aspect could require a
disruptive and expensive system conversion at a
later date.
The hardware must be reviewed closely, since
there are several characteristics of POS devices
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that can prevent the system from functioning
properly. For example, some major computers
transmit the data by synchronized timing, whereas most POS terminals transmit data using a start
and stop element. Also, the code used by most
mainframe computers varies from the code of
some POS terminals. Although codes themselves
constitute a technical area, the management accountant must be cognizant of computer characteristics to make the system operational. A main
point to consider is that the interfacing or connecting of various computer devices is a major
problem area, and must be approached cautiously,
especially when dealing with multiple equipment
manufacturers.
Another area of major interest to the accountant in a retail operation is automated input of
sales data. The terminal in its basic state normally
requires that all input information be manually
keyed. If, however, the system requires additional
information input in this manner (department,
stockkeeping number, dollar amount, salesperson's number, and so forth) it is likely that customer service levels will decline. Therefore, it is
necessary to capture this data through an automated method such as machine readable tags.
Several of the attempts made at this automation
include using a black on white bar code, a multicolored bar code, and a magnetic symbol code.
Some of these now have been discontinued, and
the code (OCR -A type font) adopted by the National Retail Merchants Association is gaining
recognition as an industry standard.
If point -of -sale devices are to receive wide acceptance and still gather more data, customer
service levels must not decline. The use of automated input of sales data should be given thorough consideration. Management should keep in
mind that these devices cannot be any more productive or efficient than the tags being read.
Therefore, management should closely scrutinize
not only the readers, but also the quality, reliability, and consistency of the tag printers.
Company W. in order to cut costs, was reluctant to invest in the more expensive tag printer
that read and compared the printed tag to the tag
format that had been indexed through the keyboard. Instead, they purchased a less expensive
tag printer that printed the tags, but did not compare the printed tags for accuracy. Subsequently,
when a shipment of defective ink cartridges was
received, the problem was not d etected until a
number of incorrect tags were in stock and were
being rejected at the terminals. Worse, yet, erroneous information was entered into the system.

the
management
accountant
must be
cognizant of
computer
characteristics
to make the
system
operational. "
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Software Design
Once the hardware is chosen, additional software may be necessary to make the POS terminals
compatible with other devices in the system.
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The record format, which the terminal generates, can be perhaps the most critical problem
area of a POS installation. Most POS terminals
generate a nonconventional record format that requires an intermediate processing before final usage. The acquisition of such intermediate processing software--or the planning for its design —is of
major importance.
A second problem could be encountered in converting the particular terminal's code to the code
of the mainframe computer. A conversion program normally can be written by a qualified programmer, but should be anticipated in advance.
Finally, sales audit programs are a potential
problem area. Accountants, data processors, and
equipment manufacturers attach different meanings to the term "sales audit." Management must
therefore define precisely the information it desires, and the areas it wants controlled.
Alternatives Available to the Small Retailer
Several approaches exist for the small -to -medium sized retailer in implementing a POS system.
Using a service bureau could be the most practical. In negotiating contracts, the retailer should be
aware of who bears the risk factors of the system's
performance, the time table for such performance,
the time period of the contract, and the method of
payment for the programs. Ownership of the programs and the computer language in which they
are written are important, should the retailer become dissatisfied with the service and desire a
change. The retailer should also review the flexibility of the service bureau in modifying programs
to suit his needs at later dates.
In installing a POS system, a retailer might consider a joint venture where both the program and
the system are developed through a cooperative
group such as a trade association. Such a project
should be approached with extreme caution, however, since cost savings arise only when the group
agrees on one system. Such agreement may prove
impossible. Also, legal problems exist when one
retailer decides he is not pleased with the service
and wants to withdraw.
"In house" equipment can probably be used by
certain retailers, and such an approach has the
advantage of the retailer's complete control over
the system's design and priority of projects. Normally, however, the risk exposure is high, and the
organization must support a complete data processing staff, along with other added costs.
A time - sharing system has the advantage ofan
on -line immediate response. But it is not without
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its problems. Can we rely on the computer to be in
operation? Will time permit completion of programming work? Will it be possible to transfer
programs to another system at a later date? Is
there equipment compatibility?
From a practical point ofview, the retailer will
probably have to decide between a service bureau
and a time - sharing service. As we have seen, a
trade cooperative may prove extremely awkward,
and an "in house" computer may require more
financial outlay than the retailer is able to make.
Therefore, in choosing between a service bureau
and a time - sharing service, the following should
be considered:
1. Method of payment for service bureau program (over the contract period or as programs
are written)
2. Ease of program change in either approach,
competence ofservice bureau's staff, and ownership of the programs (retailer or others).
3. Interfacing of particular POS terminals with
either a service bureau or time - sharing system.
This may require costly conversion devices or
software for which contingencies should be
thoroughly planned.
4. Programming language ofeither system should
be examined for compatibility with anticipated
systems improvements to meet future growth.
Summary
The retailer's need for efficient management of
his major asset—inventory—justifies the price he
will have to pay for up -to -date unit inventory information. The small -to- medium -sized retailer
can obtain such information at a reasonable cost
through use ofpoint -of -sale devices. Such inventory information is a necessity for smaller retailers if
they are to compete effectively with larger organizations.
In a small -to- medium -sized organization, the
responsibility for the development of such information falls on the management accountant. With
this responsibility comes a demand for information not normally required in the area ofaccounting. The management accountant must become
relatively proficient in systems design, hardware
selection, and software design. He must remain
objective, creative, innovative, and inquisitive. If
the management accountant is successful in his
duties, he will be able to provide management
with the information its desires. As a by- product,
customer service can be improved and clerical duties can be reduced.
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Responsibility Accounting
for Banks
As an alternative to using the Federal Reserve Functional Analysis
Program, a bank can choose to develop an information system
capable of generating responsibility accounting reports with which
to analyze the costs and income from various sources.

By Susan Alou and Roger A. Roemmich
Commercial bankers have come under increasing
pressure in recent years to develop sophisticated
accounting systems which would provide reliable
information for decision- making purposes.
Among the factors contributing to this need for
better information are: shrinking profit margins,
expansion of services, changes in customer needs
and perceptions, the requirements of regulatory
agencies, and increased competition among banks
and from outside the traditional banking community.
Although banks have enjoyed increasing rates
of return on their funds, the cost of obtaining
these funds has risen even more resulting in lower
profit margins. This has resulted in a proliferation
of new bank services in recent years. However,
with many corporate customers facing extreme
cash flow problems, the nature of payment for
these newer bank services is also changing. Some
corporate customers now desire to pay for bank
services by cash fees rather than by keeping compensating balances in bank accounts. One of the
reasons is the strong inclination that is developing
among corporate treasurers to avoid having excess
funds in noninterest - bearing demand deposits.
Another problem facing most banks is the trend
by state and federal banking commissions to require more detailed information about current operations and better predictions offuture business.
Also, the efforts of banks to enlarge or maintain
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

their share of corporate and industrial customers
have resulted in some competitive price- cutting
for services. This is evident from the offering of
new services and territorial expansions in the form
of new branches or the combination of existing
banks to better meet competition. In addition,
banks are faced with competition from outside the
banking community. There has been a significant
growth of retail finance companies, increased
availability of commercial paper, more competitive interest rates paid by Treasury bills and Congressional efforts to expand the type and number
ofinstitutions that can offer services now available
only through banks.
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Function Analysis Program
Some help is available to commercial banks
through the Federal Reserve System. It offers a
functional analysis program whereby member
banks can provide inputs such as the number of
accounts, average balances, income from services
or activities, direct expenses of services or activities and costs ofadministration. The output provided to the member banks is a report which
shows income and costs by types of service or activity for each reporting bank which is compared
to the average for all banks with similar characteristics. The advantage to a member bank of using
the functional analysis service is that it provides a
low -cost means of analyzing the profitability of
various services or activities and provides a yardstick with which to measure the costs and income
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of a service as compared to similar banks. The
disadvantages of using this service are:
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1. The quality of output can be no better than the
quality of the input and there is considerable
use of judgments and arbitrary allocations involved in obtaining the required input information.
2. Analyses are for broad product lines rather
than for individual activities. Thus, the analysis
does not break down demand deposits or loans
by types of customers.
3. The interrelationships between services is not
included in the output information, hence, the
"real" cost of providing a service may be different when that service is provided as part of a
combination of services available through the
bank.
4. Costs are developed on a full - absorption costing basis. This requires considerable allocation
of indirect expenses. In cases where marginal
or incremental costs may be useful for pricing
services, determining break -even volume or determining if it is better to acquire computer
time by renting time or buying facilities, these
marginal costs are not available.
Responsibility Accounting
As an alternative to using the Federal Reserve
Functional Analysis Program, a bank can choose
to develop an information system capable of generating responsibility accounting reports with
which to analyze the costs and income from various services. The primary advantage to a bank of
developing its own system is that the information
is designed to meet specific needs of that bank and
it is, therefore, more relevant for decision- making.
A major disadvantage, however, is that it is more
costly for a bank to develop its own information
system. And, of course, it has no way of comparing its information with other banks.
The development of information systems for
banks must involve consideration of the marginal
principle of economics. Determination of how
much and which information to develop should be
based on whether the benefits accruing from the
information exceed the costs of developing and
processing the information. However, as Thomas
G. Pagano noted in his article "Measuring Customer Profitability in a Commercial Bank," MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, May, 1975, product
costing techniques historically have not been as
well developed in banks as in product - oriented industries. Some of the reasons for this situation are
a result of the fact that banks have not often exchanged services for a cash fee. They have instead
exchanged services for required deposits. Measuring the profitability of a service or activity requires both the determination of the cost of a service and measurement of the revenues accruing
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from the required deposits. Banks have also found
it difficult to measure the amount of effort required to provide a service. When contrasted with
industrial firms, employees in banks are less likely
to perform only one function or service. For example one bank employee may process savings deposits and savings withdrawals, demand deposit
transactions and receive payments for bank cards.
Therefore, it is very difficult to determine whether
the cost of providing a service is a function of the
number of transactions on accounts or a function
of the dollar volume of transaction on accounts.
This makes it much more difficult to relate costs
to services or activities.
Another problem is that the mix of (different
types of) accounts a commercial customer may
have makes it difficult to measure the cost of providing one service independently of all others, and
to determine the unique benefit accruing to the
bank from that customer's loan account, demand
deposits, or letters of credit. For example, many
banks have served as a correspondent bank for
smaller banks at a break -even basis because of
other income such as letters of credit or loan
agreements, generated through this affiliation.
Types of Bank Costs
Bank costs parallel those of other service industries. Banks have direct costs such as interest
costs, computer operation costs (when billing is a
function of time used), and employee wages which
can be directly related to specific customer services.
Banks also have service department costs which
are indirect, with respect to specific customer
services, but necessary to facilitate performance of
these operations in customer services. Examples
of service department costs are: printing, personnel training, general computer operations, mail
processing, and purchasing. Another type of indirect cost is general bank overhead, such as salaries
of high -level executives, advertising costs, institutional insurance, directors' fees, and contributions.
The distinction between indirect service costs
and indirect general bank overhead is important
for both development of responsibility accounting
statements and for the determination of relevant
costs for pricing new services. The principles of
responsibility accounting are met if determination
of profitability matches revenues with those costs
over which control is exercised.
Exhibit 1 illustrates a responsibility report prepared under the assumption that service department costs are controllable at the branch level,
but that general bank overhead costs are not controllable at that level. Responsibility accounting
for branches, therefore, enables bank management
to evaluate the profitability of branches and the
performance of branch managers. However, cruMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

cial decisions in bank administration revolve more
frequently around the profitability of individual
services rather than around the profitability of
branches. Assignment of responsibility for monitoring cost incurrence is more difficult at the services or activities level. This stems from the fact
that workers and /or physical assets are often involved in more than one activity. Because this assignment is difficult, many banks have not attempted to prepare responsibility reports for each
major service. However, the proliferation of new
bank services has made it necessary for banks to
know how profitable these individual services are.
Exhibit 1 is also an example of a responsibility
report for a bank service. Other bank services for
which responsibility reports may be prepared include:
1. Installment loans
2. Commercial loans
3. Savings categories
4. Demand deposits

S. Mortgage loans
6. Executive credit
7. Letters of credit
8. Building loan
9. Correspondent bank income
10. Retail services
The difficulty in prorating costs to individual
services is also illustrated in Exhibit 1. If a bank
falls below its required reserves, and has to borrow "Federal Funds" to meet the required reserves, should the cost of borrowing those Federal
Funds be assigned to installment loans, commercial loans, mortgage loans or letters of credit?
How should general bank overhead be allocated
to services?

"...many
banks have not
attempted to
prepare
responsibility
reports for each
major service. "

Forecasting the Future
When a bank makes an application to the banking commission for authority to open a new
branch, it is required to provide a forecast of the
profitability of the new branch for a period of

Exhibit 1
PROFIT CONTRIBUTION REPORT
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6,280
1,690
70,832
7,461
4,907
2,258
2,149
37
3,002
248,301
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Contribution to Overhead and Profit

$

Total expenses

$

Indirect:
Auditing
Bank vaults
Branch office administration
Branch Unassigned
Computer and E.D.P.
Distribution
Employee training
Security
Subtotal

$

-

$117,304
27,535
4,846

$61,310
(3,534)
229
$58,005
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547,717
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10,240
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565,319
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606,993
9,074
10,616
1,228
627,911
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$1,205,291
54,728
9,578
$1,269,597
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Direct:
Salaries
Fringe benefits
Advertising and public relations
Employment service
Furniture and equipment
Losses
Occupancy
Office supplies
Postage
Securities safekeeping -fees waived
Telephone and telegraph
Travel and entertainment
Other
Subtotal

$1,266,601
51,194
9,807
$1,327,602

$

Expenses
Cost of funds:
Interest on deposits
F.D.I.C.
Intangible tax
Examinations
Subtotal

1974

$

Income
Earnings on average deposits
Service charges and fees on deposit accounts
Other
Total income

1975
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three years. It must also include in the application
a survey of the people in the area, and information
about other banks or branches in the area. Fortunately, there are many similar factors or variables
which determine the profitability in each new
branch. These can be very effectively used with
multiple regression methods for forecasting the
profitability of each new branch. The information
provided helps bank management to predict revenues, costs, and the volume of deposits and loans
to be expected from an expansion of services, or
an expansion of territory.
Decisions to add new services also requires a
different type of information input. Many of the
new services provided by banks in recent years
have borne little similarity to existing services. Examples of new services are data processing, automated 24 -hour withdrawal facilities, bank charge
cards, and lock box services which assure corporate customers that their receipts will be credited
to the firm's account on the same day received.
For services such as these, however, regression
forecasting methods are not appropriate. For such
projections the best information sources are the
experiences of other banks with similar services.
Also useful are computer simulations which examine profitability at various levels of activity,
and which ascertain the risk of losses from adding
a new service. The projections can be further enhanced by using marketing studies to examine the
demand for the new service, and the best guesses
of experienced bank executives and accountants.
Impact of Future Services upon Commercial
Banking
Within the last several years corporate customers have received many services such as the lock
box and the wire transfer system, (Western Un-

ion's private network which links a large number
of the major banks in most major cities in the
United States and Canada). This system allows
the firm to move funds efficiently from the lock
box bank to the concentrating bank. The impact
of these new services is to minimize the float, or
time required to collect customer remittances so
the funds can be put to work in corporate bank
accounts.
One wave of the future in bank accounting is
the electronic funds transfer system. This system
is already in effect for many social security recipients. Under this system, direct credits are made to
a customer's account through a computer linkage.
The effect of electronic funds transfers will be to
minimize or eliminate float time both for collection and for payment. This system greatly facilitates efforts of the Federal Reserve to eliminate
inefficiencies in the clearance procedures for funds
transfers. It also minimizes "kiting" opportunities
for "cash poor" corporations and individuals.
Conclusion
The design of bank information systems should
be based upon the marginal principle of economics. Based upon this principle, banks have found it
necessary to develop more and better cost accounting information for use in making decisions
regarding the addition and pricing of new services, evaluating new and old services, evaluating
various levels of management, and providing information required by regulatory agencies.
The rapid evolution of new bank services requires constant evaluation of existing services, and
a thorough study of potential services in attempting to anticipate loss exposure, procedural implementation problems, and the impact of actions of
customers, competitors, and regulatory agencies. 11

LETTERS
Continued from page 8
tion, their effects should be explicitly
recognized when formulating a proposal
for immediate writeoffs. The question
facing income tax and financial reporting policy- makers is whether the advantages of Schiff's proposal outweigh the
potentially adverse macroeconomic and
capital allocation effects noted. We
doubt it --even if the proposal was gradually phased in.

A Very Fine Service

I was very gratified to see the article
entitled, "Better Job, Yours For The
Asking," by Mr. Robert Half, in the
December 1976 issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING. I agree with Mr. Half
that the , biggest mistake most people
make in job searching is that they fail to
ask for the position.
I feel that Mr. Half has provided the
members of NAA a very fine service
Dean E. Graberand John K. Harris with this excellent article on the do's
Associate Professors of Accounting and don'ts on a job interview. I feel very
University of Tulsa strongly that some very qualified people
are not hired because they just don't
Tulsa, Okla.
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have the skills and knowledge as to the
correct procedure in looking and asking
for a job. I think that some of the important points that Mr. Half brought
out are points that any person looking
for a job should write down and have in
front of him to remind him in each and
every interview.
Again, I would like to emphasize that
this is a very important article and I
would like to compliment Mr. Half.
Arnold G. Swenson
Nelson Knitting Co.
Rockford, Ill.
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Computer Selection Processes
If the system with the highest score also costs the most, how do
you know whether it is the best buy? How do you decide the tradeoffs between scores and costs?

By Alan M. Morgan
One of the most difficult decisions a company has
to make when it is faced with mounting data processing problems is the selection of the right computer. Not only is the company making a significant investment, but the selection of the wrong
computer could have serious ramifications on its
future profitability if not its actual existence. The
company must recognize that the selection of a
computer is a very complex procedure and that it
must use an approach which is appropriate to its
circumstances. In all cases, the selection process
should be considered as a series of steps, with each
step being analyzed and attention given to the
problems that it presents. These steps include
planning, requests for proposals, analyses of proposals, selection, and legal considerations.
Planning
An important consideration in the computer selection process is the psychological attitude of
management. In some companies, there is very little faith in long -range forecasts or planning. One
of the reasons for such an attitude, where the
company is a "make to order" house or "job
shop," is that it is at the mercy of its customers
with regard to future plans. That psychology will
carry over to data processing in that the company
will fulfill its data processing needs with a minimum of commitment. In fact, such needs are usually fulfilled through the use of service bureaus,
time sharing, or short -term lease arrangements.
Complete software and standard practices are also
purchased, since an in -house computer and expeMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/MAY 1977

rienced data processing personnel are not required.
At the other end of the psychological spectrum
are the "make to inventory" firms. These companies know what products or services they will be
offering customers for many years to come. Of
course, some products will be added and others
eliminated but the general product or service line
has stability. An example would be a steel company. These companies can develop long range plans
with some assurance that their objectives will be
met. In fact, the nature of the business may force
it to prepare detailed forecasts, because of the long
lead time and great expense involved in obtaining
capital equipment and sometimes even inventory.
Another important consideration is the company's attitude toward the sophistication of computer programs. The work performed by some organizations demands that the computers themselves
be highly advanced, while in other organizations
there is no urgency to use the latest equipment.
Once the company's computer selection policy
has been determined, a selection committee
should be set up. The committee can consist of
just one individual, usually the controller, or it
may consist of many individuals representing the
various interests of the company. For example,
each of the following could make a major contribution:
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1. Representatives from the user group who
would describe the data processing requirements of the company
2. Technical experts, such as data processing
planners and systems personnel, to prepare re39

"A poorly
prepared
request could
prevent the
company from
getting the
computer that
would best
meet its needs. "

quests for computer vendor proposals, and to
analyze and compare the cost - benefits of various proposals received
3. Financial personnel to evaluate procurement
alternatives
4. Legal representatives to protect the rights of
the company in contracts with vendors and to
seek legal remedies in defaults by vendors
The committee's first job is to determine the
company's actual data processing needs. Typically, the needs are expressed in terms of the numbers and kinds of programs to be run within specified time frames, the number of printer output
lines per day, the number of remote batch terminals needed, the number of tape drives needed,
and the amount of disk and /or drum space needed. To determine the physical requirement level,
the committee must also determine if the company is meeting its present needs adequately and
what its future needs will be.
In determining whether present needs are being
met, the company should evaluate its computer
resources, both machine and human. There are a
number of hardware /software measurements
which can be used to evaluate a system.' Staff performance can, of course, be evaluated by employee performance reviews. Based on these performance measurements and reviews, the selection
committee can determine whether additions, deletions, or changes are needed to meet present
needs.
What the future needs are is, of course, a much
more difficult question to answer, and yet it is the
key to preparing requests for proposals. The selection committee should begin this phase of its task
by establishing the company's general strategy.
Some of the considerations would be: z
1. Replace all application - oriented files with a
common data base which would serve multiple
applications.
2. Place all data under the control of a data administrator function.
3. Plan to make increasing use of main line systems that will be on -line and transaction oriented. Transactions will thus be processed as they
occur and will provide necessary response very
rapidly.
4. Plan to move toward a distributive system,
where logic and storage are moved toward the
origin points of transactions.
5. Plan to serve remote users.
Once the company's basic strategy is known,
the selection committee should begin listing future
projects. Such projects would include conversions
to new technology, new standard practices, and a
list of new and revised application systems that
will be needed. These lists would then show a ten-
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tative time schedule for each project, its probability of occurrence, and its degree of importance.
From this information, a core list of activities can
be developed which will include the ones most
likely to occur and their time slot in the future
program. More important though, the selection
committee will now be able to convert these activities into the requirements and specifications that
will be needed in the request for vendor's proposals.
Requests for Proposals
An important step in the computer selection
process is the preparation of a request for vendor's
proposal. A poorly prepared request could prevent the company from getting the computer that
would best meet its needs. A good request would
specify the need for both mandatory as well as
desirable features and would include general specifications as well as detail specifications. Mandatory requirements are those computer features that
are essential to the company's needs. Desirable requirements, on the other hand, are those computer features that would make the processing of data
easier. (Proposals that are missing some of these
desirable features should not be rejected immediately. It is sometimes possible for the company to
get the missing desirable features from another
source.) More importantly, the selection committee should consider such requirements as cost, due
dates, responsiveness, vendor's support, application capabilities, and input /output requirements
to distinguish between mandatory and desirable
features.
There is no definite rule for including general
specifications and detailed specifications in a proposal request. General specifications consist of a
description of the jobs to be done, the inputs, the
desired outputs, and any other pertinent parameters. The advantage to this approach is that the
user will have the assistance of the vendor's analyst, who may propose a system that is less expensive, or superior to the system the user's analyst
proposes. In other words, the prospective user
should not provide detailed specifications if he is
seeking ideas on how to implement such a system.
There are, however, several problems with the
general specifications approach. First, the user
must spend many hours reviewing the vendor's
system approach, and then verify that the system
as proposed will work. Second, it is often more
difficult to compare competitive proposals, since
methods of application and timing will be different for each proposal.
Detailed specifications, on the other hand, spell
out each step to be taken in each application.
These specifications require that the vendors configure their systems to the specifications. The advantage in using detailed specifications is that less
time needs to be spent reviewing a vendor's proMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

posal. Also, all proposals can be easily compared
with each other and evaluated since they must all
meet the same detailed specifications. The problem with this approach, of course, is that a system
superior to the system specified will seldom be
proposed.
Another approach is to use a combined specifications approach. The general specifications
would be offered as guidelines to be followed in
preparing the proposal, and the detailed specifications would be offered as examples of how the
applications might be handled. Detailed specifications as examples have the following purposes.
First, they indicate which functions are performed
in each application and answer many questions a
vendor might otherwise need to have answered.
Second, they serve as a common model for all vendors. The examples may be modified in different
ways by different vendors, but they still offer a
starting point for all vendors. They also indicate
the level of sophistication that the prospective
user wishes to see embodied in the proposals. The
preparing of detailed specifications as examples
may also aid the user to discover hidden problems
before the specifications are released to the vendor.'
Analyses of Proposals
Proposals are sales devices for vendors and as
such emphasize the strengths of their systems and
not the weaknesses. Since the selection decision
must be based in part on what the proposals offer,
it is imperative that the proposed system's capabilities and timing be very carefully analyzed.
One approach, which has been suggested for
analyzing a proposed system's capabilities, is to
include a questionnaire with the request for proposal.' The questionnaire would seek information
as to speed, capacity, compatibility, reliability, expandability, real -time capabilities, and environmental requirements for the proposed system. The
advantages of submitting a questionnaire is that it
obtains desired and uniform information from
each vendor. Also, it compels vendors to submit
information that might otherwise be omitted or
withheld. In analyzing system capabilities, the selection committee would compare a vendor's answers with the vendor's own technical manuals
and with other publications describing computer
characteristics, such as Auerbach Computer
Characteristic Digest. Outside consultants may
also be of assistance in verifying system capabilities.
System timing is more difficult to verify than
system capabilities. Short of programming the entire application and running it on each machine
proposed, there is no way of determining exactly
how long it will take each proposed system to
complete the application. However, there are a
number of methods which will help to approxiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

mate the actual time required to complete the application. Three of these methods are: live benchmark, hand timing, and simulation.
LIVE BENCHMARK
The live benchmark method works as follows.
The buyer selects a number of programs that are
representative of his work load along with a representative sample of data. He then submits the programs and data to the vendors as part of his request for proposals. The programs, designed and
programmed by the vendor are then timed by the
buyer on the vendor's equipment. If the benchmark meets the throughput constraints imposed
by the buyer, the system is considered eligible for
selection. The reliability of this method will depend on whether the programs selected for testing
are truly representative of the system.' The applications selected should be representative of the
projected peak workload over the life of the system. They should be representative of the type of
processing performed, including logic, computations and housekeeping. They should be representative of the time requirements to compile, execute, print, etc. They should be representative as
to equipment usage such as core, input /output
channels, and printers. Finally, they should be
representative of the order of problems. Also, if
the new system is intended to replace current
equipment, and no reprogramming is planned,
then present operational application programs
may be used in the benchmark. However, if the
system is to perform new applications, then special programs will have to be written in time for
use as a benchmark.'
The chief advantage of this method is that actual applications are run on the proposed system.
They should give a good indication of the running
time of the system and be a good basis for comparing vendors. The application program will also
test certain other features, such as, input /output
control, central processor administrative and
processing functions, effective speed of the various
input /output devices, system simultaneity, the
software scheduler, and the efficiency of the programming system to utilize the many hardware
features of the system.

"The
applications
suggested
should be
representative
of the projected
peak workload
over the life of
the system. "

HAND TIMING
Another system timing method is hand timing.
It consists of taking each function which the computer would have to perform while running a typical application program, determining the engineering time of the hardware to complete the
function, and then adding up the function times to
determine the program running time. In contrast
to benchmark testing, the programs are not run
on the vendor's equipment. They must, however,
be documented by the vendor so that the selection
committee can test the calculations and trace en41

"...hand
timing... does
not eliminate
'state of the art'
systems from
being
considered. "

gineering timings to supporting manuals. As with
benchmark applications, the user must select a
representative mix of programs for his calculations. The mix can be extended to arrive at
monthly and annual requirements.'
The advantage of hand timing is that it is less
expensive, requires less manpower, and does not
eliminate "state of the art" systems from being
considered. Hand timing can be a very effective
tool in systems where input /output requirements
are the dominant factors in determining a program's running time. However, where microsec
and processor speeds are the dominant factor, or
when software influences effective timings, then
hand timing is an inadequate method.
SIMULATION
The third method for verifying a system's timing is through simulation. Simulation involves the
building of information models of t he system
structures to be studied and then applying to them
the assumed programs and data. In other words,
the simulation model produces an output which
describes the performance of the machine for a
given set of input packages. The simulation method is superior to both the benchmark and hand
timing methods, especially in our third generation
environment; however, until the reliability of simulation models is improved, and the constant
changing of the computer environment slows
down, there will be a need for the other methods.
Selection
Once the proposals have been compared, the
steps leading up to the final selection process are
simplified. First, you would probably adjust proposals to correct major omissions or mistakes by
the vendors and to change system techniques of
some proposals to coincide with other proposals.
Then you would reject those proposals that did
not satisfy the mandatory requirements.
The final step in the process is the selection of
the best system from among those that have met
the mandatory requirements. There are two ways
of doing this: either use a subjective approach or
an objective approach. The subjective approach
depends upon overall impressions and /or costs
alone. The overall impressions are those of the
evaluators after they review all the proposals. Obviously the impressions alone should not be the
deciding factor for making such a significant investment decision. In considering only cost the
prospective user determines which systems will
perform the basic job and then picks the most inexpensive one.
The objective approach can be achieved with
either one of two methods: the weights and scores
method and the cost -value method. Under the
weights and scores method, the characteristics of
the computer system are divided into a number of
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major classes such as hardware, software, input/
output, and expansion potential.' Each of these
classes is further broken down. For example,
hardware may be broken down to central processing unit, memory, and I/O interfaces. And, there
may even be further breakdowns. The next step is
to define the needs of a particular user by assigning weights to each characteristic on the basis of
importance. The weights are usually small integers. For example, if the user decides the needs of
a central processing unit are twice as important as
memory, he may assign weights of 2 and 1. The
user will then score each candidate system according to the degree to which it possesses the desired
characteristics. Generally, the user will score the
sub -class only since it is easier to score a more
detailed item, such as memory-cycle time, rather
than memory itself. The sum of the products of
the sub -class are then multiplied by the weight of
the class to obtain a score for the class. The total
score of all classes is the score for the system. The
scores of all candidate systems are then compared
and the highest score is selected.
The advantage of this method over the subjective approach is that it forces the selection committee to evaluate all critical characteristics of the
candidate's proposal. However, there are two distinct disadvantages with the method. First, individual characteristics are evaluated, not the complete system. As an example, computer "A" with
superior hardware performance and no vendor
support may receive the same score as computer
"B " with substantial vendor support, but poor
hardware performance. Yet computer "A" 's superior hardware performance may be marred by
excessive downtime because of a lack of vendor
support. The second disadvantage is that costs are
not a primary consideration. If the system with
the highest score also costs the most, how do you
know whether it is the best buy? How do you
decide the trade -offs between scores and costs?
The answer, of course, is to use the cost -value
method.' The essential idea of this second objective method is that a dollar value is placed on
those features that are listed as desirable in the
proposal. Any vendor who provides a particular
desirable feature is credited with the dollar value
of that feature. This is done for all vendors and for
all desirable features. The credits are subtracted
from the cost of the system and the vendor with
the lowest resulting price is selected. In other
words, it is the lowest derived cost for meeting the
company's mandatory requirements.
The value placed on desirable features is the
most subjective aspect of this method. It can be
described as the value to the user of having a particular feature or the cost to him for not having
the feature. The feature should cost no more than
the actual cost of the item but may be lower.
Continued on page SI
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Evaluating the Cost
of Financial Leases
Evaluating the cost of a financial lease depends upon whether the
investment decision and the financing decision should be
separated, and on the appropriate rates for discounting cash flows.
Two approaches have been identified for answering these
questions; comparing the present value costs and comparing the
incremental cash flows.

By Larry J. Kasper
The leasing industry has grown from a secondary
source of financing to credit - starved companies after World War II, to a multibillion dollar industry. Some of the reasons for the dramatic growth
are the advantages that are offered by leasing over
ownership. Although the implicit interest rate in a
lease is usually higher than the rate at which a
firm could borrow money, leasing is often preferred. Also, tax considerations can be a major
element in most leasing arrangements. When a
company cannot benefit from the depreciation tax
shield or the investment credit, it may obtain a
lower effective interest rate by allowing a lessor to
take advantage of these tax benefits.
In industries where there is rapid technological
innovation, the risk of obsolescence may be assumed by a specialized lessor who is better able to
spread this risk among a number of lessees and
assets. In addition, equipment leasing can provide
a great deal of flexibility that may not be available
through other methods of financing. For example,
leasing does not have restrictive covenants or prohibitions against further debt. In government contracts, the entire portion may be expensed whereas interest cannot be. Finally, to the extent that
leasing is made available to firms that are unable
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/MAY
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to secure financing from conventional sources, the
activity tends to smooth out imperfections in the
capital markets.
Other advantages claimed for leasing may no
longer be justified. The advantage of improving a
company's financial position by off - balance sheet
financing, which has been largely discredited,
since it depends upon the lack of sophistication of
the financial analyst. However, it is still given as a
reason for leasing, even by industry experts.' Finally, because of the large tax shield provided by
leasing over ownership, leasing does help to preserve working capital. But overall, the cash outflow from leasing may overshadow its tax savings.
These advantages are most apparent in financial
leases as opposed to operating leases. A financial
lease is essentially an extension of credit, transferring to the lessee all responsibilities of ownership
(maintenance, insurance, taxes) for a period of
time closely approximating the useful life of the
asset. At the end of the lease period, the asset may
either be purchased by the lessee or returned to
the lessor. An operating lease, on the other hand,
does not involve an extension of credit or a longterm fixed commitment. All operating costs are
generally borne by the lessor who assumes all the
responsibilities and risk of ownership including
risk of obsolescence.
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"The answers
lie partly in
...
the approach
selected for the
evaluation. "
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der leasing with those of a cash purchase. Since
the cash flows in the leasing alternative contain an
interest element, a financing charge is included as
part of the leasing cash flows which are compared
to the flows from a pure cash investment. Unfortunately, including an interest element in the analysis introduces an extraneous cash flow. The same
problem exists if a firm wished to purchase the
asset. It could borrow the funds required and still
obtain the interest deduction for tax purposes. In
order to compare the cost of leases with other
methods ofacquisition, it is necessary to compensate for this interest element. The tax savings in
excess of the interest deduction for leasing can
then be compared directly with that under a cash
purchase. Only then will the separation of the in1. Should the investment decision be separated vestment from the financing decision be accomplished.
from the financing decision?
Other analysts disagree with this approach for
2. What should be the appropriate interest rate
one
of several reasons. First, ifalternative financfor discounting the component cash flows?
ing methods are not available, does it make sense
The answers to these two questions lie partly in to insist upon excluding an interest element? Ifthe
the approach selected for the evaluation. One ap- only alternatives are cash purchase or lease, is not
proach compares the present values under each interest an important element in the analysis?
financing alternative. The other compares the in- Furthermore, if the alternatives are only borrow
ternal rate of return (on the incremental cash or lease, then a compensating interest element unflows ofleasing over ownership) with the criterion der ownership is introduced to the analysis. But
interest rate. This dichotomy in approaches stems then, the analysis becomes more one ofcomparing
from the very issues raised. The arguments for financing plans than of evaluating the cost of a
and against each approach and the philosophy be- lease. Finally, it can be argued that an investhind the methods presented within each approach ment's attractiveness can be increased by a suitare examined in this article as they attempt to re- able method of financing. This is merely restating
the fact that some investments will become atsolve the above issues.
tractive when the opportunity cost of funds to the
A Financing and Investment Decision
company is decreased, or that a timely or shrewd
It has long been held in the theory of capital plan of investment may reduce its cost. In the exbudgeting that the financing and investment deci- treme case, no distinction is made for those cash
sions should be separated. An investment is evalu- flows that arise from the financing and those from
ated on the basis of its cash flows relative to its the investment. Typically, a loan is assumed for
investment. Once that evaluation has been made, the purchase price at the firm's basic or minimum
the financing method must be determined. Thus, borrowing rate. The principal payments are disat any point in time, several investment projects counted as well as the after -tax interest charges.
would be competing for a limited pool for funds, The result is then compared to the after -tax cash
some of which come from debt, some from equity flows of leasing. Thus there are four degrees of
or internal cash flows, and still others from combi- separation in the lease analysis:
nation financing plans such as leasing.' Since managers attempt to preserve some long run debt /eq- 1. There is no elimination of interest from the
lease payments which are then compared with
uity ratio, the financing of one project with debt
the tax savings of depreciation (conventional
will ultimately be counterbalanced with another
treatment with no debt assumed).
project that is financed through equity. Attempting to identify specific investments with specific 2. There is an elimination of interest from the
lease payments.
financing plans, however, is both impossible and
3.
An
interest element is inputed to the purchase.
deceptive. The problem with this traditional theo4.
All
cash flows including principal amortization
retical framework when evaluating leases is that
and interest under a debt alternative are includleasing is both a financing and investment decied.
sion. The lessor is supplying both the use of the
asset as well as the funds and, appropriately, is
Choosing the Appropriate Discount Rate
charging for both.
The other principle issue in lease analysis is
Under conventional methods for lease analysis,
choosing
the appropriate discount rate for cost
the analyst compares the after tax cash flows un-

The evaluation of the cost of a lease involves
discounting a stream of after -tax cash flows; it is,
therefore, nonlinear with respect to time. This follows from the fact that the value of the cash flows
decreases over time at an increasing rate. Furthermore, since depreciation can also be a nonlinear
function of time, the cost of a lease may also be
nonlinear with respect to depreciation. Finally,
the specific form of nonlinearity is dependent
upon the method employed for evaluating the cost
of the financial lease.
Most of the methods for evaluating financial
leases have been proposed primarily to resolve
two fundamental issues in the lease /purchase decision:
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comparison. The rate chosen to discount the various cash flow components generally depends upon
one of two factors: (1) The approach for evaluating leases (comparison of present values or comparison of the rates of return for incremental cash
flows) and (2) the assumptions behind the assumed risk in each cash flow component.
When the approach chosen is to compare incremental cash flows, all cash flow components are
discounted at the internal rate of return. This presumes that all cash flows associated with the lease
plan have the same cost to the company. They are
to be compared with the cost of borrowed funds
under an alternative financing plan. When one
chooses to compare present values, one usually
discounts those cash flows of greater certainty
(contractual payments) at the firm's borrowing
rate. Cash flows associated with operations (tax
shields), on the other hand, are usually discounted
at the firm's after -tax cost of capital (or cut -off
rate). This distinction is not uniform among all
methods, and is in fact, an important factor for
distinguishing between methods.
These two approaches will be analyzed with
several methods illustrating the possible variation
of each. In order to compensate for the different
examples, a set of assumptions is made.
First, all tax benefits are assumed to occur at
the end of each year as are all debt payments.
However, lease payments are assumed to occur at
the beginning of the year. Furthermore, for simplicity, we will not consider salvage or residual

values. If they were to be included they could either be added to the cost of the lease or subtracted
from the cost of ownership in the final year. Furthermore, the tax life and useful life of the asset
are assumed to be equal. Finally, the firm is assumed to be able to both avail itself of any tax
savings and to be able to obtain a loan for the
purchase of the asset. The specific assumptions regarding the asset itself are summarized as follows:
Cash price of asset
Useful life
Depreciation (straight line)
Salvage
Firm's minimum before -tax
borrowing rate
Firm's after -tax cost of
capital
Effective interest rate of
lease, before tax
Tax rate

"... all tax
benefits are
assumed to
occur at the end
of each year

$10,000
5 years
$2,000 /yr
None
4 percent
10 percent
8 percent
48 percent

Cost Comparison Methods for Lease Evaluation
The conventional approach for comparing present values starts by discounting the after -tax lease
payments to find the cost of the lease which is
then compared with the purchase price of the asset less the discounted tax savings of depreciation.
When one of the alternatives is debt financing, the
after -tax cash flows related to the payments are
also discounted to arrive at the present value of
the debt. Exhibit 1 illustrates the conventional

Exhibit 1
CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE FINANCING PLANS
Debt financing, payments at beg inning of year

-

Int.

-

Deb t f inancing , p aym ents at end of ye ar
$10,000
2,5 05
8,2 95
$8 00
2,505
6,4 55
664
2,5 05
4,466
516
2,5 05
2,3 19
357
2,5 05
0
186
$227525

Plan C.
0
1
2
3
4
5

Leas e f inancing, payments at b eginning o f year
2,3 19
2,3 19
2,3 19
2,3 19
2,31 9
-

$

$

Plan B.
0
1
2
3
4
5
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Depr.
-

$2 95
229
159
83

$11.595

$11 ,5 95

(5)
Tax s aving s 4 8%

$384
31 9
24 8
17 1
89

960
960
96 0
96 0
960
$4,800

960
960
96 0
960
96 0
$4,800

(6 )
Total
(4 ) - }( 5 )
0
$1,255
1,189
1,119
1,043
960

(7 )
Net
CF
(1 ) - ( 6 )
$2,319
1,064
1,1 30
1,200
1,2 76
(9 6 0 )

$1,344
1,2 79
1,2 08
1,1 31
1,0 49

$1 ,1 61
1,22 6
1,297
1,3 73
1,456

0
$1,113
1,113
1,113
1,113
1,113

(8 )

(9 )

(1 0 )

PV
10 %
$2,319
96 7
934
902
87 2
(5 9 6 )
$5 ,3 98

PV
of (1)

(9) -(8)

$2 ,3 19
2,1 08
1,917
1,742
1,5 84
0
$9 ,6 70

$2 ,3 19
1,016
997
90 6
82 4
(6 9 1 )
$5 ,45 1

@

(4 )

$

Interest
8%
0
$6 14
47 8
331
172

$

Princ ipal
balance
7,68 1
5,976
4,135
2,1 47
0

-

Debt
paym ent
2,3 19
2,31 9
2,3 19
2,3 19
2,3 19

-

(3 )

$

(2)

$

End of
year
0
1
2
3
4
5

(1 )

-

Plan A.

$1,055
1,013
97 4
938
904
$4,884
0
$1,012
92 0
83 6
760
69 1
$4,219
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These costs would ordinarily be borne by the lessee had he in fact managed the loan himself.
Therefore, the amount of the loan should be equal
to the purchase price of the asset plus the lessor's
premium which is repaid at the end of the lease
period. The BIR method is illustrated in Exhibits
2 and 3 as Method A. The interest paid is based
upon the unamortized premium at the firm's basic
interest rate. Note that the loan is amortized by
the lease payment, which is greater than would be
required by the loan. The effect of this is to reduce
the actual amount of interest paid. This annual
interest is subtracted from the lease payment to
determine the noninterest deduction, which is discounted at the firm's after -tax cost of capital. This
discounted tax shield is subtracted from the lease
payment to find the net present value of the lease.
This is compared to the cash purchase net of its
tax shield.
Another approach which recognizes that the
amount of funds required for a lease exceeds the
purchase price is illustrated in Exhibits 2 and 3 as
Method B, the "Investment
Equivalent
Method." ` Here we assume that the firm can borrow an amount equal to the discounted lease payments, purchase the asset, and invest the premium
(the difference between the lease payment and the
purchase price) at the firm's after -tax cost of capital. The discounted cash flows from the investment are then compared with the discounted
after -tax lease payments. This method does not

)n

1. Risk assumption
2. Packaging costs
3. Any compensating balances or commitment
fees required by lessor's bank
4. Lessor's borrowing costs

attempt to separate the investment from the financing decision. However, it is not a satisfactory
method, since if an alternative investment exists, it
is unlikely that the investment of the equivalent
premium would equal its cost. Furthermore, it is
unlikely that a firm could borrow in excess of the
asset's cost.
Another method which recognizes that a lease
may require a greater amount of financing is the
"Bower, Herringer, and Williamson" (BHW)
Method, and is illustrated in Exhibits 2 and 3 as
Method C.' Here the loan payments are reduced
in proportion to the ratio of the cash purchase
price to the sum of the discounted lease payments.
Actually, this proportionate reduction is mathematically equivalent to assuming a purchase -price
loan at the firm's BIR. However, it does provide a
convenient method for calculating an equivalent
loan payment when the lease payments are not
level. Again the tax shield is subtracted from the
original price (or discounted lease payments) to
arrive at a net present value cost for both the lease
and purchase. This illustration is one formulation
of Bower et. al.'s original expression. They held
that the total advantage of a lease over a purchase
could be expressed as the sum of the financial advantage (less amount financed) and the operating
advantage. This may be expressed mathematically
as follows:

rm,n

method. One problem with this method is that
although Plan A and Plan B have an interest rate
of eight percent, Plan B has a lower present value.
This results because a larger amount of debt is
outstanding at any point in time and is discounted
at a higher cost of capital. Clearly, if a company
wished to have $10,000 outstanding, it could
choose either Plan A or Plan B and borrow a separate $2,319 at eight percent annual interest to be
repaid at the end of year 5. Thus, Plan B is not
comparable to either Plan A or Plan C, but Plan
A is comparable to Plan C because each provides
an equal amount of financing.
In an early attempt to resolve this dilemma,
Richard F. Vancil proposed his "Basic Interest
Rate" (BIR) Method whereby the lease payments
were discounted at the firms minimum or basic
borrowing rate.' Thus, the firm could determine
the actual amount of funds provided by the lease.
The difference between the discounted lease
amount and the cash purchase price offered a premium to the lessor for such charges as:

Where
TAL = Total advantage of lease
P = Cash purchase price of asset
Dn = Annual depreciation for year n = 1, 2,
. . ., N; Do =O
An = Principal portion of lease or loan
In = Interest portion of lease or loan
Ln = Total lease payment at beginning of
year; Ln =O
t = Marginal tax rate to firm
i = Firm's after -tax cost of capital
r = Internal rate of return on lease
r = Firm's minimum before -tax borrowing
rate
min

. . . it is
unlikely that a
firm could
borrow in
excess of the
assets' cost. "

All summations are from n = 0 to n = N
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When the interest is amortized at a faster rate is difficult to compare with debt, the cost of capiby the lease payments, Ln, they can be thought of tal approach relies upon a rather arbitrary proceas being composed of an interest charge, In *, and dure for choosing which cash flows received
a principal repayment, An *, or Ln = An* +
which discount rate.
In *. When In* is substituted into the second equaHowever, if one adjusts the amount of the loan
tion, we get Frank K. Reilly's "Direct Cost" so that it is comparable to the amount borrowed
Method.d See Exhibits 2 and 3, Method D. Here under the lease, these problems need not occur.
interest is imputed to the purchase price to com- Moreover, if the cash flows associated with operapensate for the interest component in the lease tions and investments are discounted at the firm's
payment. Note that the amount of that interest is after -tax cost of capital, and the cash flows associexactly the amount of interest subtracted from the ated with financing are discounted with the firm's
lease payment by Vancil. This can be shown as borrowing rate, the decision need not be comfollows where the second equation can easily be pletely arbitrary. Nonetheless, some variation in
rewritten as:
choosing the appropriate discount rate does in
fact occur. For example, there can be drawbacks
TAL = [ P —I ( I O+ n O n ]
such as the fact that multiple solutions may exist,
no solution may exist, each solution may assume
that surpluses are reinvested at the same rate, and
(Ln
— I t(Ln — In)
it may be difficult to compare more than one pro( 1 + rm1n)n
( 1 + 1)n
posal to a lease using incremental cash flows when
the internal rate of return is employed. In spite of
Substituting In* for In, gives Vancil's procedure. these objections the incremental approach to lease
Note that when the interest component is ignored evaluation is widely used.
completely, and the lease payment is also disThomas H. Beechy's effective interest rate
counted at the cost of capital, we have the conven- method is shown as in Exhibit 4 as Method F.B
tional method of comparing a lease to a purchase. Mr. Beechy imputes into the analysis interest at
The equation now becomes:
the firm's minimum borrowing rate based upon a
loan for the purchase price. Actually by doing so,
+ 1 ) n] _
T AL = P — 1 tDn
the effect he produces is the same as Reilly's or
(1
Vancil's except that he uses a different procedure
for calculating the annual interest. Beechy com+ t ) ° — " ( I tLn
+ 1) °)
Ln
pares this effective rate to a firm's before -tax bor(1
rowing rate.
G.B. Mitchell presents another version.' He
which can be rewritten as:
claims that the inclusion of an interest charge in
the incremental cash flows is not general. In his
On
(1 — t)Ln
method the after -tax cost of leasing removes this
TAL = P — Y' (I + i ) n — I ( 1 + i ) n
interest component for comparison with the firm's
after -tax borrowing rate. However, this becomes
The remaining procedure, the "Discounted the conventional method of comparing incremenCost of Acquisition" (DSA) Method, presented as tal cash flows, assuming, of course, no debt in the
Method E in Exhibits 2 and 3 is exactly like the analysis.
Investment Equivalent Method except that only
A third method, proposed by R. Conrad
the cash purchase price is borrowed. This is the Doenges demonstrates that the internal rate of reconventional method of comparing a lease to a turn of a debt is simply its after -tax borrowing
purchase/borrow alternative.'
rate.10 Therefore, one can use either the present
value method or the traditional incremental apMethods for Comparing Rates of Return on Cash
proach such that:
Flows

... some
variation in
choosing the
appropriate
discount rate
does in fact
exist. "

L

Since a lease is usually compared with other
financing plans, it should be evaluated in the same
way that other financing plans are evaluated, by
its effective interest rate. However, using the cost
of the capital for this purpose to find the present
value of the cash flows under leasing and debt
would not be appropriate. The discounting of cash
flows at the cost of capital is an investment, or
capital budgeting technique, not a financing technique. In addition to having the disadvantage of
producing a cost in terms of a present value which
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P =

An + (1 — t)In
[1 + (I — t ) r m i n l n

but if
r = (1 — t)rm,o
then
P = I (1 — t ) Ln + t Dn
(1 + O n
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Exhibit 2
METHODS OF COMPARING NET COSTS FOR LEASE EVALUATION
Method A.

Vancil's BIR Method
(1 )

End of
year

(2 )
Loan
balance

(4 )
Principal
repayment

(5 )
Premium
payment

2,319
0
2,319
$10,000
0
2,319
7,681
$307
2,012
0
2,012
2,092
2,319
5,669
227
2,092
0
0
2,176
2,319
3,577
143
2,176
$862
2,263
2,319
1,401
56
1,401
2,319
0
0
0
0
0
$10,862
$11,595
$733
$10,000
$862
$10,737
4 % paid in advance
Present value of lease payments $2,319
3,926
Less tax shield provided by lease payments in excess of 4 % interest
6,811
Net cost

(1 0 )
Tax savings
48%
PV@
10%
Dn

$

$

-

-

-

-

-

$

$

0
1
2
3
4
5

(9 )

(8 )
(7 )
Noninterest tax savings
48%
PV
of (7 )
of (6 )

(6 )
Noninterest
deduction
4
5
+

Ln

(3 )
Interest
4%

Cash purchase price
Less present value of tax savings
Net cost

$

@

873
793
721
656
596

$

$960
960
960
960
960

878
830
785
742
691
V3.926
$

966
1,004
1,045
1,086
1,113

$3 bra
$10,000
3,639

VT.3T_1

Note that the $ 73 7 le ss or's p re mium has g ro wn to $8 62 at 4% interest.
Investment Equivalent Method

Loan
balance
$10,737
8,418
6,436
4,374
2,230
0

Interest
4%
0
$337
257
175
89
0
$858

Principal
repayment
$2,319 -$737
1,982
2,062
2,144
2,230
0
$10,737

Premium
$ (7 3 7 )
$159
136
142
147
154
0
$738

(8 )

(7 )

Principal
$(1 0,0 00 )
Dn
repayment
2,160
1,846
2,000
2,000
1,920
1,997
2,000
2,000
2,077
0
2.000
$10,000
$10.000

(9 )

(1 0 )

(1 1 )

After -tax cash flows - purchase
52%
48 %
Total*
of (3 )
of (7)
$1,582
0
0
$175
$960
1,197
134
960
1,236
1.275
91
960
46
960
1,316
(9 6 0 )
0
960

/borrow
PV
10%
$1,582
1,088
1,021
958
899
(5 9 6 )
$4,952

(1 2 )
After -tax
lease
payments
PV
10%
$2,319
1,096
997
906
824
(6 9 1 )
$5,451

(C o l 9 ). Note that the les sor's prem ium is treated as inflow in year 0.

(C ol 8 )
-

*Principal -- (Col 4.)

(6 )

@

(5 )

@

(4 )

-

(3 )

$

Ln
2,319
2,219
2,319
2,319
2,319
0
$11,595
$

End of
year
0
1
2
3
4
5

(2 )

+

(1 )

$

Method B.

Bower, Herringer, W illiamson's BHW Method

-

11,595

on
0
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
$10,000

$

@

@

@

-

$1,113
1.113
1,113
1,113
1,113

$1.012
920
836
760
691
$4,219
$10,000
3,933
6,067

Cash purchase price
Less tax shield
Net cost

$

@

-

@

$

$

0
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
$10,000

$10,737
4,219
$6,518

@

Loan
.9314 Ln
2,160
2,160
2,160
2,160
2,160

Interest
4%
0
$314
240
163
83
0
$800

Principal
repayment
2,160
1,846
1,920
1,997
2,077
0
$10,000

$

-

$10.800

Dn
0
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
$10,000

(1 0 )
PV
10 %
$2,160
954
897
843
792
(5 9 6 )
$5,050

(1 1 )
After -tax lease
PV
10 %
$2,319
1,096
997
906
824
(6 9 1 )
$5,451
@

Loan
balance
$10,000
7,840
5,994
4,074
2,077
0

(9 )
(8 )
(7 )
After -tax cash flows - purchase
Total
52%
48%
7
8
of (4 )
of (6 ) 5
$2,160
0
0
$960
1,049
$163
1,085
125
960
1,122
960
85
1,160
43
960
960
(9 6 0 )
0

@

Ln
2,319
2,319
2,319
2,319
2,319

(6 )

-

(5 )

+

(4 )

$

(3 )

$

(2 )

=

(1 )

-

$

Dn

Discounted cost of Acquisition DCA Method

$11,595

48

(1 1 )
(1 2 )
Tax - Shield Lease
48%
PV
of (1)
10%

(1 0 )
(9 )
(8 )
Tax shield- purchase /borrow
48.%
PV
48%
PV
of (6)
10%
10%
o f (3 )
0
0
0
0
$960
873
$134
$147
793
960
90
109
721
52
960
69
656
960
27
18
596
960
0
0
$3,639
$294
(7 )

@

Interest Principal Noninterest
4 % repayment deduction
2,319
0
0
$307
2,012
2.012
2,092
2.092
227
2,176
143
2,176
2,263
1,401
56
2,319
0
0
$10,862
$733 $10,000

Loan
balance
$10,000
7,681
5,669
3,577
1,401
0

4%
Present value of lease payments
10 %
Less PV of lease tax shield
Net cost

End of
year
0
1
2
3
4
5

(6 )

(5 )

$

$

(4 )

(3 )

$

(2 )

Ln
2,319
2,319
2,319
2,319
2,319
0
$11,595

Method E.

$10,000
3,956
6,044

Reilly's Direct Cost Method
(1 )

End of
year
0
1
2
3
4
5

$1,012
920
836
760
691
$4,219

$1,113
1,113
1,113
1,113
1.113

Cash purchase price
Less tax shield
Net cost

4 % $10,737
Present value of lease payments
Less tax shield of lease
4,219
6,518
Net cost
Proportio nate red uction of lease p ayments f or loan ($10,000/$10,737) = .9 3 1 4
Method D.

-

Principal
repayment
2,160
1,846
1,920
1,997
2,077
0
$10,000

$

Interest
4%
0
$314
240
163
83
_ 0
$800

-

Loan
.931 4 Ln
2,160
2,160
2,160
2,160
2,160
0
Ti 0,800

(1 2 )
(1 1 )
Tax Shield -Lease
PV
48%
10%
of (1)

(8 )
(9 )
(1 0 )
Tax Shield- purchase /borrow
PV
48%
48%
Total
10%
of (6)
7+8
of (4)
0
0
$1,009
$150
$960
$1,110
888
960
1,075
115
960
1,038
780
78
683
960
1,000
40
596
960
960
0
3,956
(7 )

@

Loan
balance
$10,000
7,840
5,994
4,074
2,077
0

(6 )

-

(5 )

-

(4 )

$

(3 )

$

Ln
2,319
2,319
2,319
2,319
2,319

$

End of
year
0
1
2
3
4
5

(2 )

=

(1 )

$

Method C.
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Exhibit 3
SUMMARY OF NET COST COMPARISON METHODS FOR LEASE EVALUATION
Method A
Vancil's
SIR
Method

Method B
Investment
Equivalent
Method

Method C
BHW
Method

Method D
Reilly's
Direct Cost
Method

Method E
DCA Method

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

1. Separation of
inve stme nt f rom
financing decision
(elim inating financial
charges)

Intere st tax shie ld im
puted to purchase by
assuming de bt equal to
purchase price
SIR

Interest tax shield
imputed to purchase by
assuming de bt equal to
purchase price
SIR but
subtracted from cash
purchase price

After -tax interest
imputed to purchase
by assuming debt
equal to purchase
price
SIR

3. Treatment of
depreciation

Equivalent depreciation eq ual to
non - interest deductions in excess
of imputed interest
treated as depreciation tax - shield

Tax - shield reduces
purchase -debt
net cost

Tax - shield reduces
purchase debt net cost

Tax - shield reduces
purchase -debt net cost

Tax - shield reduces
purchase debt net
cost

4. Treatment of
princ ipal portion
of payment o n loan

Treated as
depreciation
tax-shield

Included in
after -tax cash
flows under purchase -debt

Ignored

Ignored

Included in after -tax
cash flows under
purchase -debt

5. Treatment of lease

Discounted
After -tax lease
BIR, excess of SIR included in
treated as depreci. analysis
ation tax - shield deducted from PV
lease payments

PV tax - shield subtracted from PV
lease payments

PV tax - shield subtracted
from PV lease payments

After tax lease include d in analysis

Purchase cost less PV
depreciation and interest
tax- shields _- $6,067

PV after tax cash
flows under debt
purchase
$5,050

PV lease payments
SIR less PV lease
tax - shield
$6,518

PV after -tax lease
$5,451
payments

Purchase cost less PV after-tax cash
Purchase cost less PV
PV depreciation tax flows under debt
depreciation and interest
shield
$6,361
purchase
$4,952 tax - shields
$6,044
PV lease payments PV after -tax lease
PV lease payments
SIR less PV tax payments
$5,451 SIR less PV lease
shield e qual to
$6,518
tax- shield
equivalent depreciation
$6,811

@

-

=

-

@

@

To lease

=

=

=

-

6. Relevant Comparison
for purchase

-

@

@

payment

@

After-tax interest
imputed to pur•
chase by assuming
debt equal to discounted lease
SIR
payments

@

Eliminate

@

2. T reatment of implicit
lease interest

7. Appropriate Discount
rate for
a. Lease payment

4 %, SIR

b. Lease tax - shield

10 % af te r elim inating interest

c. After -tax lease

Im plie d at 10 %

4 %, SIR

4 %. SIR

10%

10%

Im plie d at 10 %
as after -tax

N/A

10%

N/A

N/A

d. Depreciation tax
shield

10 °/0

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

e. Principal repay.
ment

Treated as
depreciation

10%

Ignored

Ignored

f. Interest expense

10%

Eliminated

N/ A

N/A

N/A

N/A

g. Interest tax - shield

Subtracted from
lease tax shield

N/A

10%

10%

N/A

N/A
8. Treatment of operating Ignore
costs if net lease

10%

N/A

N/ A

10%

Not discussed

Not discussed

Not discussed

Not discussed

9. Treatment of operating Remove from
costs —not net lease
lease cost

Not discussed

After -tax costs subtracted
from lease cost

Remove after -tax cost
from le ase ' ad d to
purchase c ost*

Not discussed

h. After -tax interest

Add after -tax
purchase option or
discounted aftertax renewal lease
payments to cost
of lease

Reduce cost of
ownership of
scrap value

Reduce cost of owner.
ship by after -tax gain on
sale at end of lease
(assuming fully depreciated asset)

Add after -tax gain
to co st o f le as e,
substract from purchas e' (assuming
fully dep reciated
asset)

Reduce cost of
ownership by PV of
residual value

11. Other im plicit
financing charges
typically paid by
u rchase- borrower

Subtrac t f rom
lease costs

Ignore

Ignore

Ignore

Ignore

•

10. Treatment of residual
values where not
part of lease option

Note doublecounting: If ne t lease, c ommo n ope rating cos ts c an be igno red. If not net lease. (operating costs assumed by lessor), either
sub trac t from lease o r add to p urchase alternative, but not both. Similarly for sc rap value.
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debt purchase lies in the implicit discount rate of
financing, Thus borrowing discounts the annual
debt payments at the firm's higher cost of capital,
producing a lower purchase price. This is also the
principal difference between separating the finaneing from the investment decision and combining
them. Finally, assuming for simplicity a net lease,
and no salvage or residual value, the net costs can
be compared by the annual difference in cash
flows and these differences summed. Two lines of
reasoning produce the same incremental cash
flows. First, only the cash flows in excess of those
under ownership should be included in the analysis as a net lease payment. The other line of reasoning is that the true cost of leasing is not just
the after -tax lease payments, but also the lost depreciation tax shield, i.e, all opportunity cost.

Comparability of Approaches

"... borrowing

discounts the
annual debt
payments at the
firm's higher
cost of capital

The two basic approaches can be compared by
arranging the hypothesized cash flows in Exhibit 5
for a cash purchase, purchase with debt, and
lease. The conventional present value approach
would discount vertically within a column, and
compare the net costs for each column. Exhibit 5
illustrates five important points. First, since operating cost (savings) are presumed to be the same
under ownership or leasing, they can he omitted
from the analysis. Second, if the lease is a net
lease, the lessee would bear these costs and they
would be dropped from the analysis. I f the lessor
is to pay them, they should either be added to the
ownership costs or else subtracted from the lease
payment. Third, the after -tax proceeds under
ownership reduce the cost of the asset. Alternatively, this value could be added to the cost of the
lease when such a purchase option exists. Fourth,
the only difference between the cash purchase and

Conclusion
Evaluating the cost of a financial lease depends
upon whether the investment decision and the fi-

Exhibit 4
METHODS OF COMPARING RATES OF RETURN ON INCREMENTAL CASH FLOWS
Beechy's Effective Interest Rate Method

@

(4 )

(5)

Loan
balance
$10 ,0 00
7,8 40
5,994
4,074
2,077
0

Loan
payment
$ 2,160
2,1 60
2.16 0
2,160
2,160
0
$10,800

Interest
4%
0
$3 14
240
163
83
0
$8 00

Princ ipal
repayment
$ 2,1 60
1,8 46
1,9 20
1,997
2,077
0
$10 ,0 00

Doenges' Method
(3 )

(6 )

(5)

(4 )

$

$

$

$

Principal
Loan
Loan
Interest
Dn
4%
repayment
Ln
balance
paym ent
0
2,1 60
2,160
0
2,3 19
$10,000
2,000
1,846
$3 14
2,3 19
7,840
2,160
2,000
1,920
2,31 9
5,994
2,1 60
240
2.000
1,997
2,3 19
4,074
2,1 60
163
2,0 00
2,077
2,3 19
2,077
2,160
83
2,0 00
0
0
0
0
0
$10,000
$10,000
$11,595
$10.800
$800
Pres ent value o f after -tax incremental lease paym ents @ 4 . 3 1 % - $ 1 0 , 0 0 0
Pres ent value of af te r -tax c as h f lo ws und er b o rrowing @ 2.08 % - $ 1 0,00 0

(7)
(8 )
After -tax loan
cash flows
Total
5
5 2 % I n.
7
$2 ,1 60
$1 63
2,009
125
2,045
85
2,0 82
43
2.120
0
}

(2 )

-

(1)
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0
2.000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,0 00
$10 ,0 00

(9 )
Net
lease
8 -;- 9
1
$2 ,3 19
2,1 66
2,1 66
2,1 66
2,1 66
(1 5 3

$10,000

Pre se nt value o f ne t le as e payme nts at 4 .3 1 %

End of
year
0
1
2
3
4
5

Dn

(8 )
Tax shieldlease
4 8 % Ln
0
$1,113
1.113
1,113
1,113
1,113

(7 )
Tax shieldpurchase
48% Dn
0
$9 60
96 0
960
960
96 0

)

(3 )

-

(6)

(2 )

$

Ln
$ 2,3 19
2,3 19
2,3 19
2,3 19
2,3 19
0
$11,595

Me thod H.

-

Mitc he ll's A fter Tax Co st Metho d
(1 )

End of
year
0
1
2
3
4
5

(1 2 )
Net
lease
11
1
$2 ,3 19
2,3 16
2,2 81
2.244
2,206
(1 5 3 )

$10,737
$10,000
.9314
$10 ,0 00

4%
Pres ent value of lease paym ents
Cash purchas e cost
Ratio p urchase /lease
Pres ent value of net lease paym ents at 6 .5 %
Metho d G.

(11)
Increase
if lease
10
9
0
3
38
75
113
153
-

Principal
repayment
2,160
1,846
1,920
1,997
2.077
0
$10 ,0 00

(9 )

$

Interest
4%
0
$314
240
163
83
0
$800

(8 )

-

Loan
.9314 of Ln.
2,160
2,1 60
2,1 60
2,1 60
2,1 60
0
$10,800

(5 )

-

Loan
balance
$10,000
7,8 40
5,9 94
4,074
2,0 77
0

(1 0 )
Tax Shield
Tax shield - purchase
lease
48 0% Ln
48% Dn
Total
on
4 8 % In.
0
0
2,0 00 $150
$9 60
$1,110 $1,113
1,113
115
96 0
1,075
2,000
1,113
78
960
1,038
2.0 00
40
96 0
1,000
1,113
2,0 00
0
96 0
960
1,113
2,0 00
$10 ,0 00
(7)

(6)

(4 )

-

(3 )

$

0
1
2
3
4
5

Ln
2,3 19
2,319
2,3 19
2,3 19
2,319
0
$11,595
$

End of
year

(2 )

$

(1 )

$

Metho d F.

( 10 )
(9)
incremental leas ing
after tax cash flows
4 8 % on
0
$9 60
96 0
960
960
960

48% Ln
0
$1 ,2 06
1,206
1.206
1,206
(1 .1 1 3 )

( 11 )
Total
1- 10+ 9
$2 ,3 19
2,1 66
2,1 66
2,1 66
2.1 66
(1 5 3 )
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Exhibit 5

".. - the cash
flows under the

COMPARING ALTERNATIVES
Cash purchase
Net cost
plus

Borrow purchase
An —(I — t) In
tDn
(I + i) ^
-I-..(I + i ) ^ —.s.

Wn
— P + 2 (I + i)^

+

Maintenance costs
plus

—o

After -tax proceeds from Sale

+

(I — t) Mn
(I + i)^

Vn + t (Vn — S)
(I + i)^

nancing decision should be separated, and on the
appropriate rates for discounting cash flows. Two
approaches have been identified for answering
these questions; comparing their present value
costs and comparing the rates of return on incremental cash flows. In either approach, the cash
flow under the financing plan often needs to be
adjusted for comparability with the leasing plan
since lease payments often contain hidden charges
for services provided in excess of the actual financing. The basic difficulty in resolving the various methods stems from the fact that leasing is
both a financing decision and an investment decision. Attempts to resolve the problem one way or

(1 -I -I )^

financing plan
often need to be
adjusted.
"

(I — t)Cn
' (I I )„
-+

Operating costs savings
plus

Lease
I — t Cn

(I — t)C n
—

(1 — t)Mn

+

V n+t (V n —S )
(I + i)^

(I — t)C n

(I + i )^

the other, or to separate the decision, will always
be subject to criticism.
❑
' James B. Henry, " Financial❑Leasing:❑Pro❑or❑Con❑—❑Analyze❑to❑Find❑Out," The
National Public Accountant, October 1973, p. 29.
' William L. Ferrara, "Should Investment and Financing Decisions Be Separated?" The Accounting Review, January 1966, p. 111.
' Richard F. Vancil, "Lease or Borrow —New Method of Analysis," Harvard
Business Review, September 1961.
Henry G. Hamel, Leasing in Industry, National Industrial Conference Board,
Inc., New York, N.Y., 1968, p. 54.
' Richard S. Bower, Frank C. Herringer, and J. Peter Williamson, "Lease Evalua.
tion," The Accounting Review, April 1966.
' Frank K. Reilly, "A Direct Cost Lease Evaluation Method," Bank Administration, July 1972.
' One other method attributable to Robert W. Johnson and Wilber G. Lewellen
is identical to the conventional approach except that after-tax lease payments are
discounted at the firm's borrowing rate. See Robert W. Johnson and Wilber G.
Lewellen. " Analysis of the Lease or Buy Decision," The Journal of Finance,
September 1972.
' Thomas H. Beechy, "Quasi -Debt Analysis of Financial Losses," The Account.
i % R eview, April 1 %9.
' G.B. Mitchell, "After -Tax Cost of Leasing," The Accounting Review, April
1970.
"
R. Conrad Doenges, "The Cost of Leasing,- The Engineering Economist. Fall
1971.

COMPUTER SELECTION PROCESSES
Continued from page 42
The advantage of the cost -value method over
the others is that it considers both equipment
characteristics and costs in the final decision, and
the trade -off between characteristics and costs can
thus be evaluated. In other words, the total system
and not individual characteristics are evaluated.
Additionally, cost -value is a common denominator in which all systems can be evaluated.
Legal Considerations
As with any investment decision, the selection
process is not complete until the criteria for selection is protected in a contract. The acquisition of a
data processing system has some unique considerations that should be spelled out in the contract.
For example:
1. You are buying not just a piece of equipment
but most likely a software package. Both the
hardware and software should be described in
the contract; warranties covering both should
be specified and penalties for both unexcused
delays or defaults should be listed.
2. You will want to protect yourself not only with
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

design specifications, but with performance
specifications as well. Obviously, you are not
satisfied if the equipment meets the detail design specifications but fails to perform as desired.
3. You will want to establish, in the contract, a
number of performance dates to enable yourself to spot delivery failures before your bargaining power is weakened.
Conclusion
There is obviously no one superior method of
computer selection; circumstances will dictate the
actual processes. However, the objective approach, although very time consuming and expensive, is the best approach when you consider the
cost to the company of putting in a less than optimum system.
❑
' Richard G. Canning, "Do We Have the Right Resources. " EDP Analyzer. July
1975, p. 5.
Ibid.
Edward O. Joslin, Computer Selection, Addison - Wesley Publishing Co., Read.
ing, Mass., 1968.
' Ibid.. pp. 65.67.
Fred C. Ihrer, "Benchmarking vs. Simulation" Computers and Automation.
November 1972. p. 8.
Joslin, Op. Cit., pp. 68.81.
Ibid., pp. 80-81.
' E.M. Timreck, "Computer Selection Methodology ". Computing Surveys, De.
cember 1973, pp. 210.212.
' Joslin, Op. Cit., pp. 18 -45.
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that akesunur

business more ornfitubla.
The Canon SX -320 desktop accounting computer can help the small business make money. In a lot of ways.
It can help by providing Sales Analysis daily. So, you know what you sold

yesterday, what to sell today, and what
to sell tomorrow.
Another way the SX -320 helps is by
automatically posting your sales to your
Accounts Receivable. It tells who owes

1
vv typ ewriter interlac ed with S X inc reas es p rinting c ap ac ity to 130 c harac ters p er line

GOOD BUSINESS
EARNINGS STATEMENT
6 MONTHS ENDING 6/30/76
CURRENT MONTH
$
8
REVENUE
SALES
OTHER
TOTAL REVENUE
COST OF SALES
BEG INV
PURCHASES
END INV
TOTAL C OF S
GROSS MARGIN
EXPENSES
ADVERTISING
BAD DEBT
DEPRECIATION
DUES
FRINGE
INSURANCE
INTEREST
LEGAL &ACCT

YEAR -TO -DATE
$
8

24251.20
1084.67

104251.20
5084.67

25335.87 100.0

109335.87 100.0

--- - - - - - -- - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - -8000.00
12101.41

31.6
47.8

10000.00
20101.41

9.1
18.4

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - 2010141
79.3
3010141
275
--16101..41 63.6
16101..41 14..7
4000.00

15.8

14000.00

12.8

--2 1 3 3 5 8 7 -84 2 --95335_87 -87_2

710.00
54.00

2.8
0.2

17 1 0 0 0
1054..00

1.6
1.0

250.00
40.00
1000.00
100.00
191.80
0.00

1.0
0.2
3.9
0.4
0.8
0.0

1250.00
1040.00
5000.00
1100.00
1191.80
1000.00

1.1
1.0
4.6
1.0
11
0..9

MAINT
MISC
OFFICE
OTHER TAX
PAYROLL
PHONE
RENT
TRAV /ENTER
UTILITIES
VEHICLE

142.50
0.6
1142.50
1.0
20.00
0.1
1020.00
0.9
1010.20
4.0
2010.20
1.8
200.00
0.8
1200.00
1.1
4500.00 17.8
14500.00 13.3
50.00
0.2
1050.00
1.0
240.00
0.9
1240.00
1.1
169.83
0.7
1169.83
1.1
63.00
0.2
1063.00
1.0
1025.00
4.0
5025.00
4.6
---------- ----- ---- -- ---- -- - -TOTAL EXPENSES
9766.33 38.5
42766.33 39.1
PROFIT BEFORE
TAX
FED INC TAX
NET PROFIT

--- - - - - - -- - - - -- --- - - - - - -- - - - -11569.54
605.00

457
2..4

5256 954
1605..00

481
1..5

--10964_54 -43 3 --5096454 -46 -

Red uce d 8 1/ 2 " x 11 '" printout.

you money today, so you have fewer
people owing you money tomorrow.
The SX -320 posts transactions
quickly in your Sales Journal. And your
Cash Receipts Journal Cash Disbursements Journal, General Journal and
Payroll Journal.
All these journals are summarized by
the SX-320, into your Trial Balance and
Financial Statements. So you can go to
the bank any time to finance your operations with your current financial position
in hand.
You'll also be able to anticipate trends
more accurately because of the SX -320's
timely Profit/ Loss Statement. Yearly,
monthly or any time of the month.
Think of it. The Canon SX-320 gives
you Sales Analysis daily, up to the minute, Accounts Receivable, Balance
Sheets and timely Profit; Loss Statements. And it does it all quickly. You can
make better business decisions with all
this accurate information at your fingertips. It all adds up to higher profits.
As a result, the SX -320 could well pay
for itself just from your increase in profits. Not bad for a portable desktop
accounting computer that you can have
for less than $330.00 per month.
So fill out the coupon to find out
more about the Canon SX -320, and mail
it in. It doesn't take a computer to figure
out that our system can make your business more profitable.
1 Your SX -320 accounting computer sounds 1
1 like what I've been looking for.
1
1 0 1 would like a demonstration.
1
U I would like literature.
MA5 1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Na me

;

Title
Firm

;

Ad d res s

1
1
1
1
1
1

State-

_Zip

Pho ne

1

1
1
Where quality is theconstant factor. 1

C a -H o-n

'Electronic 1
Calculators ;

Canon USA, Inc.
1 Systems Sales Division
1 10 Nevada Drive
1 Lake Success, NY 11040

1
1
1
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Financial Management of the Clinical
Laboratory

he uses United States Steel's annual
report.

Edited by James L. Bennington, George
E. Westlake, and Gord on E. Louvau,
University Park Press, Chamber of
Commerce Building, Baltimore, MD
21202, 1974, 167 pp.- Written for the
laboratory director and hospital administrator, this book gives him a solid
grasp of the fundamental concepts and
techniques of professional financial

Inflation: The Price of Prosperity

management.
Successful Small Client Accounting
Practice
Carl S. Chilton, Jr., Prentice -Hall, Inc.,
301 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ
07632, 1976, 221 pp.- Listing many
practical ideas and suggestions on how
to provide better accounting services
while increasing practice income, this
book provides the reader with a wealth
of information that can be used in his or
her own practice.
Auditing: Principles and Practice
F. Clive de Paula and Frank A. Attwood, Pittman Publishing Corp., 6 East
43rd Street, New York, N Y 10017,
1976, 374 pp. -In this book, the fifteenth edition, the authors have made
the necessary revisions to incorporate
the extensive development of the "systems audit."
Operational Auditing: Compendium II
The Association of Government Accountants, P.O. Box 288, Washington,
D.C. 20044, 1976, 198 pp. -The purpose of this book is to promote a better
understanding of the nature and methodology of operational auditing.
More Debits Than Credits, The Burnt
Investor's Guide to Financial
Statements
Abraham J. Briloff, Harper & Row,
Publishers, 10 East 53rd Street, New
York, NY 10022, 1976, 453 pp. The author of Unaccountable Accounting
writes a complementary work -one
principally oriented towards the enlightenment process, but woven around
the developing sagas of corporate non accountability. As a frame of reference
54

Brian Griffiths, Holmes and Meier Publishers, Inc., 101 Fifth Ave., New York,
NY 100103, 1976, 293 pp. -This book
presents a comprehensive analysis of the
problem of inflation.
Income and Value Measurement:
Theory and Practice
T.A. Lee, University Park Press, Chamber of Commerce Building, Baltimore,
MD 21202, 1975, 156 pp. -This book
discusses some of the problems encountered in the measurement of income and
value.
Investments Analysis and Management
Douglas A. Hayes and W. Scott Bauman, MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc.,
866 Third Avenue, New York, N Y
10022, 1976, 574 pp. -a textbook for
use in a one -term or semester or course
on investment analysis and management.
Cost Benefit Analysis: A Problematic
Exercise in Local Government
Computing
John Leslie King, Public Policy Research Organization, University ofCalifornia, Irvine, CA 92717, 1976, 17
pp. -a cost -benefit analysis used in evaluating computer systems decisions and
investments in local government settings.
Cost - Benefit Analysis:
New and Expanded Edition, E.J. Mishap, Praeger Publishers, HI Fourth
Ave., New York, NY 100103, 1976, 454
pp. -This revised edition is an in -depth
study of the concepts, costs and benefits,
project evaluation, and treatment of investment criteria.
Executive Compensation: Avoiding Tax
Penalties
Published by the Research Institute of
America, Inc., Department 111, Mount
Kisco, N Y 10549, 1976, 2 6 p p . -a
booklet which provides practical guidance on what the IRS looks for, what
makes executive compensations vulner-

able, defense of executive payments, and
preventive medicine to minimize the
tax.
Internal Economics
Ingo Walter, Ronald Press Co., 79
Madison A venue, New York, N Y
10016, 1975, 603 pp. -This book concentrates on basic concepts and analytical techniques of the principles of international economic relations.
Business Forecasting
Charles W. Gross and Robin T. Peterson, Houghton Mifflin Company, One
Beacon St., Boston, MA 02107, 1976,
314 pp. -a text designed for current
and future managers with an emphasis
on forecasting at the firm and industry
level.
Forecasting and Time Series Analysis
Douglas C. Montgomery and Lynwood
A. Johnson, McGraw -Hill Book Co.,
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 101020, 1976, 304 pp.- a detailed coverage of all of today's most
commonly used short -term forecasting
methods for production, inventory,
process control, financial planning and
investment analysis.
Interpreting and Using Quantitative
Aids to Business Decision
Chester R. Wasson and Richard R.
Shreve, McGraw -Hill Book Co., 1221
Avenue of the Americas, New York,
NY 10020, 1976, 438 pp.-Th i s b o o k
covers the quantitative materials and
techniques in current use.
Value Analysis in Design and
Construction
James J. O'Brien, McGraw -Hill Book
Co., 1221 A venue of the Americas, New
York, NY 101020, 1976, 301 pp.--covers
the entire spectrum of value analysis,
emphasizing the stages and phases
through which a construction project
must evolve to realize savings.
How to Estimate Building Losses and
Construction Costs
Third Edition, Paul L Thomas, Prentice -Hall Inc., 301 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632, 1976, 608 pp.MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

This book prepares the reader, in the
shortest time possible, to be able to
make his or her estimates of building
damages. It is useful to adjusters and
claim managers to assure proper payment.

Fourth Avenue, New York, NY 10003,
1976, 220 pp. -This book defines product strategy as the strategy for determining the location of production and
the geographic market to which the
product will be addressed.

Profitable Management for the
Subcontractor

Strategy and Negotiation for the
International Corporation

Robert L. Teets, McGraw -Hill Book
Co., 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 101020, 1976, 320 pp.- T h i s
book is directed to those who have mastered the mechanical know -how of the
construction industry and want to know
more about its management and administration.

John Fayerweather and Ashok Kapoor,
Ballinger Publishing Co., Cambridge,
MA 02138, 1976, 465 pp.-Th i s b o o k
deals with the complex subjects of strategy formulation and negotiation skills
by illustrating case studies which guide
the reader through simulated experiences based on real business situation.

Clarence A. Andrews, Houghton
Mifflin Company, One Beacon Plaza,
Boston, MA 02107, 1975, 243 pp.- T h e
purpose of this book is to show the
reader how to write and illustrate the
patterns of technical and business information.

Materials Management and Inventory
Systems

Your Computer and the Law

Shopping Centers: Planning,
Development and Administration

Warehousing: Planning, Organizing,
and Controlling the Storage and
Distribution of Goods
D. N. Chorafas, American Elsevier Publishing Co., Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, NY 10017, 1975, 225 pp.The author sets out the general problems of warehousing, and proceeds to
demonstrate how these problems can be
met and dealt with.

Technical and Business Writing

Robert P. Bigelow and Susan N. Nye um, Prentice -Hall, Inc., 301 Sylvan
Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632,
1976, 283 pp. -This book is for the
computer manager. It points out the areas of accounting where a lawyer should
become involved and acquaints the
reader with the terminology on theories
of law to enable you to work more effectively with counsel.
Systems of Organization: Management
of The Human Resource
David G. Bowers, The University of
Michigan Press, 1976, 166 pp. -a
straightforward description of the participative management system based
the ideas of Rensis Likert.

Tax Desk Book for Farming and
Ranching

Time Series Analysis: Forecasting and
Control

Jon D. Wheeler, Institute for Business
Planning, Inc., IPB Plaza, Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 07632, 1976, 341 pp. -a desk
reference for the many tax problems
facing the farmer and his tax advisors
today.

George E.P. Box and Gwilynn M. Jenkins, Holden -Day Inc., 500 Sansome
St., San Francisco, CA 94111, 1976, 575
pp. -The material covered in this book
includes the building of models for discrete time series and their use in forecasting and control.

Multi- National Management of Human
Resources: A Systems Approach
David A. Fenin, Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas at Austin,
1975, 85 pp.-defines the role of manpower management in a multi- national
enterprise. The tools and techniques
presented are designed almost exclusively for the personnel issues in international business.
Multi- National Product Strategy
Georges Leroy, Praeger Publishers, 111
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Association for Systems Management,
24587 Bagley Road, Cleveland, OH,
44138, 1976, 85pp.-This book is a collection of successful strategies for managing, interviewing, motivating and
training people.

John Wiley and Sons, 605 Third Ave.,
New York, NY 101016, 1976, 198 pp.This book explains various aspects of
development and administration of
shopping centers based on the author's
research, judgment and experience.
Annual Statement Studies
Robert Morris Associates, Audit Division, Philadelphia National Bank Building, Philadelphia, PA 19107, 1976, 274
pp.-- contains composite data on over
300 lines of business. Financial ratios
are computed for balance sheets and income statements for over 45,000 companies on an anonymous basis.

on

Richard J. Tersine, American Elsevier
Publishing Co., Inc., 22 Vanderbilt
A ve., New York, NY 10017, 1976, 420
pp.- emphasizes inventory systems and
their impact on materials management.
Its purpose is to bridge the gap between
theory and practice.

Peopleware in Systems

The Future of the World's Steel
Industry
Edited by Julian Szekely, Marcel
Dekker, Inc., 270 Madison Avenue,
New York, NY 10016, 1976, 139 pp.This volume contains the proceedings of
the first C.C. Furnas Memorial Conference, held at Buffalo in November 1974,
wherein the participants sought to examine the economic, technological, and
environmental considerations of the
steel industry.

An Introduction to The SEC
K. Fred Skousen, South - Western Publishing Co., 5101 Madison Road, Cincinnati, OH 45827, 1976, 122 pp. -acquaints the reader with the nature, origin, and working of the SEC. It also
shows the relationship between investment decisions, and capital markets regulation by the SEC, and the accountant's role relative to both.
SEC Compliance Financial Reporting
and Forms
Volumes I & 2, Stanley Weinstein,
Daniel Schechtman, & Michael A.
Walker, Prentice -Hall Inc., 301 Sylvan
A ve., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632,
1976, looseleaf service. -This service
provides an indexed guide to the many
complex regulations issued by the SEC,
(what forms must be filed, how to file
them) as well as the text of SEC's basic
rules and regulations for financial reporting.
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Social Responsibility
Disclosure Grows
85% of Fortune 500 industrials provided some S -R disclosure in
their 1976 annual reports, according to latest Ernst & Ernst survey.
Emerging conflicts between pollution control and energy
conservation are highlighted in a number of reports.

This article is based on a yearly survey conducted
by Ernst & Ernst of annual reports to shareholders of the Fortune 500 for disclosures on social
responsibility. The survey was prepared under the
direction of Dennis R. Beresford, an E & E partner, and a member of the NAA Committee on
Accounting for Corporate Social Performance.
Copies of the complete report are available from
Ernst & Ernst.
Annual reports in 1976 showed a significant increase in both the diversity and amount of social
responsibility disclosure. More companies are
making more disclosures on a wider range of
topics. Increased concern over energy conservation, the recent formation of political action committees, and the inclusion of corporate codes of
conduct appear in annual reports largely for the
first time during the 1976 Survey, significantly
contributing to the increased amount of social responsibility disclosure. And, of course, corporate
participation in America's Bicentennial celebration is a popular topic for disclosure.
Eighty -five percent of the Fortune 500 industrials provide some social responsibility disclosure in
their annual reports, a significant increase over the
69 percent identified last year. More than half of
the companies surveyed and almost two- thirds of
those making social responsibility disclosure supplement their narrative descriptions with either
monetary or nonmonetary quantification.
The number of pages devoted to social responsibility disclosure in the annual reports of the For56

tune 500 increased dramatically this year, more
than keeping pace with the increased number of
companies making social responsibility disclosures. This year's Survey identifies over 223 pages
of social responsibility disclosure, compared with
135 pages last year. The amount of disclosure per
company making social responsibility disclosure
increased to .52 pages from .27 pages. Whether
companies are in fact more socially responsible is
uncertain, but they are surely saying more about
their activities.
Westmoreland Coal (pages devoted to social responsibility: 1971 —'/ 2; 1974 — / 3i 1975 -1' /5) is
an example of how changes in disclosure practices
affect the amount of social responsibility disclosure. Its 1975 annual report notes that this is the
first year the company is making "a point of reporting" its activities as a "responsible citizen" to
shareholders:
This year, because of increasing interest in
the subject, the information that follows
highlights some of these activities, but out of
necessity does not detail a number of community programs, ranging from providing
support to athletic teams to committing over
$100,000 to the Red Cross for a blood center
near our mining communities in southern
West Virginia.
Changes in disclosure practices such as the
foregoing, along with the evolving definition of social responsibility, improved efforts in identifying
MANAGEMENT ACLOUNTING /MAY 1977

quality
knows
qual
companies select
Computeristics, Inc. to
install their accounts
receivable and credit
management systems.
The Computeristics online CUSTOMAR'
system gives you 5
systems in one!

ON -LINE
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
AND CREDIT
MANAGEMENT
Computeristics can install
the dependable on -line
CUSTOMAR" system on
your co mpu ter faster than
you would believe
possible!

inc

So ... if your Management
is pushing to improve credit
control and productivity.
take the time to call or
write us and we will send
you more information
about on- line CuSTOnoAR"

Computeristics,

11

F.,

Subsidiary of UNIROYAL. INC

(203) 573 -2499

- mmpvtetistics,
- - - - - - - - - -kX
---------------------------Oxford Management and Research Center
Middlebury. Ct. 06749
Attn: Rolf Diegel, Sales Manager
PLEASE SEND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO:
NAME
TITLE
COMPANY

Unusual Pollution Control Disclosure

ADDRESS

Some of the more interesting disclosure noted
in this year's reports concerns the interaction be-

CITY
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That's why many

FORTUNE 500

What Little or No Disclosure Means
All companies —even those making no disclosure —are of course involved in some socially responsible practices. The lack ofdisclosure cannot
be construed as meaning that a company is not
socially responsible. Some companies for varying
reasons exclude social responsibility disclosure
from their annual reports. For example, a company whose annual report lacked social responsibility disclosure wrote us that, while the company
meet(s) the principal requirements of integrity
and service," it sees little reason to publicize these
actions in the annual report, The letter describes
the many socially responsible practices of the
company —from product and industrial safety to
equal employment opportunity and philanthropy—in a manner that would rival even the best
annual report disclosure.
Xerox is another case where the relatively small
amount ofdisclosure must be carefully evaluated.
Its 1975 annual report is limited to financial information, the letter to shareholders, and a listing of
officers and directors. Xerox explains that other
information designed to complement the annual
report had been sent to shareholders earlier in the
year. The Survey recognizes such sources of disclosure only to the extent they are referred to in
the annual report. And, in this case, only the offer
to supply additional information on social responsibility —not the additional information itself —is
categorized. Similarly, it is not unusual to find a
company such as Union Carbide which has devoted an entire issue of its shareholder magazine to
social responsibility.

s

I

li

social responsibility disclosures, and, of course,
more social responsibility disclosure by Fortune
500 companies —all contribute to this year's significant increase in the number of pages in annual
reports devoted to social responsibility. These
same factors give rise to the increased number of
quantified disclosures.
Of those Fortune 500 companies for which annual reports have been available throughout the
five -year period of the 1976 Survey, 160 have continually provided social responsibility disclosure.
In contrast to last year's Survey which identified
78 companies that had never provided any social
responsibility disclosure over a four -year period,
only 26 companies whose reports were available
throughout the five -year period of this Survey
have never made any such disclosure. The trend
indicates that social responsibility disclosure is a
regular part ofthe annual report for many companies and that more companies are making at least
some disclosure.
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fafflng- off-a4og!

Every member of NAA has a chance to win an attractive and useful
NAA zipper portfolio and do a favor for two fellow- workers or friends
by sharing NAA's benefits with them.
Here's How:
Sign up two or more members. Applications are available from our
chapter Member Acquisition Director. "FACTS" kits, too, for
greater sales punch.
Turn in the completed applications with $60 for each one ($10
registration plus $50 dues) to our Member Acquisition Director
before June 20.
H ints:
1. The best way to sign up a member is face -to -face. Second best is
a telephone call. Use mail to introduce the subject, if you wish, but
closing sales that way isn't easy.
2. If your prospects are fellow-workers, invite them to a meeting as
your guests. Make sure they meet other members. Show them the
magazine, research books, and tell them about other services.
3. Concentrate on people with job responsibilities similar to your own.
You know they'll benefit and make a contribution, too.

G E T S T AR T E D T O D AY !
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"...the
company closed
a plant and
thereby saved
$8 -$10 million
in pollution
control
expenditures. "

tween pollution control and energy conservation.
To some extent these are conflicting goals in that
the pollutive effects of manufacturing are often
corrected by the installation and operation of energy- consuming air scrubbers or other types of
pollution control equipment. Still, both protection
of the environment and energy conservation are
national goals and, for the purposes of the Survey,
are social responsibility disclosures. Armco Steel
in its letter to shareholders squarely addresses the
pollution control /energy savings conflict and the
problems it can create:
At another plant, a major piece of equipment was emitting visible iron oxide dust.
To clean it up, we installed special scrubbing
equipment which captured 21.2 pounds an
hour. But the scrubber is run by a 1,020 horsepower electric motor. Producing that
power at the electric utility's plant spews out
23 pounds an hour of sulfur and nitrogen
oxides and other gaseous pollution. So, even
though the power plant is meeting government regulations on visible emissions, the
air is actually 1.8 pounds dirtier, every hour,
because we cleaned up.
Akzona was not faced with this conflict. According to its annual report, the company closed a
plant and thereby saved $8410 million in pollution control expenditures.
Energy Conservation
In recognition of new concerns brought on by

the energy crisis, the Survey last year noted that
105 companies discussed their efforts to conserve
energy. The continued interest in energy conservation led to the 1976 Survey's adoption of an eclectic category, "Conservation of Natural Resources," that includes, in addition to energy conservation, recycling of products (other than as a
line of business), the productive use of waste materials, and helping others save energy on a not for -profit basis. One hundred ninety -seven companies make disclosures in this category. Union
Camp's discussion on "water conservation, reduced chemical consumption and better ... energy management" is representative,
Also common is Archer Daniels Midland's
statement that it spent almost $500,000 on capital
improvements which will result in energy savings.
Champion International's comments that "residues, bark, sawdust and woodscraps provide ...
60% of U.S. Plywood's energy requirements" is a
typical disclosure for the paper industry.
Some companies are so concerned with the increased cost of energy that they have formed energy committees or departments or appointed energy coordinators. The committees may be composed of line personnel, officers, or even, as in the
case of Westinghouse, members of the board of
directors. For example, Oscar Mayer formed energy committees at local plants, while Pennwalt created a Department of Energy and Environmental
Affairs at the corporate level whose director reports to a senior vice president.

Research Associate joins NAA Staff; Member Services Changes
Morris Gartenberg has joined the NAA staff as
Research Associate, Executive Director W.M.
Young, Jr., announced. Mr. Gartenberg replaces a
former member of the research staff who resigned
to take another position.
Before joining the staff, Mr. Gartenberg was financial operations auditor at Allied Chemical
Corp., Morristown, N.J. He also was a staff auditor with Arthur Young & Co., New York City.
He holds a B.S. in accounting from Fairleigh
Dickinson University and an M.B.A. in finance
from Long Island University. He lives in Fort
Lee, N.J.
Membership Services
In order to improve and individualize services
to every NAA member, a number of recent orga-
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nizational changes have been made in the staff
membership area. The Membership Records Section has been transferred to the Membership and
Chapter Development Department, thus bringing
all activities relating to the member as an individual into one area.
In line with these organizational changes,
Charles Sanchez has been promoted from Supervisor— Membership Records to Coordinator —
Member Relations. In his new position, he will
concentrate on helping to solve and prevent problems that involve the member as an individual.
The Membership Records Section, the vital interface with data processing, will be headed by
Angie Encarnacion as Supervisor— Membership
Records. It is hoped these changes will mean better service to all members.
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CHICAGO1977 Annual Conference
Inflation accounting and government regulation are top issues on
program for NAA's Annual Conference in nation's Second City,
June 19 -22. Varied social program for spouses and children spans
past and present Chicago's cultural, commercial and historical
attractions.

Chicago has grown considerably since 1962 when
NAA'ers last convened here for an Annual Conference, but the city by Lake Michigan's shores
still exhibits the vitality celebrated by Carl Sand burg. Members and their families who come to
Chicago for the Annual Conference, June 19 -22,
will have the opportunity to shop in its famous
stores, see its new, changing skyline, and sample
its well -known restaurants.
Planning for the Conference has been substantially completed, according to Edward M. Paluga,
chairman of the Operations Committee. Stanley
A. Pressler, program chairman, said final arrangements for speakers were in progress.
The Conference is headquartered at The Conrad Hilton Hotel and most activities will be held
here. Members and their families will be housed in
this one hotel, a convenience made possible by the
2,341 -room capacity of the property.
Leading off the technical sessions on Monday
morning will be Prof. Gerald D. Bell, School of
Business, University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, N.C. His remarks are designed to stimulate
thinking about the broader aspects of management as the title of his address suggests: "Personality, Motivation and Leadership Styles."
Following Bell's address, NAA President
George D. Gee will conduct the Annual Meeting.
During the meeting, a number of awards will be
presented and members will elect officers and directors for the new Association year.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

At the keynote luncheon, Jeno Paulucci will energize the audience with the charisma and imagination that helped him become a multimillionaire.
An entrepreneur and supersalesman, he made
Chun King a household word. He now directs a
far -flung empire in the fast food industry, as well
as real estate, called Paulucci Enterprises.
On Monday afternoon, four speakers will examine a topic that has changed the face of accounting: "Replacement Cost Accounting— Status and
Perspective." Drawn from industry, government
and a large CPA firm, the speakers' perspectives
will illuminate this complex regulation.
The speakers are Edward J. Bailey, vice president and assistant controller, International Telephone & Telegraph Co., New York, N.Y.; Ettore
Barbatelli, president, Valuation Research Corp.,
Milwaukee, Wis.; Robert W. Berliner, partner,
Arthur Young & Co., New York, N.Y.; and Richard Adkerson, staff director — Replacement Cost
Accounting, Securities and Exchange Commission, Washington, D.C.
Congress and Accounting
The topic for Tuesday's session reflects the
headlines in the newspapers: "On the Establishment of Accounting Rules and Regulations."
Speakers include a Congressional representative,
an educator, and a banker.
Rep. James M. Collins (Rep.- Texas) was the
ranking minority member of the Moss subcom61
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A panorama of the sights that Chicago has in store for Conference - goers.
mittee that severely criticized accounting rule making. His address is titled " Congress and Accounting."
James Don Edwards is J.M. Tull Professor of
Accounting, University of Georgia, Athens, Ga.,
and secretary of the Board of Trustees of the Financial Accounting Foundation. William S. Gray,
who will speak on "Accounting Data —Who
Needs It!" is senior vice president of Harris Trust
& Savings Bank , Chicago, and immediate past
president of the Financial Analysts Federation.
A spouses ' technical program also is featured
on Tuesday on the topic, "The Good Long Life:
How to Get There." The speaker is Peggy L. Borsay, associate— human resources, A.L. Burgin &
Associates, Columbus, Ohio.
During the concurrent sessions on Wednesday,
the topics will range from Zero -Base Budgeting to
Conceptual Framework for Financial Accounting
and Reporting.
Return to Yesteryear
Spouses who come to Chicago for the Annual
Conference will enjoy a planned tour on Monday
to the restored village of Long Grove, which was
settled in the early 1800' s by German farmers.
This historic village contains an exciting collection of antique shops, boutiques, specialty shops
and gift centers . Later the party will lunch at
Marriott ' s Lincolnshire Resort.
In addition to the technical session on Tuesday,
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there is a planned visit to the Art Institute, famous for its collections of French impressionist
art, Oriental art, and Byzantine-Gothic paintings
of Christ and the Madonna.
Tuesday night features the family event: Music
Hall —Third Edition . The "headliner " is Helen
O'Connell, famous "big band " singer. This evening of music and comedy is in the tradition of the
two prior events that NAA families enjoyed in
Philadelphia and Miami Beach.
As for the rest of the family, Chicago offers
some unique opportunities that will both educate
and entertain young people. These activities include a trip to the top of the tallest office building
in the world — the Sears Tower—and to the Chicago Tribune, a visit to the Museum of Science and
Industry, and a trip to Marriott's Great America
amusement park in Gurnee, Ill. On Wednesday
evening, teenagers will go to a dinner theater for
dinner and musical entertainment. Both teenagers
and pre -teens will have their own hospitality
rooms in the Conrad Hilton.
Members of the Mid -America Council will be
on hand to greet NAA 'ers and assist them during
their stay in Chicago. They're proud of their premier city and they want conference-goers to see
why. When the first plane touches down at
O'Hare Airport during the week of June 19 -22,
the red carpet will be out for members and families who have come to Chicago to learn, meet
NAA friends, and enjoy a vacation.
O
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Chapter /Member News
Penn State, Chapters Honor Nelson, Dickey and Creed
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Two past national vice presidents and the first president of Macomb County
Michigan Chapter were honored recently. At left, Past National Vice President
G. Kenneth Nelson (seated) was the star of a "This is Your Life "production at
Pennsylvania State University when colleagues, friends and family celebrated
his 20 years on closed circuit television. William L. Ferrara, also a past national
vice president, delivered a "behind the scenes "look at his friend's career as a
video accounting professor.... At right, Sangamon Valley Chapter honored
Past National Vice President Robert 1. Dickey at Bob Dickey night. Present
were, 1. -r., chapter President Ken E. Struttmann; NAA Executive Director W. M.
Young, Jr.; Dickey, and Speaker David H. Marshall.... The man at left is
William T. Creed, first president of Macomb County Chapter. The chapter set
up an award in his name for the outstanding article on current accounting
issues submitted each semester from Walsh College. Mr. Creed is vice
president of administration for Holley Carburetor Div., Colt Industries.

Emeritus Life Associates

JOSEPH V. JACKSA, San Francisco past

J.L. ALEXANDER, Pennsylvania North-

Promotions and New Positions

president.

TERENCE E. DEVINE, Albany,

east.
C. ROBERT ANGELL, San Jose; Lansing- Jackson past president.
LAWRENCE H. BABERICK, North Penn.
ELMER BROTZE, San Antonio.
JAMES E. CLARK, Nashville.
WALTER W. DAVIS, Ft. Lauderdale.
CONRAD C. DODSON, Albuquerque

HOWARD J. KiNGSHILL, Delaware.
ELDON F. LARSON, Wheeling.
PAUL H. LOWE, Los Angeles,
HAROLD J. MCCONNEL, Philadelphia.
CHARLES MONTGOMERY, JR., North
Penn.
HELEN V. MOODIE, Waterloo -Cedar
Falls.
E.E. SCHARDT, Dayton.
M.S. SIEGER, Pittsburgh.
JOSEPH SNODGRASS, Pittsburgh.
MAURICE H. STANS, Member -at- Large,
US A .
PAUL D. STURGEON, Mid - Missouri.
ROBERT B. TEST, Delaware County
Pennsylvania.
CHARLES T. WEBER, Dayton.
JOHN T. WENZEL, Dayton.
JOHN YACKSO, Detroit.

past president. Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society.
WILLIAM E. FLACK, Fall Riv er -New
Bedford past president.
WILLIAM J. GRANT, Detroit.
C.R. HANSEL, Kansas City.
PHILIP A. HOAG, Member -at- Large,
USA.
ALFRED L. HUNT, Atlanta Central; San
Francisco past president. Past National
Director, 1969 -71.
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was
elected executive vice president of Ter
Bush & Powell, Inc.
ROMNEY E. SCOTT, Atlanta North, has
been named assistant comptroller for
the Georgia Power Co.
MICHAEL J. BUSHKUHL, Austin Area,

has joined Quality Care, Inc., as contro ller. .. . KEN NE TH R. HILL was promoted to senior vice president of Austin
Savings & Loan Assn.
GEORGE M. BOLLOCK JR., Baltimore,

has been promoted to manager, systems
development, Davison Chemical Div.,
W.R. Grace & Co.
JERRY R. Timm, Boise, was promoted

to controller at Albertson's.
DONALD R. ELLIOTT, Cedar Rapids, is

treasurer, Cedar Rapids Roofing Co.
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ALLA N S. OXM AN, Charlotte Blue, ha s
be e n p r o m o t e d t o ge ne r a l ma na ge r of

FRANK E. WEB B, Delaware, re c e nt ly
wa s p r o m o t e d t o A gr i c u l t u r a l C h e mi -

t he C ha r l o t t e s a le s a n d s e rv ic e offic e ,

c a l s D i v . c o nt r o ll e r ,

P a u l R e v e r e L i f e Ins u r a nc e

Two Charlotte Gold

Co.

me mb e r s

ha v e

BASWELL

pr e s id e nt

of

wa s

promot ed

to

vic e

a d mi n i s t r a t i o n a n d tr a ns -

fe r re d t o J e f fe r s o n,

S.C.,

Uni t e d St a t e s .

Des Moines,

DONALD J . BRUSH,

b e e n na me d a t T e xt i l e s , Inc . KE N N E T H

O.

ICI

ha s

be e n e le c t e d s e ni o r tr us t offic e r, Io w a
D e s M o i n e s N a t i o na l B a nk . . . . RO NALD L. C O N RA D i s t he ma na ge r o f C onra d & As s o c i a te s .

SOLWAY,

Chicago,

Ha rdwa re

ha s

1

ET C HELL,

VLASHO
Dayton

no w a p a r t n e r , M e a d e n & M o o r e .

a t M o t o r H o t e l M a na ge m e n t , I nc .
RONALD H. MATT SON, Danbury Area,
r e c e nt l y wa s p r o m o t e d t o c o nt r o l l e r of
Un i m a t i o n, I nc .

LOUIS VLASHO, Dayton,

wa s p r o m o t e d

t o a s s i s t a n t c o n t r o l l e r , Ho b a r t C o r p .

A

director

tr e a s ur e r , V.F. C o r p . . . . R O Y C E L A W -

of

M o r t ga g e

Co.

a nd c o s t a c c o u nt i ng ma na g e r , f i na nc i a l

Columbus, is

CHRIST IAN MIC HAELIS, Dallas, wa s
p r o m o t e d t o vic e pr e s id e nt- a c c ou nt ing

W . KE N T M C C A LL,
of a d mi ni s t r a t i ve s e r vi c e s . . . .
NORMAN L. C O C HRA N is now a s s is ta nt

a nt c o nt r o l l e r , a nd

DON ALD L. B RUBA KE R, Lancaster, ha s
be e n p r o m o t e d t o fina nc i a l p l a nni ng

Div . , J o s l y n M f g. &

Supply Co.
WILLIA M J .

Co.

C R A IG wa s na me d a s s i s t -

T.

DA VID R. C LA RK, Johnstown, wa s
na m e d a s s is ta nt c o nt r o l l e r , Mid -Sta te

be e n a p p o i nt e d di vi s i on fi na nc ia l a n a lys t,

me m b e r s h a v e b e e n

Ka n s a s C i t y S t a r

W hi t a k e r C a b l e C o r p .

ta r y a nd a s s i s t a nt t r e a s u r e r .

A.

WILLIA M

t he

s u r e r , ha s be e n e le c t e d a d i r e c t o r

PAT T ERS ON wa s e l e c t e d a s s i s ta nt s e c re -

MAR T IN

na m e d a t

SO N , vi c e pr e s i de nt of f i na nc e a nd tr e a -

H.

a nd J A ME S

Two Kansas City

C ARL

R.

BLAKE
New York

Detroit,

MILLE R ,

ha s be e n

p r o m o t e d t o m a na ge r of t h e Lo s A n ge l e s o f f i c e , S o u r c e F i na n c e . . . . R O N A LD
HAMBURGER

wa s

na m e d

c o nt r o l l e r ,

Ho u s e of Imp o r t s . . . . D A L E L. S I M O N S
ha s be e n na m e d c o nt r o l l e r of M e r c i e r
Corp.

East Tennessee, ha s
ma n a g e r of p r o d u c t i o n

GARY M . HUN T ,
na m e d

di vi s i on,

Vi c t o r

F.

We a v e r,

Inc .

...

DEN NIS E. LE VE R ING ha s b e e n pr o mo t e d t o vic e pr e s i de nt , tr e a s u re r , St a t e
E q u i p me nt D i v . , S e c o r p N a t i o na l .

E.

JOSEPH

Lansing -Jack-

AT KINSON,

s o n , wa s p r o mo t e d t o s e c re t a ry - tr e a s u r er

of

C r a nk s ha f t M a c h i n e

Co....

G ER-

BA B C O C K wa s na me d a s s is t a nt

ALD G.
c o nt r o l l e r o f N o r t h e r n M i c hi ga n

Explo-

r a t i o n Co.... T HOMAS C. EVANSON is
n o w c o nt r o l l e r o f G e l m a n In s t r u m e n t

m e m b e r of t he N A A E x e c u t i v e C o m mi t t e e , he i s a p a s t na t i o na l v i c e p r e s i -

be e n

p l a nn i n g, G r e e nl a nd P l a n t , A S G In d u s -

Co....

T . A . R IP LE Y , c ha p t e r p a s t p r e s -

d e nt .

tr i e s , Inc .

i d e nt ,

wa s

A R T HUR F . HO O D , Essex County, wa s
p r o mo t e d t o c o nt r o l l e r , C.W. Wood Co.

ACCOUNTANTS

DANNY M . SPINDLER, Evansville, ha s
be e n p r o m o t e d to vic e pr e s i d e nt a n d
ge ne r a l

If you qualify and are
selected, we will establish you in your own
Bookkeeping, Accounting and Tax practice. We
are a fully automated
computer accounting firm
seeking Accountants of
high caliber and ability
to operate their own
practice.
Call toll free 800- 638 -9048

ma na ge r ,

Jarrett

C o mp a ni e s .

LLOYD R. W A LLIS wa s p r o mo t e d t o
...
c o nt r o l l e r , H o m e F e d e r a l Sa v i ngs &
Lo a n A s s n.
RIC HAR D J . B AKE R, Grand Rapids, re c e n t l y w a s n a me d c o n t r o l l e r of Sa f -T-

ONE RUTHERFORD PLAZA
7133 RUTHERFORD ROAD
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
21207
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c o nt r o l l e r

of

the

JOHN P. BRINCKO, Los Angeles, ha s
be e n na m e d s e ni o r vic e pr e s i d e nt a n d

of

c hie f f i na nc i a l o ff i c e r
C o . , a s u b s i d ia r y

of

Max Factor &

Ameri ca n Ho me

Produ cts C orp.

E. BRUSSEAU, Macomb County- Michigan, ha s be e n p r o m o t e d t o

DA VID
gr o u p
Ba nk

s e ni o r

of

vic e

pr e s i de nt ,

fi na nc e ,

t h e C o mm o n we a l t h, D e t r o i t .

Madison,

ha s

M a t e , Inc . , of C a d i l l a c . . . . DUA NE F.
KLUT IN G has b e e n n a m e d ma na g e r , i n-

GORDON L. ME IC HER ,

t e r na l a u d i t a nd t a xe s , He r m a n M i l l e r .

RIC HA RD C. WAC KER
Da t a C orp .
...
is c ont r ol l e r o f W. T . R o ge r s Co.

O. COURNOYER, Greater
Youngstown Area, wa s p r o mo t e d t o

ROB ERT

vi c e p r e s i d e nt a n d c o mp t r o l l e r , D o l l a r
S a v i ngs & T r u s t

J OHN H. KER C HN ER,

be e n

p r o mo t e d

t o c o mp t r o l l e r , C u r i a

ROBERT J . C AVIC C HI,

North Shore,

ha s

be e n

Massachusetts
promo te d

to

ma na ge r of c u s t o m e r s e rv ic e , B o s t o n

Co.
Hagerstown, is t he

ne w c o mp t r o l l e r , C a l l a s C o nt r a c t o r s .
W A LT G. HER RIN G, Hawaii, is n o w
c o nt r o l l e r of Ha wa i i a n T r o p i c S u n t a n
Lo t i o n CO....C ARL U. J . R OSSE T T I ha s

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.

na m e d

M i c hi ga n L i q u o r C o n t r o l C o mm i s s i o n.

G a s Co.
ROB ERT

H.

PAQUET T E, Member -atre c e ntl y wa s na m e d vi c e

Large, U.S.,
pr e s id e nt of f i na n c e ,

V i t r a mo n, Inc .

b e e n a p p o i nt e d v i c e p r e s i d e nt a nd t r e a -

W . AR NO LD S C HAR NIT ZKY , J R . , Mid F7orida, ha s b e e n p r o mo t e d t o c o n t r o l -

s u r e r o f C a b l e v is i o n Ho l d ings , Inc . , p a r -

l e r o f t he I nd u s t r i a l S a nd D i v . , M a r t i n

e n t c o mp a n y

of

Oc e a ni c C a b l e v i s io n.

Ma ri e tt a C o rp.

RUSS ELL L. D A M E T Z, Houston, ha s
jo i ne d B &K Ind u s t r i e s , O r l a n d , C a lif. ,

RIC HA RD G . R O S E , Mid- Missouri, wa s
e l e c t e d d a t a p r o c e s s i ng o f f i c e r , C e nt r a l

a s c ont r o ll e r .

T ru st Bank.
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JAMES M. BOHANNON, Montgomery,

W. KEN STEVENS, I1, Richmond, re-

recently was promoted to data processing manager with First Alabama Bancshares.

cently joined Dominion Oxygen as controller.

Two Morristown members have been
named at Suburban Propane Gas Corp.

promoted to vice president, Bank of
Virginia.

SALVATORE G. PASTORE was promoted
to assistant vice p resident, an d ROBERT
M. PLANTE was named manager of

budgets and financial analysis.

CALVIN L. LILLY, Roanoke, has been

FRED M. MARCUS, Rockford, is now

assistant to the chief financial officer,
Liebovich Bros., Inc. . . . JAMES R.
MILLER was promoted to vice president, City National Bank.
R.W. HATTON, Salt Lake Area, has
been named corporate secretary, Arnold
Machinery Co.

Not,

BERNARD B. MENARD, San Diego, has

MENARD

STRZEMPEK

San Diego

Springfield

been named president and chief operations officer of Vanier Graphics Corp.
Savannah, is
now vice president of finance, Atlantic
Industries of Georgia.

HERBERT KUNNMAN,

JAMES W. BROWN, Nashville past pres-

ident, is now executive vice president of
Blue Grass Transmission, Inc.

WILLIAM B. BESTE, Scottsdale Area,

VINCENT P. BLAKE, New York, has

been promoted to executive vice president- finance, USLIFE Corp.

has been named vice president- finance
and administration, Motor Hotel Management, Inc.

KATHLEEN A. BAILEY, North Penn,

GERALD M. THORNE, Sheboygan Lake-

has joined Girard Bank as assistant controller.

shore, was promoted to senior vice president, Security First National Bank.

ELEANOR A. JAMMAL, Ohio- Western

Reserve, was appointed to the board of
directors of Peoples Savings Bank. She
is vice president- finance of the Ashtabula Rubber Co.

Indiana Openings with Multi -Plant
Manufacturing Corporation

'

These are care er oppo rtunities with an established company with plant locations from
Arizona to New York. The positions are in
Lafayette, home of Purdue University, about
50 miles from Indianap olis and 100 miles
from Chicago.

AUDITOR
Requires a degree in Accounting and at
least some substantial direct experience in
erations. Trave l will amount to about 50 %. ,
auditing as it applies to manufacturing op-

consolidation system and analysis manager, and ROBERT J. MARIONI, financial rep ortin g m an ager. ... G.J. POTOS-

NAK is now comptroller, ITT Grinnell
Industrial Piping.

1

been nam ed a t Mo d in e Mf g. Co . DONALD L. KASDORF, vice president and

'

Two Racine- Kenosha members have

controller, has been elected to the additional post of treasurer, an d ROBERT M.

GUNNERSON has been elected assistant
secretary. . . . ROBERT A. BYRNE is
now manager, financial analysis/budgeting, Jacobsen Mfg. Co.

WHY N C R ?
—We are a manu facturer of a
full line of business information systems and an established leader in this dynamic
and challenging industry.
— High visibility into operations
of the entire Corporation affords opportunities for advancement into all areas of
the finance function.

— Dayton location provides a
pleasant combination of big
city and small town living —
with a small town price index.

MANUFACTURING

manager — corporate accounting, JAMES
C. HARDWICK was named financial

Opportunities are available in
general accounting, consolidation. accounting policies, financial reporting, auditing, and
other areas within the Corporate
Finance Division of our multinational Corporation. We seek responsible professionals with 2 -5
years experience in public or industrial accounting. A CPA,
CMA. or MBA is a plus.

— Aggressive and youthful financial management. Promotion based on merit —not
tenure.

AUDITORS

'

Three Piedmont Winston -Salem members have been named at R.J. Reynolds
Industries, Inc. WILLIAM O. BADGER
has been promoted to financial analysis

FINANCE
DIVISION

EDP AUDITOR

—Competitive salaries and excellent fringe benefits, including a stock purchase
plan.

Req uires a de gree in A cco unting, or C S d e -'
gre e with experience in financial ap plic ations . K no wle d ge o f p rog ram m ing and sys -'
tems must be in- depth, with previous, direct
EDP auditing responsibilities and exposure
and full und erstanding of control, integ rity,
and security of EDP systems.
Please send resume, indic ating salary record, in confide nce to or call:
,
Mark Bo yd
(317) 488 -2670

e
'

'

For consideration, send
resume and salary
history to:
Mr. Wm. vonReichb auer
Corpo rate Executi ve &
Profes si on al R ecru it ment
NCR Corporation
Dayton, Ohio 45479

HOMES

Area, was promoted to controller of the
Westinghouse Corp.'s Transformer
Div., South Boston, Va.
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'

WILLIAM N. CURRIE, Raleigh - Durham
NATIONAL HOMES CORPORATION

'

P.O. Box 680, Lafayette, Indiana 47902

Complete Computer Systems

A. Equ ol 0p p.Hu. l,v Employe r M/f

1

,

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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JAMES E. HUGHES, Shreveport, has
been promoted to vice president and
controller of Physicians & Surgeons
Hospital.

Time Off

JOHN E. INGRAM, South Birmingham,
is corporate controller of Thomas Shur et Enterprises.... JERRY M. JOHNSTON
has been promoted to corporate comptroller of Harbert Construction Co... .
BEN H. LANCASTER, JR., was named
vice president of finance and treasurer
for Pasquale Food Co., Inc.... DUANE
T. WATSON is controller of Semco Div.,
Delwood Furniture Co.
RICHARD L. ANDERSON, Slonx City,
has been promoted to vice president,
Home Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
FRANCIS H. TUBBERT, South Central
Kentucky, has been promoted to division controller, Gulf + Western.
LEONARD W. PIETRZAK, South Jersey
past president, has joined Kleinert's as
treasurer.... JOHN L. WEAVER is now
vice president of finance at MKD Corp.
GLORIA M. DRISCOLL, Springfield, has
been named assistant treasurer at Farm
Credit Bank.... STANLEY J. STRZEMPEK was elected vice president-controller of Milton Bradley Co.
MOGEN H. HoLST, Virginia Skyline, recently was promoted to vice president
and director of finance, Marval Poultry.
HENRY F. OLTROGGE, Waterloo -Cedar
Falls, has been promoted to vice president at Banco Mortgage.
In Memoriam
O.T. BEKKEN, 48, Fox River Valley.
1966.
MARY Lou BUTTRY, 40, Detroit, 1973.
ARCHIBALD G. DAVIS, 79, Syracuse,
1944. Emeritus Life Associate.
G.W. DELLINGER, York, 1937. ELA.
C.J. DORAN, 51, Kansas City, 1966.
JOSEPH EVERSMAN, Cincinnati, 1951.
ELA.
LEROY W. GILGER, 70, Detroit, 1940.
DONALD I. GRAVES, 54, Bakersfield
Area, 1976.
JOIN R. HARBISON, 59, Washington
past president, 1938. Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society.
E.J. HAYES, 64, Richmond, 1964.
GEORGE A. HERN, 65, St. Louis, 1944.
JOSEPH HOLEC, JR., Cedar Rapids,
1944. ELA.
R.G. KOCH, 56, Grand Rapids, 1954.
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"That upturn came just in the nick of timer"

The Answer Man
"I need help," the letter began and
then the NAA member went on to
say he was enclosing a page from an
old issue of the NAA Bulletin
(predecessor Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.) The letter writer needed a copy of an article that had included the page containing an organization chart. The page had no
date or any other indication of the
issue in which it had appeared.
Undaunted, Stanley Stec, NAA's
Manager of Technical Information
Services, analyzed the problem and,
PRESTO, within five minutes
working through the Association's
card catalog, he had the information. All part of the day's work for
the man who answers members'
technical inquiries.
Where are the hotheads?
At a conference, "The Public Accounting Profession and Its Crit-

ics," sponsored by the Wharton
School of the University of Pennsylvania, New York Time's staff reporter Frederick Andrews made
these remarks.
"Another thing I wondered
about is, where are your young people? Why aren't there more young
people? Why aren't there more hotheads? The profession needs hot heads—I mean aside from Sandy
[former SEC Chief Accountant
John Burton] and Abe Briloff. I assume you're allowing for a certain
exaggeration here, but I don't know
of any other hotheads with the possible exception of Harvey Kapnick,
[managing partner, Arthur Andersen & Co.] and he didn't get that
title until he started telling people
how much money he made, which
was a very serious step.... it is legitimate to ask where are all the
young accounting people, and why
aren't they stirring things up ?"
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Institute of
Management
Accounting
James Bulloch, Editor

procedures to be followed during the examination (e.g., the right of candidates to use calculators.) The candidate is also provided with a
copy of the procedures that govern the examination process. The purpose of these steps is
to make all examination sites as much alike as
is possible. In this way no candidate is at a disadvantage during the examination.
The names of the examination administrators
for the June 1977 examination follow. They will
continue the past outstanding administration.
Atlanta, Ga.
Prof. Neil Gentry
Georgia State University
Birmingham, Ala.
Prof. Keith Bryant, Jr.
University of Alabama

Administering CMA Exam
The Institute of Management Accounting receives support and assistance from many people. Without this help it would be very difficult to
operate the Certificate in Management Accounting program. Three major areas require a
significant amount of assistance: examination
preparation, examination grading and administration of the examination sites. In an earlier
issue we recognized the contributors to the
most recent examination. This month we would
like to recognize the people responsible for the
administration of the examination at the 35
sites for the June 1977 CMA examination.
The staff of the IMA cannot personally administer each examination site. The examination is given on the same three days and at the
same hour in each location throughout the United States. Thus, 35 people must be selected to
be responsible for administering the examination. At the sites with a large number of candidates these administrators must select additional people to help proctor the examination.
The academic community was the logical
place to turn for this assistance. Colleges and
universities can be expected to have suitable
facilities for the administration of examinations.
College professors are experienced at giving
examinations. The IMA has been pleased with
the facilities provided by the colleges and universities throughout the country. The professors and other members of the academic community who have administered and proctored
the first five examinations have done an outstanding job.
Although the persons selected by IMA to administer and proctor the examination are experienced in the examination process they are
provided with a set of instructions on how the
examination is to be conducted. These instructions include specifications on the facilities for
the examination (e.g., quiet surroundings with
an adequate amount of working space) and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

Boston, Mass.
Clifford Yo
Bentley College
le
Buffalo, N.Y.
G.M. Binner
Canisius College
Chicago, III.
Prof. Allan Drebin
Northwestern University
Cincinnati, Ohio
Prof. Charles Mecimore
University of Cincinnati
Cleveland, Ohio
Prof. Vincent Panichi
John Carroll University

Minneapolis, Minn.
Prof. Robert Zimmer
University of Minnesota
Memphis, Tenn.
Prof. L. Gayle Rayburn
Memphis State University
Nashville, Tenn.
Prof. Tom Rodgers
University of Tennessee
at Nashville
New Orleans, La.
Prof. David Harvey
Tulane University
New York, N.Y,
Prof. John Ward
Pace University
Norfolk, Va.
William Patterson, Jr.
Old Dominion University

Columbia, S.C.
Prof. James B. Edwards
University of South Carolina

Omaha, Neb.
Prof. Wayne Higley
University of Nebraska
at Omaha

Columbus, Ohio
Dr. Richard Schwab
Capital University

Philadelphia, Pa.
Prof. Robert Morgan
Drexel University

Dallas, Tex.
Prof. Mitchell Raiborn
Southern Methodist
University

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Prof. David Dennis
University of Pittsburgh

Denver, Colo.
Prof. Michael Hudson
University of Denver

Portland, Ore.
Dean Kent Collings
University of Portland

Detroit, Mich.
Thomas Courneya
University of Michigan Dearborn

San Francisco, Calif.
Prof. David Weiner
University of San Francisco

Hartford, Conn.
Prof. Bernard Goodman
University of Hartford
Honolulu, Hawaii
Prof. Edward Currie
University of Hawaii
Houston, Tex.
Prof. James C. Dyer, IV
Rice University
Juneau, Alaska
Gerard Bomotti
University of Alaska
Los Angeles, Calif.
Hudhail AI -Amir
University of Southern
California
Milwaukee, Wis.
Prof. Richard John
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee

Seattle, Wash.
Prof. Fred Mueller
University of Washington
St. Louis, Mo.
Prof. Earl Spiller
Washington University
Tampa, Fla.
Prof. David Dennis
University of South Florida
Toledo, Ohio
Tommy Wofford
University of Toledo
Washington, D.C.
Prof. Anthony Mastro
George Washington
University
Winston - Salem, N.C.
Prof. Leon Cook, Jr.
Wake Forest University
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DATA SHEET
Continued from page 9

a panel of experts recently concluded. Composed of audit committee
members, financial executives, lawyers, professional accountants and
academics, the panel said that audit
committees should not be constrained by narrowly defined rules,
practices and procedures. The report
on the panel's discussion, "The
Evolving Role of Corporate Audit
Committees," was released by the
Ross Institute of Accounting Research of New York University.

Capital Appropriations Rise 33%
Capital appropriations of the nation's
1,000 largest manufacturers in the
fourth quarter of 1976 gained 33%
over the third quarter, rising to $15.31
billion, according to the latest Conference Board survey. As Elliot Grossman, Conference Board economist,
analyzed the survey: "This latest rise
in capital appropriations reflects a
strong, pent -up demand for investment from the depressed levels of the
third quarter, undoubtedly caused by
uncertainty over the new Administration's economic policies. When it appeared all but certain that the investment tax credit would be raised from
10% to 12 %, manufacturers felt sufficiently confident to push ahead with
their capital spending plans, aware
that most of the last- quarter appropriations will not actually be spent until
well into 1977 or 1978."

National Market System
Could Lead to Trading
Market in Bank Loans
Recent changes in the securities markets including the consolidated ticker
tape, automation of trading, and elimination of regulation restrictions on
trading on the Big Board and American Stock Exchange have a wider impact than just that of a national securities market system, says William L.
Silber. Mr. Silber, consulting economist for the National Assn. of Credit
Management, says that the evolution
68

to a national market system has
helped corporate treasurers because
it has reduced price differences between identical securities traded in
different market locations and decreased the cost of transactions, thus
making it less costly to adjust portfolios. It also could have an impact on
the way bank loans are negotitated.
"While the national market system in
equity trading has no direct bearing
on the market for bank loans, the
technology that underlies the emergence of a truly national securities
market will also lead to greater integration in the market for bank loans.
In particular, a trading market in bank
loans could emerge some time in the
future." Because such a development
would probably lead to a narrowing of
regional interest rate differentials on
bank loans, the corporate treasurer's
job would become somewhat easier.

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICES
Continued from page 10

CASB Proposes Pension Cost
Standard
The Cost Accounting Standards
Board issued proposed CAS No. 413,
Adjustment and Allocation of Pension
Costs. It is intended to facilitate (a)
the assignment of actuarial gains and
losses to cost accounting periods, (b)
the valuation of assets of a pension
fund, and (c) the allocation of pension
costs to segments of an organization.
In another action, the Board proposed modification of its rules on contract coverage that would change the
exemption levels as regards individual
contracts and total annual contract
revenues. The exemption level for
contracts would become $500,000;
companies receiving governmental
business of less than $10 million
would be exempt from compliance
with CASB standards.

FASB Issues 3 Interpretations
The Financial Accounting Standards
Board issued three Interpretations of
Financial Accounting Standards.
• Interpretation No. 16, Clarification

of Definitions and Accounting for Marketable Equity Securities That Become Nonmarketable, deals with
Statement No. 12, Accounting for
Certain Marketable Securities. The interpretation elaborates on the meaning of the terms "marketable" and
"restricted stock."
• Interpretation No. 17, Applying
the Lower of Cost or Market Rule in
Translated Financial Statements, relates to Statement No. 8 and clarifies
how to determine the lower of cost or
market for inventory in translated financial statements. It also discusses
inventory writedowns.
• Interpretation No. 18 concerns
"Accounting for Income Taxes in Interim Periods ". It clarifies and elaborates on the requirements of Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 28,
Interim Financial Reporting.
Interpretations 16 and 17 are effective for financial statements for annual and interim periods ending after
March 15, 1977. Interpretation 18 is
effective for financial statements issued after March 31, 1977, for interim
periods in fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 1976. Copies of the interpretations may be obtained at
$1.00 each from FASB, High Ridge
Park, Stamford, Conn., 06905.

IASC Proposes R &D Guides
The International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) has released
a new proposal on accounting for research and development costs. Under provisions of ED #9, most research and development costs
should be treated as expenses in the
period incurred, but could be deferred
and amortized to future periods if certain restrictive criteria are met. The
position is contrary to FASB Statement No. 2, which requires that R &D
costs are to be charged as current expense under all circumstances.
In the Management Accounting Practices column on page 6 in the March
issue, an error was made in the item
concerning the FASB leasing standard. The paragraph in question
should have read "The Statement is
effective initially for leasing transactions entered into on or after [not before] January 1, 1977...."
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given to all members of the Association that
the Annual Meeting of the National Association of Accountants will be held at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago, Illinois, on Monday, June 20, at approximately 10:15 a.m., or
immediately following the conclusion of the opening session, to receive the report of the Nominating Committee and
to transact such other business as may properly come before the meeting.
New York
William M. Young, Jr.
May 1, 1977
Executive Director

Nominating Committee Report
To Members of the National Association of Accountants:
As provided in the Constitution and
By -Laws of the Association, each year
members elect the President, Treasurer, and 12 Vic e Presidents to serve a
one -year term. In addition, they elect
50 National Directors to serve two
years, their terms to overlap w ith the
50 directors elected the year before.
Acc ordingly, we present the following nominees to fill the offices of President, Vice President, Treasurer and
National Director. They are presented
for elec tion at the Annual Meeting of
the Association to be held in Chicago,
Illinois, Monday, June 20, 1977.
This report als o inc ludes nom inees
for the Nominating Comm ittee to report in 1978.

All the men and women in the following report have been selected in accordance with the objectives of the
National Service Development Program. The nominees have each served
as president of at least one chapter, as
well in m any other posts on the local,
regional and national levels.
If their past service and dedication
to the Association are any guide, they
will excel in the offices for which they
have been selected. W e are proud to
present this outstanding group of men
and women for election to office this
year.
Respectfully submitted
Nominating Committee, 1976 -77

Nominating Committee
Chairman —LAFE P. FOX, Cleveland
A.P. BARTHOLOMEW, JR., New York
ROBERT G. CHAPMAN, Los Angeles
DONALD J. DiCLEMENTE, Harrisburg Area
BLISS R. FINLAY, Detroit
DONALD G. KERN, Baltimore
FRANCIS J. MEJSTRICK, Morristown
HARRY L. MORRIS, Kansas City
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1977

G. KENNETH NELSON, Central Pennsylvania
ALLEN H. SEED, III, Boston
LEO R. SMENTOWSKI, Colorado Springs - Pueblo
RODERICK G. TURNER, JR., Atlanta Central
LOUIS VLASHO, Dayton
ROBERT F. WEST, Seattle
VERNON E. ZUMHAGEN, Rockford
69

Nominee for President

R. LESLIE ELLIS
Lancaster (1944). Prior to his election to
chapter president, 1961 -62, he served in a
number of chapter posts. He served as National Director, 1962 -64; as a member of the
Committee on Accounting Development,
1962 -66, and was elected National Vice
President, 1967 -68. Subsequently he was
appointed Chairman of the Committee on
Publications, 1969 -70. From 1970 -74, he was
a member of the Committee on Finance,
serving as Chairman for the last three years.
During 1974 -77, he served on the Committee
on Planning and was Chairman for two years.
He is a member of the Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society.
Mr. Ellis is Senior Vice President, Management Information, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.

70
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Nominees for Vice Presidents
JOHN S. BILLINGS

DORA R. HERRING

Peninsula -Palo Alto; Providence (1958). A
National Director, 1973 -75, he served on the
Committee on Chapter Development, 197273, and two terms on the Committee on
Chapter Operations, 1975 -77. He is Controller, Chemetrics Corp., Burlingame, Calif.

Northeast Mississippi; Jackson (1965). A National Director, 1974 -76, she served four
terms on the Committee on Education, 197174, and 1976 -77. She is Professor —Accounting, Mississippi State University, Mississippi State, Miss.
a

-40h,

DAVID L. BODENHAMER

Admmw--

Charlotte Blue; Charlotte (1960). A National
Director, 1971.73, he served on the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1970 -71, and on
the Committee on Membership, 1974 -75. He
is Partner -in- charge, Winston -Salem office,
Ernst & Ernst, Winston - Salem, N.C.

Philadelphia (1961). A National Director,
1974 -76, he served on the Committee on
Publications, 1973 -74, and on the Committee
on Membership, 1976 -77. He is Assistant
Controller, INA Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.

ROBERT J. BORGMANN

ROBERT L. ROSENBLATT

Phoenix; Lo s Angeles (1965). A National Director, 1973 -75, he served on the Committee
on Public Relations, 1975 -76. He is the Principal /Partner, Robert J. Borgmann, CPA,
Phoenix, Ariz.

`-a

LESTER M. BREWER
Houston (1956). He was National Director,
1973 -75, and served as Chairman of the Texas Council, 1971 -72. He is Manager of Budgets and Cost Department, Hughes Tool Co.,
Houston, Texas.

ROBERT R. MEYER

Boston (1956). A National Director, 1972 -74,
he served two terms on the Committee on
Socio- Economic Programs, 1970 -72, and
three terms on the Committee on Public Relations, 1974 -77. He is a Partner, Harris, Kerr,
Forster & Co., Boston, Mass.

ROBERT E. STOCKMEYER
I

m

Evansville
Operations,(1953).
1972 -77.
HeHe
served
is Manager,
two terms
Group
as
National Director, 1957 -58, and 1964 -66. He
also served on the Committee on Public Belations, 1957 -58, and Committee on Education, 1964 -66, and Committee on Chapter
Budgets and Cost Improvement, Whirlpool
Corp., Evansville, Ind.

G.W. DEVLIN

CALVIN A. VOBROUCEK

New York (1962). A National Director, 197577, he served four terms on the Committee
on Education, 1971 -75. He is Manager, Professional Services, Burroughs Corp., New
York, N.Y.

Peoria (1949). A National Director, 1974 -76,
he served on the MAP Committee, 1971 -73;
Committee on International Chapters, 1970 72; Committee on Research, 1971 -75, and
1975 -77. He is Manager— Profit Planning,
Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.
r
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Nominees for Vice Presidents
GLEN E. WOODSON

WILLIAM WARSHAUER, JR.
4

ington,
Washington
D.C. (1960). A National Director,
1973 -75, he served on the Committee on
Chapter Development, 1972 -73, and on the
Committee on Public Relations, 1975 -76. He
is a Partner, Price Waterhouse & Co., Wash-

Canton; Greater Youngstown Area; Philadelphia; Akron (1949). He served two terms as
National Director, 1961 -62, and 1963 -65. He
served on the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1961 -62, and 1963 -65. He is Owner Chairman of the Board, VRE, Inc., North
Canton, Ohio.

0

Nominee for Treasurer
DONALD H. CRAMER
New York; Wabash Valley (1945). He served
in various chapter posts, culminating in the
presidency of the New York Chapter, 196667. Elected a National Director, 1968 -70, he
subsequently was elected National Vice
President, 1973-74. He served two terms as
Chairman of the Com mittee on Research,
1974 -76, was Program Chairman for the
1976 Annual Conference in Miami Beach,
an d served as Nation al Treasu rer, 1976 -77.
He is a Partner, Touche Ross & Co., New
York, N.Y.

Z--

Nominees for Directors
NERINA K. BALL
Worcester Area (1968). She served two
terms on the Committee on Public Relations, 1974 -76, and was Chairman, New
England Regional Conference, 1977.
She is Assistan t Treasurer, Astra Ph armaceutical Corp., Worcester, Mass.

J.M. BARKER

LOUIS BONOMO

-'

Wabash Valley (1970). He served two
terms on the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1975 -77. He is a Partner, Mier,
Eble & Bonomo, Terre Haute, Ind.

•:
BALL

,

i
BARKER

F.

BEARDSLEY

Dallas (1958). He served three terms on
the Committee on Public Relations,
1974 -77, and as Chairman of the Texas
Council, 1974 -75. He is Plant Controller,
DeSoto, Inc., Garland, Tex.

RICHARD G. BORNHOFEN
Orange County (1963). He served three
terms on the Committee on Public Relations, 1974 -77. He is Director of Internal
Control, Cyprus Mines Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.

LEONARD R. BEARDSLEY

JAMES C. BRESNAHAN, JR.

Lake Superior (1960). He served on the
Committee on Publications, 1973 -74,
and as chairman of the Minnesota Council. He is Treasurer, First Federal Savings & Loan Co., Duluth, Minn.

Dayton (1966). He served three terms
on the Committee on Socio- Economic
Programs, 1974 -77. He is a Certified
Public Accountant, Touche Ross & Co.,
Dayton, Ohio.

BONOMO
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Nominees for Directors
RICHARD M. CALLAHAN
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WILLIAM R. GARBER

Los Angeles; Portland (1955). He was a
National Director, 1961 -62, and served
on the Committee on Socio- Economic
Programs, 1970 -72. He is Controller Treasurer, Dart Entities, Los Angeles,
Calif.

MARVIN P. CARTER, JR

Akron (1963). He served four terms on
the Committee on Publications, 1973 -77.
He is Manager - Advertising Budget
Control, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,
Akron, Ohio.

JOHN H. GIMBEL
CALLAHAN

CARTER

Charlotte; Charlotte Blue (1963). He
served two separate terms on the Committee on Membership, 1973 -74, and
1975 -77. He is Data Processing Manager, The Terrell Machine Co., Charlotte,
N.C.

,1

CHAMPNEY

w,

EDWARD W. GOODWIN

_4

RALPH S. CHAMPNEY, JR.

�

i

Albany (1967). He served two terms on
the Committee on Public Relations,
1975 -77. He is Assistant Vice President CUNNINGHAM DANGERFIELD DONSBACH
and Controller, Blue Cross /Blue Shield,
Albany, N.Y.

HAROLD R. CUNNINGHAM
Houston (1961). He served on the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1976 -77.
He is a Partner, Arthur Andersen & Co.,
Houston, Tex.

EUGENE J. DONSBACH, JR
North Alabama (1962). He served two
terms on the Committee on Socio-Economic Programs, 1975 -77. He is a Partner, Ernst & Ernst, Huntsville, Ala.

Western Carolinas (1968). He served
two terms on the Committee on Chapter
Development, 1975 -77. He is an Analyst, Milliken & Co., Spartanburg, S.C.

ROBERT E. COVE
South Bay; Palos Verdes - Torrance
(1962). He served as National Director,
1976 -77. He is Vice President, Paul
Brilles, Inc., Gardenia, Calif.

J

H. FRANKLIN GREER

BENJAMIN DANGERFIELD
Delaware County Pennsylvania; Philadelphia (1954). He served two terms on
the Committee on Public Relations,
1974 -76. He is Assistant Treasurer, Teledyne Wirz, Chester, Pa.

Baltimore (1950). He served two terms
on the Committee on Chapter Development, 1973 -75, and two terms on the
Committee on Membership, 1975 -77. He
is Senior Vice President and Treasurer,
John H. Hampshire, Inc., Baltimore, Md.

ELMORE

ERB

FREY

'-3
rt

WILLIAM S. HAFLEIGH
Elmira Area (1958). He served on the
Committee on Education, 1976 -1977.
He is a Manager, Taylor Wine Co., Ham mondsport, N.Y,

r

GARBER

Memphis (1966). He served two terms
as a Member of the Committee on Chapter Development, 1975 -77. He is Treasurer, and a member of the Board of Directors, E.H. Crump Companies, Inc.,
Memphis, Tenn.

GIMBEL

GOODWIN

LOWELL E. ELMORE

CLARENCE E. HOLTZE

Jacksonville; Pensacola (1958). He
served two terms on the Committee on
Socio- Economic Programs, 1975 -77. He
is Plant Controller, St. Regis Paper Co.,
Jacksonville, Fla.

Minneapolis Northstar; Minneapolis
(1959). He served three terms on the
Committee on Publications, 1974 -77. He
is a Partner, Touche Ross & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

7

EMERSON C. ERB

MICHAEL HROMISH

Bakersfield Area; San Diego; Ann Arbor ' 1 , � , N (1966). He served on the Committee on
GOVE
Chapter Development, 1976 -77- He is
Program Chairman and Professor, Accounting, School of Business & Public
Administration, California State College,
Bakersfield, Calif.

Cincinnati; Canton; Akron (1956). He
served two terms on the Committee on
Publications, 1975 -77. He is Section Supervisor, Cost and Financial Analysis,
Ford Motor Co. Sharonville Auto Transmission Plant, Cincinnati, Ohio.

GREER

HAFLEIGH

JAMES A. KNOBLETT

ROBERT H. FREY
Florida W est Central; New York (1963).
He served on the Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1974 -75. He is a Certified
Public Accountant, Flemings & Frey,
P.A., Tampa, Fla.
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HOLTZE

HROMISH

KNOBLETT

Blue Grass Area; Knoxville (1967). He
served four terms on the Committee on
Education, 1973 -77. He is Associate
Professor and Chairman, Department of
Accounting, College of Business and
Economics, Lexington, Ky.
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Nominees for Directors
RUSSELL D. RAWN

KURT K. LEESER
Washington Tri- Cities (1966). He served
two terms on the Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1974 -76. He is Controller,
Battelle Memorial Institute, Richland,
Wash.

FRED K. LIEDTKE
Princeton; Trenton (1966). He served
three terms on the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1974 -77. He is Manager,
Financial Planning, RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, N.J.

� r Y;

;

ELIZABETH A. REID
LIEDTKE

LEESER

ANTHONY J. MASTRO
Washington; Williamsport (1964). He
served on the Committee on Publications, 1975 -76, the Committee on Public
Relations, 1976 -77, an d was Ch airm an,
1977 Mid - Atlantic Regional Conference.
He is Chairman, Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, School
of Government and Business Adminis
tration, George Washington University,
Washington, D.C.

CARL L. McCOMBIE

LINDEMUTH

Boston (1952). She served two terms on
the Committee on Chapter Operations,
1975 -77. She is Chief Accountant, Comstock & Wescott, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

ROBERT B. LINDEMUTH
Albuquerque; York (1956). He served
two terms on the Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1975 -77. He is a Vice President, M.I.T.S., Inc., Albuquerque, N.M.

Central Arkansas; Houston (1950). He
served on the Committee on Membership, 1976 -77. He is Secretary and Treasurer, Transportation Properties, Inc.,
Little Rock, Ark.

z

r

ISMAEL RODRIGUEZ -POGGI

� -

San Juan (1959). He served on the
Committee on International Chapters,
1976 -77. He is a Partner, Ernst & Ernst,
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico.

1�
MASTRO

McCOMBIE

MITCHELL

JOSEPH L. RUTH
Saginaw Valley (1961). He served four
terms on the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1973 -77. He is a Partner, Yeo
& Yeo, CPAs, Saginaw, Mich.

Imo.

Mi
l

k

PARK

JOSEPH F. RYAN
PERRY

PUHL

Central Pennsylvania; Jamestown -War-

Johnstown; Boston, (1961). He served
on the Committee on Chapter Development, 1976 -77. He is Vice President -Finance and Treasurer, L. Robert Kimball
& Associates, Ebensburg, Pa.

ren (1962). He served two terms o n the

Committee on Chapter Development,
1975 -77. He is Manager, General Tax
and Payroll, Standard Steel Co., Burnham, Pa.

DONALD E. SANDERS
•r'

BRYAN H. MITCHELL
Chicago (1962). He served two terms on
the Committee on Membership, 197476. He is Controller, A.C. Nielsen Co.,
Northbrook, III.

RAWN

REID

RODRIQUEZ

WILLIAM M. SCHUH
San Antonio (1965). He served on the
Committee on Education, 1974 -76, and
on the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1976 -77. He is a Partner, Ernst &
Ernst, San Antonio, Tex.

MALCOLM T. PARK
Philadelphia (1969). He served on the
Committee on Membership, 1976 -77. He
is Tax Supervisor, Pitcairn, Inc., Jenkintown, Pa.

W

JOSEPH E. SOKOLOWSKI

NICHOLAS M. PERRY
Raleigh- Durham Area (1969). A National
Director, 1976.77, he served two terms
on the Committee on Socio- Economic
Programs, 1974 -76. He is Resident Managing Partner, Cherry, Bekaert & Holland, CPAs, Raleigh, N.C.

GEORGE F. PUHL
Jamestown - Warren; Pittsburgh; Pennsylvania Northwest (1957). He served on
the Committee on Publications, 1976 -77.
He is Assistant Treasurer - Controller,
United Refining Co., Warren, Pa.
74

Dubuque Tri -State (1962). He served
two terms on the Committee on Public
Relations, 1975 -77. He is Vice President- Finance, Thermolyne Corp., subsidiary of Sybron Corp., Dubuque. Iowa.

RUTH

RYAN

SANDERS

REED S_ SPIEGEL

J

SCHUH

Olean- Bradford Area (1960). He served
on the Committee on Public Relations,
1976 -77. He is Manager, Business Plan ning and Forecasting, Dresser Industries, Olean, N.Y.

SOKOLOWSKI

SPIEGEL

Lancaster (1966). He served three terms
on the Committee on Education, 197376. He is Vice President, Secretary-Treasurer, of E &B Carpet Mills, Inc., Arlington, Tex.
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Nominees for Directors
MILDRED B. STEPHENS
Trenton (1961). She served two terms
on the Committee on Public Relations,
1975-77. She is Chief Accountant, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.

RALPH W.STONEBRAKER
St. Louis (1954). He served two terms
on the Committee on Chapter Develop
ment, 1974 -76, and a term on the Com-

_
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STEPHENS STONEBRAKER STRAWN

mittee on Membership, 1973 -74. He is
Vice President, Midland Container Corp.,
St. Louis, Mo.

J.G. TONASCIA
Hawaii (1964). He served three terms on
the Committee on Socio- Economic Pro grams, 1974 -77. He is a Partner, Ernst &
Ernst, San Francisco, Calif.

EDGAR A. VOLT, JR.
Springfield (1968). He served two terms
on the Committee on Membership,
1975 -77. He is Controller, Eastern
States Exposition, Westfield, Mass.

DAVID F. STRAWN
Birmingham; Miami (1958). A National G
Director, 1964 -65, he was Chairman,
Conference Operations Committee,
1965 Annual Conference, He served two THOMPSON
terms on the Committee on Conference
Operations, 1964 -65, and 1976 -77. He is
Division Accounting Manager, South
Central Bell Telephone Co., Birmingham, Ala.

LOUIS WARGO
TONASCIA

VOGT

DARRELL A. THOMPSON
Spokane Area; San Francisco (1963).
He served on the Committee on Publications, 1976 -77. He is Plant Controller, Inland Empire Paper Co., Millwood, Wash.

Cleveland (1965). He served three terms
on the Committee on Membership,
1974 -77, and as Chairman, Ohio Council. He is a Partner, Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, Ohio.

W ILLIAM A. W OOD

WARGO

WOOD

Milwaukee (1964). He served on the
Committee on Education, 1973 -74. He is
a Partner, Arthur Young & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Nominees for NAA
Nominating Committee
to Report in 1978
Chairman�—�George�D.�Gee,�Kansas�City
Wilbert S. Anderson, Jr., St. Louis
John C. Arme, Southeast Los Angeles County
A.P. Bartholomew, Jr., New York
Richard E. Bergquist, W aterbury
Ellen B. Coulam, Dallas
Lafe P. Fox, Cleveland
Donald C. Jensen, Columbus
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Robert J. Johnston, Portland Columbia
Leslie J. Knox, Rochester
Ralph W. Newkirk, Jr., South Jersey
Robert B. Stonerock, Mid - Florida
Michael Teach, Pittsburgh
James H. Toy, Spartanburg Area
John W. Wielde, St. Paul
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Some of the Speakers
Dr. Gerald D. Bell
School of Business
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Sunday, June 19 —
Wednesday June 22
Conrad Hilton Hotel
Chicago, Illinois
Some of the Subjects
• Motivational Leadership • Replacement Cost
Accounting — Status & Perspectives • American
Business Enterprise and Accounting Regulation
Congress and Accounting • Who Has The Responsibility of Developing Accounting Regulations?
Subcommittee Staff Report, "The Accounting
Establishment" •
Zero -Base Budgeting • Management Accounting Control of Computer Resources
•
Mechanics and Implementation of
Replacement Cost Accounting • Segment Reporting Up -Date • Organization of Data for Effective
Management Decision Making • Accounting Under
Inflationary Conditions • Conceptual Framework
for F inan c ial Ac c ounti ng a nd R epor ting

NOTE: Mos t tec hnic al ses s ions

will qualify for Continuing Education Credit for holders of
the Certificate in Management
Accounting and CPA's where
applicable.

Edward J. Bailey
Vice President & Assistant Controller
International Telephone & Telegraph
New York, New York
Richard Adkerson
Replacement Cost Program Director
Securities and Exchange Commission
Washington, D.C.
Jeno Paulucci
Entrepreneur and Super Salesman
(Founder of Chun King Chinese food
company and Jeno's Pizzas)
Robert W. Berliner
Partner
Arthur Young & Co.
New York, New York
Ettore Barbatelli
President
Valuation Research Corporation
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
The Honorable James M. Collins, MC
U.S. Representative (Rep.), Texas
Washington, D.C.
Dr. James Don Edwards
J.M. Tull Professor of Accounting
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia
William S. Gray
Senior Vice President
Harris Trust & Savings Bank
Chicago, Illinois

PLUS...
Social activities and entertainment for the whole family.
Complete three -day programs for spouses, teenagers and
young people ages 6 -11.
SPECIAL FAMILY EVENT — NAA MUSIC HALL
featuring song and dance, impressionists, comedy, laughter,
imitations ....Headliner: Helen O'Connell ....Great Show!

TO SIGN UP: Conference details and registration information and forms have been mailed to every member. If you
need another copy, write or call NAA at 919 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022 / Telephone (212) 754.9769

ANNOUNCINGTHE
MONROELCC/60
r-�

There has never been an accounting machine like the LCC /60forthe
price (under $10,000). It's an amazing desk top Ledger Card
Computer that can automatically handle invoicing, accounts receivable, accounts payable, payroll, general ledger posting and more.
Faster. Prints 60 characters a second. Faster than anyaccounting
mach ineyou can buy.
Simpler. Easier to operate than any other accounting computer on
the market. Operators can be fully trained in a matter of hours.
Greater Flexibility. It hasforms hand ingcapabi I itythat's unmatched
byany machine in its price range.
A demonstration of this remarkable new accounting machine can be
arranged for you right now. Just call your local Monroe Branch office.
Or, write directly to Dept. LCC at the address below.

MONROE
THE CALCULATOR COMPANY
The American Road, Morris Plains, NJ 07950
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That's our job.
We interview and re- interview to find
the best possible talent available.
A full time job tha t ha s re s ulte d in
thousands of placements.
Looking for the be s t people takes
lots of time and energy.
Finding them takes a lot more.

in ,
In
I
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Our sta ff is expert at finding "the
best Person for the job. " Most of our
pla cement ma nagers are C.P.A.'s, C.A.'s,
controllers or syste ms managers.
Over the years we have perfected
methods of seeking out, interviewing and
selecting the best possible talent available.
And it's been very successful.
To date, we have expanded to 50
offices throughout the United States,
Canada and Great Britain.
We be lie ve the combine d talent a nd
skill of Robe rt Ha lf employe es ma de us
wha t we a re toda y.
The la rges t, mos t expe rience d fina ncial, banking and data process ing pe rsonnel service in the world.
Ma ybe we're jus t wha t you're looking for.

fac ts and figures, you c ome up with a
very interes ting total. One "Half."

q w ,P
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If You' re Ever in the
Neighborhood , Drop in.

Our Place or Yours
For some clients, it's importa nt to
keep their personnel search confidential.
So, at all Robert Half offices, we provide modern suites for interviewing your
applicants.
Helping you find a ne w employe e is
our job. It's also our place.
(And it costs you nothing, unless we
fill the position).

Our neighborhood e xtends ac ross the
contine ntal United States, Canada and
Great Britain.
50 offic es worldwide , making us the
largest fina nc ia l, banking and da ta processing personnel service in the world.
So, if the pos ition you're trying to
till is s o de ma nding tha t it c a n not be
filled locally; we will look nationa lly or
even inte rnationa lly for the right person.
After all, what a re neighbors for?

ROBERT
�
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Find ing Yourself an
Empl oyee
Can be a Full Time Job.
But it doesn't have to be.
Because at Robert Ha lf we spend
every minute of e ve ry da y looking for
qualified applicants.

We Th ought
We'd Impress You
With Some Figures
We spend over one million dollars annually advertising for qua Mi—
e a applicants.
And last year alone, 75 million dollars
was paid in salariesto the —opFe
pe
we placed.
Today, the re a re 50 Robert Ha lf offices throughout the United States, Canada
and Great Britain.
Now, when you add up a ll the a bove

PERSONNEL

AGENCI ES

Call us.
We're in the White Pages
in key area s throughout the
United States,
Canada-and Great Britain.

Worlds Largest
Financial & EDP
Personnel Specialists.

